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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
World Traveler
Visits Norway’s

Fblka RcaBr

Ur*

Merok a Beautiful Scenic View From
Our Boat Below

Fishing Banks

Neva Items

Takeir

From

the Files of

Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,
Thirty,

ONECATHRDIULIN NORWAY

First Catholic

Church Built

Twenty and Ten Years
Ago Today

In

Wm. M. Connelly

LARGE FREIGHTER LAID
UP HERE FOR WINTER

Has Accepted

iSStSHS

Year 1903

Fine Position

nace Co. One-half of it U being
ENLARGE 8T. FRANCIS DE unloaded at the Harrington docks,
SALES CHURCH; WAS DED- and the other half will be unloadAT ROME
ed next spring; and the boat will,
ICATED SUNDAY
NORWAY
SIXTY YEARS AGO TODAY
velopment
as
this ‘file copy indi• * •
therefore,be a sort of a atorecates. A public raefeting was held
TURB EXPOSITION
Sleighing is fine and with .. for the purpose of purchasing more
By Dr. A. J. Brower
St, Francisde Sales church pass- house for the local furnace comASSOCIATION
business has improved in Holland. land so fee company could expand. ed another milestone with the dedi- pany’s Iron. This is the last trip
Logs, cordwood, stove wood, stove The amount as It appears now was cation of a large addition to its this season for the Bennington. It
After leaving the Lapp Colony
bolts, etc., are drawn to the dty indeed a trifle — 6 acres required chapel on the corner of 18th St will be laid up in Holland harbor
Mr. Wm. M. Connelly, who for
at Lyngen, we sailed for a group
by farmers and the highways into $2,500 and that is the only bonus and Maple Avenue, on Sunday, Dec. for the winter and ta aoon as fee five yean has made a -very successof the Lofoten Islandsgrandest of
Holland are veritable parades of the Heinz Co. ever received. The 11th. The Right Reverend Joseph unloading is completed she will be fttf secreterv-manager of Holland’s
Norwegian island scenery; Nor“bobe’’ with a tinkling of sleigh- editor of the News at the meeting G. Pinten, Bishop of the Catholic put in shape by the crew of 26 for Chamber of Commerce, was reway’s center of its greatestfishing
beH accompaniment. Grain, too, it wrote the resolution carnring with Diocese of Grand Rapids solemnly the winter. Next spring fee crew cently offeredan exceptionalpoeiindustry. The codfish come here
coming into the city brought to the it the amount to be raiaed and John blessed the new church before the will return and recondition the boat
tio?’ ,0J ^h,ch we bel'ev« he la
from all around to spawn in a
different flour mills here. Farmers C. Post, Haitian D. Keppel, Lane High Mass sung by the Paator, for summer sailingas usual. For em nently fitted. Charles R. Sligh
fjord called the Vestfjord. These
are getting the highest market Kanters, Wm. H. Beach and Jake Rev. J. M. Westdorp. This blessing severalweeks theae crewa will re- of Holland,as it will be remember
islands boast of the setting for its
price for their products; the local Lokker were sent out to raise fee consistedof special prayers of the main both thii fall and spring and ed, some months ago was made
jrolden cod-fish and its black eider
storekeeper is doing a splendid $2,500 which was done in short Church and the sprinklingof the aa a rule the outfitting of a boat president of the Board of Direcducks. The season lasts from Janubusiness,presaging a fine holiday order. What is extraordinary in entire edifice, inside and outside, adds considerableto business ac- tors of the Grand Rapids Expoalary to April. Small huts dot all
trade. Note: How time* have the two-column item was the pro- with holy water, together with the tivities in town.
tion Association;and ne placed in
over the islands where fishermen
Capten Andresaen ia the skipper nomination'Mr, Connelly as direcchanged!Good sleighing even 80 phetic truth in the address of Mr. recitationof the Litany of the
live during this season when fishyears ago meant good businessand Graves of the company, when he Saints and certain of the Psalms. of the ship end he will remain until tor of public relatione of that oring is at its best
busy streets. Today no snow at all said at the meeting, “I believe the In the dedication,Bishop Pinten everythingis In “shipahane.”Chief ganization,and the Holland man
.. . en* on W* sailed through
___ __
re- receivedthe unanimoussupport of
is preferableto the motorist and time will toon come if this project was assisted by Rt. Rev. Msgr. K. engineer yzenberg will alio
Rolands Fjord to Trondheim,
concretehighways plowed bare carries and the land is secured, J. Whalen, Pastor of St. Mary’s main. A few of the men will be on the entire Board.
meaning (throne home) founded
would make sleighing impossible that soon all the pickles from our church, Muskegon, and Reverend the steamer barge during the enin 997 A. D. This is the medieval
even with plenty of snow on the Michigan salting houses will be Raymond Sweeney, Pastor of St. tire winter, wetching the property.
capital of Norway where Norway’s
Carl Harrington, youngest son of Bociation, and his duties will take
side lines.
finished in Holland as far aa prac- Peter’s church, Douglas. The whole
king’s are crowned in a cathedral,
• • •
Capt. Austin Harrington, piloted him about the country from Maine
tical and other activities will aug- ceremony was closed with Bene• • *
the most prominent building, is
ment what is now going on here. diction of the Blessed Sacrament. the Bennington into Holland har- to Californiaabout one-halfof the
also the moat imposing church
For a really beautiful and artisThe new additiongives the par- bor down the bay up to her docks. year. He will call upon manufacIn that case Holland will become
building in all Scandinavia.It
tical job of painting,we refer our
This was at the request of the cap- turers and retailers of furniture,
our
largest
distributing
point.
I ish a seating capacity of 500 as
occupies the old site of St.
readers to the fine residence of
compared with 260 in the old build- tain, since the buoys showing fee and through these contactswill inpredict
that
Holland
will
become
Clements Church which was built
Harmanus Boone on 9th St, near
harbor lane have bodfi taken up be- terest them in the Grand Rapids
ing, and for the service last Sunat the end of the 10th century by
Market. The work was done by our second factory in size and that day every seat was occupied.
fore ice covert the lake. Both Carl Exposition, as both sellers and
will be next to fee Pittsburghplant,
King Olaf Kyrre.
Messrs. B. A J. Grotenhuis and
and Harry Harrington have piloted buyers. The Grand Rapids FurniSt. Francis parish dates back to
our
largest
distributing
point.
I
The present buildingwas erected
a beautifulimitationof American
1903 when a small circle of Catho- other large steamerabefore and ture ExpositionAssociationinin 1152
52 —
— and it is notno now comwalnut, French walnut and marble think that within fee next five
are thoroughly versed m to where cludes all those nho exhibitin the
lics built a church on the corner of
pleted, and they are still building
are unsurpassed in this city. The
the navigable steamer lane la in •'furnituredty.” Practically all
Harrison
and
Twentieth
Street
At
on it today. In beauty, it challennew method of “graining” was also
Lake Macatawa.
Holland furniture makers are inthat
time
it
was
a
mission
church
ges St. Peter’s at Rome, St. Paul
used in some rooms. It is a gratify- preaent capacity. If this does not
Holland, this winter, will have cluded, as well m other cities in
attended
from
Byron
Center,
but
in London, and the massive Catheing sign of the times to see artistic follow it will be because business
with increased numbers in the par. three large steam boats winter
dral in Seville, Spain. Apart from
ment enabled to find remuneration will become duH and unprofitableish, a new building was erected in here, includingthe Benningtonat f’ranfT’d^’c’h ,them -®W0i#0*
or
the
farmers
refuse
to
cultivate
its splendid architectural lines, inin so young a city. Note: The
1912 on the present site of the the Harringtondocks, and the Big
teresting features are the many
Boone home was a large red and and grow such farm productsas we church and sfeool. In 1923 this North and South American at the others. Altogether,there are about
need."
Note:
Surely
Mr.
Graves
gargoyles,charming in some cases
white brick structure with plenty
Montello .Park docks.
200 members belonging to this asmade a prediction looking back 40 building was converted Into _
because of their very ugliness.
of “gingerbread” trimming, wen in
sodation.
school,
and
a
chapel
added
to
the
These gargoyles are water
vogue. It was the finest of three years, that has more than been fulwest end of the school,and this
Accepting the position will comspouts with dragon heads on their
homes in Holland — the other two filled. Building after buildingwas chapel served the parish for all HOLLAND MERCHANT WF.D8 pel Mr. Connelly to move to Grand
erected
until
now
these
cover
more
very ends and water spouts out of
were the homes of Isaac Cappon,
services until the present time. The
Rapids, and hi* offices will be at
YOUNG LADY FROM
these when it rains. They are
tanner, still on 9th and Washing- than a city block. A large struc821 Michigan Trust Building. In
first resident pastor was Rev.
ZEELAND
about 10 to 15 feet above the
ton Blvd., and the castle built by ture, the Vac-A-Tap building,has
speaking of this appointment,
Dr.
. by Walter
— . ' ajso been acquired on the north George L. Nye, son of Mr. and
ground, and certainly do look HOLLAND SUGAR FIRM TO
=, now owned
Mrs. F. O. Nye, early pioneers of
presidentCharles R. Sligh stated,
side
as
a
storehouse.
Thousands
of
ghastly with their sharp teeth and
Walsh, just west of 9th St ChrisOn Wednesday afternoon, Dec. I am indeed happy to say that
Holland, who for many years lived
farmers
have
lifted
the
mortgage
PAY
8235,009
TO
900
BEET
pointed, arrow-like tongues, protian Reformed Church. These are
Winter Really Begins
on East Ninth Street, near Col- 14th, Miss Isabel Wentzel of Zea- Mr. Connelly has accepted the poatruding.
GROWERS
all found on 9th St because feat on their farm through a pickle
say mo
u much
mum for
iwr
lege Ave., who was succeeded upon land, and Mr. Andrew Du Mu of ition. and I can omj
Many
workers
have
reSt. Olafs Spring, the waters of
Next Thursday street was the principalresidence
his death in 1924 by Reverend this city spoke their marriage the directors of the Furniture Exceived
gainful
employment
the
year
which are said to have healing The Lake Shore Sugar company
street 60 years ago and streets
vows in a simple wedding service position Association.I waa first atround with more than 1,000 men Frederick W. Ryan wno remained
powers is in the apse at the east announced an initial payment of
didn’t go south further than 12th,
pastor here until August, 1937, performed by Dr. John Van Peur- tracted to Mr. Connelly when I
With the exception of one small and there were few homes south
end.
$235,000 to growers largely in Otsem, putor of the First Reform- often contacted him In the offices
the
<*uri,’K when Rev. Westdorp took charge,
of snow, the summery comWe were entertained with a tawa and Allegan counties. Ap- skim
of that ungraded or ungraveled
ed church,Zeeland.
of the Chamber of Commerce.I
o
plex
since Labor Day has been one
only
pays
taxes
annually
Into
fee
special opgan recital specially proximately DOO sugar beet growhighway. The Boone home was
The marriage took place at fee noticed his fine approach in conHOLLANDER
EXPECTED
TOO
continued
stretch
of
fine
fall
weacity
treasury
but
the
management
arrangedfor us and that was a ers will share the payment.
pi
Holland’s first hospital, started by
of the bride’s parent! on E. tacting people who called, aa well
MUCH FROM A FIRE BOX home
real rare treat and very much
Althougha 50c decrease in ton- ther. Heat waves in Sept- a Hollander from the Netherlands. is found fostering city projects,
Main
St. at three o’clock in the afhis business-likeapproach
at
to
ember,
warm
weather
in
October
nage basis, the payment
appreciatedby all of us.
lent is about
It went broke within the year. helping to carry the civic load
ternoon,in the presence of the im- matters that had to do with hla
and
comfortable
weather
through
cash
ana
cooperation.
ex$85,000
more
than
the
approximate
To this Cathedral thither all the
This made Holland hospital-minded,
An unusual occurrence sent out mediate familiesof the bride and Chamber of Commerce work. I
• • •
kings have , gone for coronation. $150,000, the initial payment made cept a few days in November, however, and then the Dr. Kremer’e
the fire departmentand the police groom.
deeply impressed with his
with December half gone and still
THIRTY
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
Haaken VII being crowned here in
home on Twelfth and Central,now
when an alarm was touched off at
Those presentto witnesa fee cer- thorough and systematic methods;
1905. This King Haaken’s wife
the baby clinic center,was taken
River Ave. and 18th St. yesterday emony were the bride’s parents, and the results attainedduring the
ever officiallybegins on Thursday,
The 1,300 pounds of poultry afternoon. It seems that a man Mr. and ' Mrs. William Wentael: five years in which ha
died very recentlyafter an opera- first payment for the 1938 crop, and
over by the city. Our new municipal
in
Dec.
22,
at
7:14
a.
m.,
Eastern
tion.
is based on a figure of 86 a ton.
hospitalon the hill came next and which were given to fee employees by the name of William Verver.who Mr. and Mrs. Nelsom Wentzel of charge of the local Chamber of
Mr. John Kelly, field manager of StandardTime. That, too. is the it has been a godsend to this com- of the Holland Furniture rectory, recently came here from The Lansing; the bride’a niece, Mise Commerce convinced me feat Mr.
Trondheim was the first capital
shortestday and shortlyalter the
until replaced by Christiana in the company, states that last year's
munRy, thanks to the Board of were deliveredby Hieftje Bros, of Netherlands and ia associatedwith Beverly Wentzel of Holland: Mre. Connelly wu indeed Qualified for
initial payment amounts to 85.50. sun will go in reverse and within Public Works and other city offi- Zeeland.
1880 now renamed as Oslo.
Moody Bible Institute, Chicago,en- John Du Mez. Holland, mother of the position which he has now aeThe kings of Great Britain are This year 4,900 acres of beets were a few weeks longer days will be cials.
deavored to mall a letter.He aakad the groom; Mr. and Mrs. A. C. cepted.
• • I am sure
be win flit
perceptible.
Apyway,
watch
how
9e, Kruif, student at Ann someone where he could mail it on Vanden Botch of Zeeland; Mr. and
crowned in Westminster’s Abbey; harvested.
this trust in such a manner that
the
wind
blows
at
7:14
a.
m.
next
Arbor, visited his parents, Mr. and the street in that neighborhood.He Mrs. Ted Du Mu of Holland; and
Approximately46,932 tons of
of Netherlands in the King's Palace
it will accrue to the benefit of the
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
Thursday for that will be the preMrs. H. De Kruif, of Zeeland. Note: wm directed to a box on the corner John Robert Du Mu.
at Amsterdam and so all countries beets were received at the local
entire furniture industry assodatvailing wind for three months to
Today
he
is
an
internationally
plant.
They
were
received
in
973
have their customary places.I had
but Verver selected the wrong corMre. Du Mu la very well known
m this (roup; that means Holcome, according to weather progBom: To Mr. and Mrs. James known author and lives at Holland, ner and the wrong box. He en- and is popular in her home dtp. ed
the special privilegeof sitting in freight care and 2,981 loads in
land, aa wen as Grand Rapids, and
nosticators.
Some
hope
its
south.
A.
Brouwer,
two
baby
daughters
on
Lake
Michigan.
some coronation chairs, just for trucks and wagons.
deavored to stuff the letter In one She haa conducted the Ladyfair other localities.”
Last year’s tonnage amounted Business men who have seasonable named Lucy and Jennie. The furnicuriosity, and this is allowed only
of these new-fangled alarm boxes, Beauty Salon for some time. Mr.
Mr. Connelly, when approached,
goodd
to
sell
and
the
coal
man
Wm.
J.
Murphy,
who
left
ture dealer will have to take home
when one is entirely alone with a to 27,862 tons. This year’s tonwhere you pull a lever rather than Du Mez is mtnager of Du Mes was very reluctantin giving an inHolland harbor eights weeks ago
speciallyhired guide, and tipping nage totaled 19,070 tons more might say north. However, our from his store on River street, a
break a glass. The man had scarce- Bros. Departmentstore, an enter- terview; in fact, all he would say
wishes on the matter won’t alter double cradle and baby buggy for with her 30-foot launch,Quo Vadis
them will help a lot to accomplish than were received in 1937. From
ly begun to tamper with the box, prise established by the family was, *T would prefer to have my
for
a
trip
down
the
Mississippi
conditions
one
jot
and
that
is
a
two.
Note:
Both
daughter^
are
that experience.For comfort,how- this year’s tonnage, the company
when he was soon surrounded by nearly a half century ago. The accomplishmentsin the future
nver
via
Chicago,
the
drainage
good
thing—
for
if
everyone’s
wish
still living and happily married.
ever, I would rather sit in mother’s will manufacture approximately
the noises of gongs, sirens, and un- newly married couple will make speak for themselves through recanal
and
Illinois
river,
has
rewere
complied
with
it
would
have
Miss Lucy Brouwer is now Mrs. J.
11,000,000pounds of sugar. Last
old rocking chair.
iformed men. Fire trucks were their home at 107 W. 11th St. in sults, which, after all, ia importurned
to
her
home
at
Ottawa
Michigan weather beat C. Ooms ot Grand Rapids, and
- This city is a seaporton the west year’s production was over 7,000,- changeable
there almost instantly. They sur- this city.
tant.” Mr. Connelly will take
for
changes.
Miss Jennie Brouwer is the wife Beach, after completing the trip to rounded Verver but in his excitecoast on a bay at the mouth of the 000 pounds.
charge of his new work on Jan. 1.
New
Orleans and selling her boat.
of
Dr.
Henry
Meeter
of
Grand
The
factory
sliced
an
average
of
Nid river on the south side of the
ment the man could scarcelyarti- OLIN. CAPTURED AT GRAND
fTYTY
Mrs.
Murphy
kept
a
record
of
her
Rapids.
Relatives
of
this
city
and
Trondheim Fjord. It possesses 655 tons of beets daily.
culate, but finally with the letter HAVEN BARN, FLEES MUSMOTHER OF FORMER MAYOR
The campaign which started on LADIES AUXILIARY OF NINTH elsewhere surprised the twin sis- trip through picture postal cards in hand he stated that he had made
strong fortifications on the mainK EGON’S JAIL
upon
which
she
made
notes.
PASSES
ters with a birthday party recently
a mistake. He was taken to police
land and on the small, rocky island Oct. 30 and ended this week MonSTREET CHURCH HOLDS
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
day,
which
was
apparent
when
headquarters,
and
Chief
Van
Ry
of Nunkholm; very much resemblANNUAL MEETING
TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY
Ooms.
Kenneth Oiin, agee 27, who was
saw that the man was innocent of
ing the Rock of Gibralter at the long blasts of the sugar mill whisThe mother of former mayor,
.
• •
tles
proclaimed
that
the
long
seaany intent of wrong-doing; in fact, captured by Grand Htaven police at Earnest C. Brooks, and Phillips
mouth of the MediteranneanSea.
An
unusual
concert
was
sta
Last
Sunday
the new baby son
itaged
The
Ladies
Auxiliary
of
Ninth
the
Banr
skating
ting
bowl
bow
in
that
city
Many places in Norway have son had finally ended. At least 225
Brooks, of Holland, pasted away
__ this was plainly evident. Neverwhen
street Christian Reformed church of Mr. and Mrs. John F. Van An- at the M. E. Church here w..
names which sound strange to a employees were given gainful em- held their annual meeting in the rpoy was christenedBenjamin Har- ferae of the survivors of the Lusi- theless, each call puts a cost on the Nov. 28, for Muskegon officers,es- Wednesday afternoon at the home
city of approximately $30. The man caped from the county jail at Mus- of her daughter, Mra. William E.
visitor from foreign lands. Near ployment during that time on
parlors of the church on Wednes- rison Van Anrooy at the Market tania, the ship blown up by a Gerthought that the box representeda kegon at 7:30 a. m. yesterday King, of Battle Creek. Her home
Throndheim, for example, there is night and day shift. There will still
man
torpedo
during
the
World
War,
Street
Christian
Reformed
church
day evening of this week, Mrs.
chute that whizzed the mail to the shortlybefore he was to nave been is in Wheaton,111.
a railway station called Hell (to be a large crew remaining throughgave
their
concert
here.
A
large
Raymond J. (Nykamp, president, in this city, in honor of the prespost office. PostmMter Vanderburg taken into court and sentenced for
She wu the widow of Rev. Jesse
which return tickets can be out the year, making repairs and presiding.
The meeting was preced- dent-elect of this nation. The troup of the celebratedRoyal Welsh thought this rather a novel idea, breaking and entering.Olin faced W. Brooks, former minister of the
bought). Another drive takes us getting the factory in shape for
youngster starts off with a good Concert Company from England,
ed
by
a
pot
luck
supper,
served
at
apossible life sentence as a fourth Reformed church and secretaryof
to Paradis, a pretty villa suburb. next fall's campaign.
Planned a concert tour of America and smilingly said he would see
offender.
The Holland sugar factory reop- tables nicely decorated with sea- name and we hope he will always ut the larger part of the company Jim Farley
Farley about
abo
it.
the Chicago Tract Society. She
Next iwe stopped at Aandalskeep
it
so.
Note:
The
father
has
sonal trimmingsand lighted canPolice believe Olin was cut while born at Brooklyn, N. Y., 76 yeara
naes and from there by special ened about 6 years ago and has dles. Following the supper a pleas- been supervisor from Holland for found a watery grave and only
crawling through a window. He ago. She wu both an author and a
train for Bjorli, through several been a valuable asset to Holland
ing program was presented, in- many years and later was elected three survivors remain and when DYKSTRAS BOUND
was arrestedby chief LawrenceDe poet, and contributed articlesto
villagesand passing through the and its environs.It is a diversified
they
reached
New
York
they
recluding several musical numbers Register of Deeds of Ottawa county
FOR FLORIDA Witt’s men after a series of rob- the ChristianIntelligencerand
famous S tavern Tunnel cut through enterprise,gives employment to
and readings.The program was as and finallyGrand Haven’s City organized and arranged the tour
beries in western Michigan. Olin. other religious publications.
the mountains,4,395 feet long. hundreds locally, and besides follows:
assessor and lastly truant officer. to carry on just the same and °
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Dykstra, it was also reported, walked out of
creates
a
market
for
our
agriculSome of her works wu included
Here we saw many many moot
The
son
is still a president's name- packed house greeted them in Hol- Mrs. Harvey Kleinheksel and two
Guitar
selections:
Russel
Bouwthe jail. First reports of the es- in the 1986 Anthologyof Contemgorgeous and massive, high, roar- turistson a crop that augments man and Harold Bangor.
sake
50 years later and is a mighty land as elsewhere.
children are leaving today, Friday, cape were that no witnesses were porary American Women poets.
ing waterfalls, the beauty of (which the usual crops raised on farms
Trombone solo by Jay Schadalee good travelingman out west. He
for Floridaby motor car. They will on hand at the time.
Funeral services, which will bo
I have never seen- elsewhere in here.
spend the remainderof the winHe had served sentnecesfor private,will be held here SaturTEN YEARS AGO TODAY
John Kelly is manager, B. J. accompaniedby Margaret Schada- may never be presidentbut he can
this great world of oars. The most
sell the merits of the good U. S. A.
lee;
piano
accordion
selections
by
ter
in
the
southland.
Miss
Willie
stealingautomobiles and merchan- day, with the Rev. Paul E. Hinfamous and most beautiful of them Paschal is the superintendentof the Miss Maxine Veurink.
to anyone except possibly a Red
Kars, West 15th Street, will leave dise on three other occasions dur- kamp officiating.Burial will be in
plant, and M. Leenhouts is the as
all was the Vormafosowaterfall.
Two
hundred
and
fifteen
emwho
no
one
could
convince.
Two compositions,the first enthe day after Christmasand will ing the past 10 years.
Pilgrim Home cemetery. Friends
The falls on the ColumbiaRiver sistant manager.The firm is look- titled “Say It Now,” and the secployees of Baker A Company of
remain with the Dykstras until
A girl friend'slove for roller are requested to omit flowers.
Drive in Washington, California ing forward to a fine acreage of ond, “The Spirit of Christmas”
FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY
Allegan, enjoyed a Christmas tree they return in the spring.
skating brought Olin to the Barn,
Surviving are four sons, Wenand the Madiera Islands on the beets next year.
and party in the main office
were read by Mrs. M. De Boer.
•o
where he was captured by City dell and Harry Brooka of Chicago.
coast of Africa are beautifultoo
Saturday.
In a file copy of the Holland City
Mrs. De Boer is well known locally
HOLLAND GAME-FISH CLUB Officers Hirdes and Kinkema. Ho Earnest C. and Phillips Brooks of
but Norway has the best.
Swan A. Miller, a veteran of the for her work as poet and composer News, Dec. 2, 1898, the growth of
RICHER BY 50 TONS OF CARP was linked up with a gang of Holland; three daughters, Mre.
The mountain scenery was out- Civil war and manager of Maca- and the compositionsshe read Wed- the H. J. Heinz Co. here was prerobbers in Moskegon and was re- King of Battle Creek, Mrs. Clare
standingand ever changing as tawa hotel, observed his 96th birth- nesday presented the themes in a dicted by a Mr. Graves, representa- William Jekel wilr sing at the
Bethel Reformed Church Sunday
A
record haul of carp was reg- ported to have pulled several rob- Hunt of Kalamazoo and Mrs. Gerour train sped along. Only pictures day anniversary last week Tuesday most pleasing manner.
tive of the company from Pitts- evening. “Bill’s”singing is very
ald Eggleston of Wheaton, 111.;
isteredTuesday by fishermen for beries in Grand Haven.
one takes of such scenery can bring at his apartment in the Warm
A Christmas grab bag was then burgh. The News helped to foster much appreciatedand he is often the
Two of the gang, Clarence Hoff- and 11 grandchildren.
Holland Fish and Game club
back the beauty that one’s eyes Friend tavern.
enjoyed by feose present, when an the first salting house a few years called and willingto contributeof
man
and
Lyman
Dempsey,
are
when 50 tons were removed from
have seen. At one place we saw
exchange of gifts was made.
earlier and this brought other de- his talent always.
Spring lake. The haul is the larg- serving sentences in state prison, LADIES LITERARY CLUB ENthe Seven Sisters waterfalls.Seven
Reports,
distribution
of
funds,
Abe Nauta, public works superest ever recordedby the club and three more are being held for JOY UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS
falls next to one another and only
intendent, Charles Vos, assistant and the election of officers followsince operations began more than trial at Muskegon. Olin was the
PROGRAM
a few feet apart and severalhunPARTY FOR THE BLIND WILL its of good citizenship, which in- 15 years ago
last of the gang at large. He was
superintendent,Bert Smith, chief ed.
dred feet high.
BE
FEATURED
BY
THE
arrested
at
the
time
Hoffman
and
engineer
of
the
board of public
Officers elected for the coming
The fish
‘ ‘ were placed in the bluecludes such qualitiesas dependaThe final meeting of the year of
Next we stopped at Merok, where
Dempsey and three others were the Woman’s Literary club
works, and Charles Hamilton of year are as follows: president,
LIONS CLUB
bility-truthfulness,
loyalty, punc- gill pond at Conservation park, the
our boat anchored dose to shore
Grand Rapids, consultingengineer
club's rearing grounds on the Zee- held but escaped the officers at held Tuesday with a program of
and we took an automobile drive for the board, went to Kalamazoo Mrs. Raymond J. Nykamp; vice
Next Wednesday an unusual tuality; Service—cooperation,courMuskegon and had been out of the
or by Stolkjaerre (horse drawn to attend a 24th annual fuel en- presidentMrs. George Wassink; |>arty will be featured at Warm tesy, considerationof others; Lead- land road. At present there are state for some time until appre- unusual interest being presented
second vice president Mrs. Hany
erehip— personality, self control, 110 tons of carp in the pond. The
by Harold Towers, well-known orcart) to Lake Djupvand up in the
end Tavern under the auspices
gineering conference.
Kalmink; secretary,Mrs. H. Van
abllityto lead; and Patriotism-club plans on holding the fish until hended at the Barn rink.
ganist and choir director of Grand
mountains. The winding road
o
Oort;
vice president,Mrs. Harm of fee Holland Lions Club. This unselfishinterest in school,com- the market price improves.
Rapids. ‘Mr. Towers boys’ choir of
climbs steadily for most of its
^^ftmss
party
will
be
for
a
dozen
o
Slenk; treasurer.Mre. John Brat;
The Monica Aid society will 50 voices, robed in black and
munity and nation.
10% miles, through beautiful, Judge of Probate Irving Tucker vice
blind folks, who are to be guests of
treasurer, Mra. Geo. Zuverink.
The funeralrites for Otto West- meet this Friday afternoon at 2:15 white, presented a pleasing picture
add:
on
Miss Knapp has served the
wooded and fern-covered country- of Allegan gave an address
the club. Arrangements for the
ing, 73 years old. 111 E. 16th St, o’clock in Central Avenue church. u they gathered on the club room,
adult criminaI influence in the life
side.
program are being made by Wil- school in varied capacities, having who passed away Thursday, will be
The Rev. L. Van Laar, paator of
The road in some of its long of the child, at a meeting of the
The funeral rites of Mrs. Ruby
N1m, Bernard De Free, John been Boomerang editor,alderman held Saturday afternoon at 1:30 Prozpect Park church, will be tho stage to render their program of
Christmas songs and carols. Durloops (The Knot) crosses itself. Parent-Teachersassociation of Spring Luidens, 41 yean of age, Kelly, George Pate, and George of the first ward, group president
from the home and at 2 p. m. from speaker.
ing the latter part of the musical
Further up. there are only stunted Russcher achool Monday night. A wife of Dr. Henry Luidens, for- Damson. The principal speaker will in her junior and senior year, group
- ---o ------- Central Avenue Christian Reformprogram a beautiful tableau,pictrees, gnarled shrubs,coarse grass demonstration of teaching begin- merly of Holland, •were held in
KJdd. a blind residentof secretary of her sophomore year. ed church, with the Rev. D. H.
An unusual robbery is reported turing the “Madonna”
ners was given by the teacher of Muskegon yesterday.She passed Belding. On fee program will be The choice for this honor is made
preand a few flowersand rocks.
Walters, the psstor, officiating.In- at Warm Friend Tavern
avern Bier sented, with Mre. Bruce Van LeuwJust before reaching Djupvand the beginners class. Music was •wav at her home at Willard,New Cprnie Steketee and John Olert under the directionof a committerment
will take place in Esat Stube shortly after 10 a m. Thun. en Impersonatingthe Madonna.
furnished
by
a
women’s
quartet
York.
the road runs along a shallow
a trmpet duet and tee of teachers, including Miss Holland cemetery. Friends will be A man 175 pounds, 6 feet tall, a
The colorfullighting effect added
valley where there Is snow and composed of Mrs. W. J. Vanden
Gerald Hanchett an artist on the BaibelleGeiger and Miss Lida Ro- given the opportunity to pay their
Belt, Mrs. J. F. Schortinghuis,Mrs.
tan hat and brown overcoat, en- much to this number.
gers, both of whom are members
ice. There are some very fine color
Mra. Hendriks Van Slooten,who
respecta on Friday from 8 to 6 p. tered the place with his face parComeal Dykhuia and Mrs. H. KorMre. Kenneth De Free presided
of the local chanter D.A.R.
effectsupon arrival at the lake
is making her home with her chilm. and from 7 to 9 p. m. Surviv- tially covered with a black mask,
tering. Refreshmentswere served.
which is 8,296 feet above sea level
dren, Mr. and Mrs. John Van PutMias Knapp will go to Lansing ing are the Widow: a son. Theo- holding a gun, demanded the cuh. at the meeting. Mre. J. J. Brouwer,
and never free from ice or even enten, at Holland, spent last Thurs- Visscher, and Jerry Hooting, will in the near future to compete _____ dore; two grandchildren;five sis- Mrs. Lyons, who wu alone near Mre. Van Leuwen and Mrs. J. E.
tirely frosen over in midsummer.
day here, the guesta of Mr. and give several numbers. Mrs. Trap other candidatesof fee state. She ters. Mrs. Benjamin Lemmen of the cuh register opened the cash Telling constituted the program
Just think, a frozen lake so high there is always snow up there.
Mrs. H. P. Kartten at their home will accompany fee singers on the will be accompanied by Miss Beth Holland, Mrs. Joseph Johnson of drawer to meet his demands, spoke committee, while decorations were
arranged by Mrs. T. P. Cheff.
Merok is regarded as one of the on East Main St Mrs. Van Slooten, piano.
in the' air. When I was on the
Marcus also of Holland high, who Grand Rapids. Mrs. Jacob Geerthe man and asked him whether
Sea of Galilee I was 650 feet be- most beautiful towns of its size who recently celebratedher 88th
wu the successfulnationalcandi- lings of Grand Rapids, Mre. T. D. to
he felt like doing time for $20. She
low the MediterraneanSea and in the entire kingdom of Norway. birthday,was a formar residentof
MISS BETTY
KNAPP date lut year, and will preside at Warner and Misa Ida Westing of had some money to give him, but
while bathing In fee Dead Sea in We saw small hay fields here and Beaverdam.—Zeeland Record.
the
meeting
of
state
candidates
Holland; three sons, Peter of New the man tnsde some remark -that
CHOSEN GOOD CITIZEN
Palestine, 1,800feet below sea level there along mountain sides, but to
this year.
Era, John of Grand Rapids and he wouldn’t do that to her, acting
CANDIDATE
fee lowest spot on this whole earth. dry and cure fee grass to make
—
"
Dr. Wm. Tappan, local health of
Ed Westing of Holland.
as if he wu acquainted. Immedi
Such are fee marvels of nature, hay, it is all piled in rows five feet fleer, addressedmembers of the
Mias Betty Jean Knapp, senior Mias Henrietta Boama, daughter
•
i' '
ately he turned on his heel, and
and when we speak of Nature, we high on wire fencing. That is the Science club of the Holland Chris- at Holland
school was hon- of Mr. and Mra. Theodore Boeman
LoCal police still have found no left by fee side entrance,undoubtmean nothing but God, the creator only way it can dry. These
ored b/ her classmates at the lo- of North Holland, submitted to an clues to an attempted robbery last edly removingfee muk u he asoperation
at
the
Hujsenga
Memorcal. school when she was chosen
night at the Geerd’s Shoe Store, cended the stairs. Manager Howas fee candidateof the Ugh school ial hospital, on Sunday morning. 442 Washington Ave. That a rob- ard Lillard, who wu notified, callcompamea tnG lecture* Open a is* for fee annual good citizen pilgrim
bery wu attempted is evident that ed the police. When they arrived,
thentun^eTP001
cpssioA mider the leadership of •je to Wasington, D, C* sponsorBorn Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. the rear door wu found open; how- he gave a descriptionof fee man.
Herbert _______
sponsor of the
each'year by fee National DJL- Fred Oudemolen of New Gronin> ever, nothing wu found to be tak- The muked man left without takbut of the Once Hanseatic League.
club, followed.
R. The choice is made on the mer- gen • daughter named Mary Jane, an after an inventory wu made.
ing a penny.

CAPITAL CHALLENGES IN
BEAUTY ST. PETER’S
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self-inflictedwhile 47 per cent are their

pow-wow and

Half

of

Sold In

--(Allegan

feast some-

2020 caused by others. This makes 100 where between 600 and 800 A.D.
per cent of all fatal gun accidents
However, all geologistsare not

Basinets Office

Ticket* ATj^HWB8TKBN

_

types of firearms 100 per cent dan- sands of yean at the rate of a
gerous.
foot in from 88 to 50 fears, Dr.
Estimates also have it that 68 George II. Stanley after studying
per cent of fatal gun accidents are the site believesUie Redmen held

wuia

County C0URSE

kAAAAAi

Rotary

Ben Lohman and John Brink of
Hamilton, returned home from a

Gazette)

piness for Orthopedic

week's course of lectures at NorthSchool Children
... western University and tours in
The Allegan county worid*! Chicago, and the International Thirty-three youngster* of the
p o u I tr
congreas committee Livestock show. They were ap- orthopedic and oral deaf departcharged with the underwriting of pointed with 50 other school <fi- ments of Holland schools were enadvanoed ticket sales at their rectorsby the W. K. Kellogg foun- tertained Thursday noon at the
meeting in Allegan on December 1 dation and Ihe Allegan County annual Rotary club Christmas
reported that at> out half of the Health Dept.
party in the Warm Friend tavern.
1200 tickets allottedto
oApproximately 150 members of the
county had been taken by businesa M0RE INFORMATION ABOUT club and their wives, as well as
|

y

attributable to carelessness by in agreement regarding the rate at
yourself or someone else.
which the big lakes have been reAbout 45 per cent, it is estimated, ceding, and the estimate of one
of all fatal accidents occur in open conservativesavant would put the

Allegan

fields,20 per cent in brush, 18 per gathering back about 3,500 years,

—

‘H
the
had

STORM “ALUMNI"
SAUGATUCK TO GIVE
^CHRISTMAS DRAMA
DINE ON PANCAKES
AT GLENN REUNION The churches of Salugatuck
giving a drama, “TEe
The Empty
Ek

Club Makes Hap- i*

The “big snow” of December, Room,'?, in the public school building Sunday evening, Dec. 18. The
1987, was recalled in this little
soene is a room in the old khan of
southwestern Michigan community,
Bethlehem and the time the evening
Glenn, Allenn county, Friday as
hundredsof persons gathered to of the first Christmas. a-- >
CAST
eat pancakes.
Hamar, a young Bethlehemite......
The visitors, g u e s t s of Glenn,
--------------------- Rev. R. Sneden
were those whose trucks and auto- Joanna, hit cousin ......................
mbbiles were snowboundon U.S.-81
........
.........
Miss Joyce Force
last year when a blizzardtied up Rebecca, mother of Hamar
traffic throughout southern MichiMrs. Gordon Hoffman
gan. At that time all available gro- The Prophel.........Ciark
I’rop
Tlllinighast
ceries in Glenn were used up by Mary of Nazareth
the unexpected guests and for two
Mist Jean Disher
days pancakes were the only fare. A Nobleman of Capernum ________
The village also announcedthat . —
.................
Harold Sonnenberg
the second annual Glenn pancake A Servant ....... .George Breckenridge
festival will be held next May
Remember the date, one week
....

......

cent in dense woods. The balance which would be in the neighbormembers of the board of educacounty1™ or*“i“,lon* 0,
THAT COAST GUARD
of 22 per cent occurs in open woods, hood of 1600 B.C.
tion, attended the meeting.
The Hamilton area under
QUESTION
O. W. Lowry as Santa Claus, acconveyances and highways. This
The difference in estimatesseems leadershipof Andrew Lohman
companied by Grumpy and Happy*
makes guns 100 per cent dangerous, in considerabledegree to be a dif- disposed of the greatest number The secretary-manager1 of the
Miss Doris Diekema and Mias Janet
*Mm'i greateststrength u i/ioun m
regardless of where they are, but ferenceof opinion about the stead- and Leon Kolvoord of Allegan is Chamber of Commerce, who has Brooks, arrived with presents for
standing stUL"
next.
The
Plainwell
and
Fennville
been
trying for the past six iweeka
more so in open fields where there iness of the rate of recession. And
“Concrete” Connelly, the Oil King
oecoaa
tt ** m ** not so successful.
MS • I to get CJVIUV
VJiV
districta were
some information V/ll
on the
should be no excuse for careless- it is quite understandablethat the Frank Heaaley and Alice Smith status of the Coast Guard Station, of Overiser;C. Vander Meulen,
IT— Andrew Oliter took ocrth
Henry Maents, Edgar Landwehr
not to enforcethe rtomp
ness.
shrinkagemay have been much representingDorr and Salem, Mr. haa finally succeeded through the and Willis Diekema.
27-80.
from Sunday. Be sura to attend.
act, 1765.
Sixty-two per cent of the number more rapid just after the glaciers Elenbaas representingWavland help of CongressmanMapes to get
In their turn, the children then
and I^ighton,Francis Moored rep- the facts of the situation. The conIS-Senator ?. Crittenden
of persons inflictingfatal gun in- melted and the lake outletswere resenting Hopkins, and Monterey gressman called up the Chamber of presented a program in the form
introduced his Icanous.
/
compromiseresolutions,
juries on others were over 21 years numerous and bigger than today. were not present at the meeting. Commerce,telling us the results of of entertainment from radio staleea
tion XMAS. Bernard Fisher introAnother point that needs to be
Allegan county, the outstanding his efforts, and mailed us copies
of age. This is strange because it is
duced BUly Achterhof, master of
fit— The first Englishsettlers
felt that persons over that age have taken into account is the changing poultry county in the state, and of the correspondence between hit ceremonies.Gifts, made by the
left London for Virginia,
17th in the United States, receives office in Washingtonand the govn
attainedfull reason and have out- tilt of some of the shoreline.
1606.
children, were passed to the club
a considerablepart of its income emment authorities,
members and their wives. The singgrown
carelessness.
There
are
strong
indications
that
•
from
the poultry industry.Hatch- Under instructionsof the ConID— Cantilever bridge over
• • •
ing of two Christmas carols by all
Niagara Falls opened to
not so long ago the land in the eries, feed concerns, milk plant greesman, his secretary in Wash•
Clman
of
the
children
followed,
and
Maupublic. 1881
poultry equipment dealdeal 1 ington contactedL C. Coveil, CapOur Shrinking Lakes vicinity of the Straits of Mackinac, operators,
rine Bishop and Helen McClure
•
HIGH
era
and
even
paper
manufacturer*,
.
.
.
__
___
_
tain, U. S. Coast Guard, Acting
II— The firstcotton mill In
• • •
for example, was definitely lower
sang “Away in a Manger.”
grocers, lumbermen,coal and oil I Commandant. His reply was
Rhode Islandwas start_ “that A group recitation was next on
•FIRM,
than
it
is
today,
perhaps
because
ed. 1791
That in the comparativelyrecent
dealers receive directly or indl- this work was one of the
tL. projects
___
the
progrim,
and
was
followed
by
• NO
past our Great Lakes were much the compressioncaused by the rectly a large share of the poul- for whirii public worki funds waa Kenneth Mulder’s clarinet solo,
O— Americanstook posse*
try
producers
money
during
the
made
available
and
which
were
weight
of
the
big
glaciers
still
reion of Louisiana 1801
larger than they are today is no
“Silent Night,” and two numbers
I subsequently withdrawn, owing to
dbout a Bushel of Ash per Ton — .....
secret. And indications that the re- mained. And there also are indica21— Washington resigned his
Besides being the outstanding the belief that the site would not by the department band. Then came
a
recitation
by
members
of
the
tions
that
the
land
levels
at
the
commission in the army.
cession is continuingare easily disagriculturalshow that will appear be availableon or before August
ew»u
southernend of Lake Michigan in the U. S. for a good many years 15, 1988, which was the deadline oral deaf department
coverable.
A plav waa presentedWith Alvin
to come it will be the biggest ad- set for the awarding of the conwere higher.
But just how rapidly the outlines
Bos, Richard Witteveen,Duane
Phone
Holland, Mich.
Certainly we know that lands vertisement that anyone connected tract. Every effort has been made
and levels of the lakes change is
with the industry will ever see. to have the necessary funds real- Vander Yacht Gordon Spykman,
EVENING'S
PHONE
4124-9
have emerged at the Straits and The show will be held in Cleve- lotted to the Coast Guards by the Lillian Dalman, Noreen Taylor,
Shotguns Lead in
another matter, and some reports
have been engulfed in the regions land, Ohio, July 28 to August 7, PWA, but up to the present, the Norma Venhuizen, Ruth Baatjes,
made by two men from the Univer- near Chicago.
Accidents
where over 60 countries will be matter has not received favorable and Dorothy Vander Bie in the
• • •
sity of Michigan invite attention to
cast.
So how much of the rise of the represented. Anyone planning to consideration.’’
An analysisof hunting accidents this somewhat important question.
Miss Verda Hawkins and Miss
8 VaCw°n Mapes’ Washington secretary then
shore at Grand Cloche and other
made by the Iowa State Conserva- Recently Dr. E. G. Greenman,
during the time of the p o « 1 r y contacted the PWA authorities and Donna Lindsley of the orthopedic
places is due to lake shrinkage and
congress is being held should make in a letter to the Contrreimman department, Mrs. Bernice Lament
tion Commisaion shows that shot- archeologist,uncovered on Great
how much is the result of the elas- plans to visit the show in Cleveland, they say, ‘This administrational- of the oral deaf department, Miss
guns cause more fatalitiesthan any Cloche Island in the Georgian Bay
ticity of earth which has been reo
lotted funds to the Coast Guard on Alma Koertge, city nurse, Dr. F.
other type of firearm. The results region the evidences of a great
!. Howell, Hiss
Miss Carolyn
Carolyn Hawes,
Jon® 27, 1988, in the amount of M.
lieved of a great weight is quite a AGED GENTLEMAN OF
determined follow.
gatheringof Indians at a spot
HURT BY
for construction of this principal of
question.
irrard
_______
sUtion. Subsequently, at the re- and Gen
It has been estimated that 60 which was then on the beach of the
•
Indeed, it's the uncertaintyabout
Mr. John De Hoop of Vriesland, °f tbe treasurersdepartment, of manual arts at East Junior
per cent of all fatal gun accidents lake. But this same spot is 28
all this that makes the subject fas- who operatesa service station a'* but 8100.00waa rescindedfrom High school, accompanied the chil
are caused by shotguns,37 per cent feet higher than the presentbeach.
fire
occurred at our
there, and who was injured
project This administrationhas dren to the party.
cinating.
Estimating that the water table
by rifles and 8 per cent by pistols
Childrenwho attended the party
he was struck
BirucK uy
by an automiTDiie,
automobile, 5,°b received a request
icqucBu irum
from me
the
or revolvers. This makes the three has been falling for some thouJohn R. Dethmers of Holland, was releasedfrom the Zeeland hos- Coast Guard to reinstate the allot- were Edward Steenwyk, Carol
plant recently will not interfere
Smeenge, Rosella Gillette,Kenwhose term as prosecutor of Ot- pital and is now recuperating at men^ for this station.” «
neth
Mulder,
Raymond
Haasjcs.
the
home
of
his
children,
Mr.
and
.
Congressman
Mapes
assured
us
tawa county expires Dec. 31, rewith any of our operations.
talk over the telephone that Robert Knoll, Arlene Knoll, Leona
ceived notice today that he has Mrs. John B. Poest, on West Main
as soon as he arrivesin Washing- Den Uyl, Kenneth Van Dyke, Anbeen appointedchairman of the
committee on criminal jurisprud- Mr. De Hoop, who is 79 years of top he will personally get in touch gellne Dozeman, and June Lam
all departments of our
ence of the Michigan Bar associa- age, was injured when he was ^th both of these departments and berts, of the oral deaf departtion. The work of the committee is struck by an automobile driven by *** ^p*t it is all about, and who ment.
mill is going on as usual.
to make a study of the defects in N. Roozeboom of Holland, on the 18 telling the truth. Mapes expects
Richard Witteveen, Alvin Bos,
la wenforcementand make subse- north and south road juat north ^ *®*v® for Washingtonin a few
Gordon Spykman, Duane Vander
quent recommendations to the of the intersectionat which his 2*7*.*®^ has promised to send us Yacht, Norma Venhuizen,Ruth
state legislature for legislation stationis located.He waa return- fu‘i information in the very near
Baatjes, Dorothy Vander Ble, Lil
to correctthese defects.
ing to his station from his home future,
lian Dalman, Noreen Taylor, Bero
shortly before six o'clockwhen
nard Fisher, LeRoy Wheaton, Billy
Funeral rites for Mrs. Gerrit Mr. Roozeboom drove up from the Announcement is made of the Achterhof,Albert Bruursema, CalHamper, age 73, will take place north. He was thrown to the
marriairp MUa vin Moomy, Donald Kimber, Sherthis Friday afternoon at 1:30 o’- ground and painfully lajnad be- RP.ou! Nie» danghte? of Ray* E. wood Louwsma, Dale Ver Hey,
clock from the home and at 2 o’- Mdes aualammg a fractured left N|e,, 577 Michigan Ave., to Lloyd Helen McClure,Alma Bouwman,
clock from Dykstra’s Funeral leg above the
Johnson, son of
and Mrs. Dorothy Van Aric, Maureen Bishop
chapel. Rev. D. H. Walters, pas200 Eul 17th
HolUnd, Michifin
W,M J™m^,®V!,yl.brouf.ht.to PIaude fo- Johnson of Grand Rap- and Eila Vander Hill, all of the
tor of Central Avenue Reformed the Zeeland hospitalwhere his in- ids. The ceremony will be perorthopedicdepartment.
All Full Fashioned, Pure Silk, Newest Shades.
church, will officiate. Interment juries were reduced. He is recov- formed Christmas eve (in the
will take place at Fairlawncem- ering nicely.
| home of the bride’s father, in the
In 2, 4 or 7 thread weights. Put in Gift Packages
etery. Mrs. Hamper died at her
presence of the immediate fara- FIRST IN PURCHASING
home, 239 Lincoln Avenue, Tues- Houtman Tells of
»H«?- The Rev. W. G. Flowerday
CHRISTMAS SEALS
day.
She
was
born
Feb.
1,
1866,
pj
officiate.Miss Nies was gradand came here from The Nether1 lanting and Plans uated from Holland high echool
Charles Telgenhof of Zeeland,
lands 36 years ago. Her husband
'and attended Michigan State col- R. Patterson of Spring Lake, C.
preceded her in death on Oct. 4 of
. lege, where she was a member of H. Bond of Nunica, and L. Jenison
this year. She is survived by a
The Tulip Time headquarters to- Alpha Chi Omega sorority. Mr. of Jenison are the first in their
daughter, August Van Langevelde, day announced the total tulip plant- Johnson attended Ferris Institute.
respective communities to purchase
also three grandchildren, and a ings for the festivalin May
o
Hand Embroidered Pillow Cases, in Gift Packages.
a supply of 1938 tuberculosis
brother, John Faber, of Holland. 1939. Under the directionof
At the annual business meeting Christmas seals, the Michigan TuPark Board, John Van Bragt, su- °t Bethel church, the following berculosis Association announced
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Spyke perintendent,the eight miles of were elected:elders, B. Lemmen this week in checking over early
pf
were surprised at their home on tulip lanes have been planted with and Herman Mooi, (re-elected) and Christmas seal contributions,
East 15th St, the occasion being approximatelyone million bulbs. Edward Lam; for deacons: J. Vano
their 25th wedding anniversary. The planting in the parks and bou- d®r W e g e (re-elected)and HerBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Arend Hop
Linen Guest Towels, Luncheon Sets, Bridge Sets,
Games were played,prizes award- levards totals 50,000 bulbs. This I man Blok and Henry Driesenga.
a daughter named Jacquelin Faith.
Lace Cloths, Bath Towel Sets, Etc.
ed, refreshments served and gifts planting includes Centennial,Windoresented. The invited guests in- mill, Lincoln, Prospect and Kollen
cluded Mr. and Mrs. J. Oonk, AnrifcSfcSfcSBEit
drew Spyke, Jr., Alvin Ban Asselt,
Arie Breen, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
trcuiui v/uauiuciui v-uiiuucrcc
Buurama, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stef- at Michigan Ave. and 23rd St., and
Who wouldn't appreciate and enjoy receiving a bathroom Kale on
Of Suedetex, Chenille, Rayon Taffeta, Satins, fens, Mr. and Mrs. William Kuhl- the 40,000 planting of the Junior
man. Mr. and Mrs. William Gra- Chamber of Commerce at Michigan
Cbriitmas morning, and if its a HealthO-Meter tt will be doubly
Corduroy and Wool Flannels.
bosski, Nick Vander Leest, Ray
$2.98 to $4.95
enjoyed. America s fineet and most modem loal* tt will give a HieAve. and 26th St. These bulbs were
Lighthart,Henry Wierda, Mr. and
a presentationfrom the Spring-Air
time of eervioeand satisfaction
Mrs. B. Andrus, Mr. and Mrs. J. Mattress Products Corp. This conO. Essebagger, Mr. and Mrs. P. cern also sold 50,000 bulbs to local
Borchers, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wierresidentsat cost price.
da, and Mr. and Mrs. A. Over$1.00 to $3.95
The Nelis Tulip Farm reports
kamp.
planting of well over a million, in
Give her either— or both!
which there are 500 varieties. The|
Mr. and Mrs. William Eby and Van Bragt Bros, farm reports a
Dressy suede bags with
Of Silk, Rayon or Woolies.
family, . Mr. and Mrs. Frank Eby half-millionof 200 varieties. The
jewel
trims — soft suede
nnd family, B. H. Kamferbeek and Tulip Time Committee has arranged
17 East Eighth StM Holland, Phone 4225
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dressel and for the planting of 350 pots of spegloves. Black and colors.
daughter, Sandra, spent Sunday cial color, ahort-stemmedtulips.
with their aunt, Mrs. Fannie Hew- These will be used in the merchants
••r, in Grand Rapids. Mr. Hewter display windows, on the street lamp
died about three weeks ago. Mrs. posts, for decorative purposes at
Katherine Priester who had been Riverview park during the special
Beautiful Selection
spending the past month in the programs there, and for floats in
13 East Eighth St.
Hewer home left Monday for her the parades. This potted planting
Holland, Michigan
home in California.
includes over 1,000 tulips.
The curb plantings have been
Approximately50 teachers and changed from 9th St. west of
officers of Sixth Reformed church Washingtonto pass by the Western
Sunday School attended the annual Machine Tool Works and the Supebanquet Friday night and heard rior Ice Co., then on through Kolthe Rev. William Van’t Hof, pastor len park. The other change occurs
Umbrellas, Gloves, Hankies, Costume Jewelry, of Third Reformedchurch, describe at 21st St., where the lane leaves
his experiencesas pastor of Mari- State St., goes south to Cherry,
Bags, Scarfs, Bed Jackets, Shoulderettes, Sweaters,
ner’s Harbor, Staten Island, N. Y. then west to Lawndale Ct.; from
Etc. All make useful Gifts. All Gifts wrapped
The followingofficers were elected Lawndale Ct. it swings east on
at the business meeting: Louis B. 25th, north on Central to 24th;
in Holiday Packing.
Dalman, superintendent: Leonard 24th St., east until it again joins
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Fought, vice-president;
B. Korter- the State St. planting. Again at
ing, treasurer; John Mokma, secre26th and State there is a swing
tary, and Mrs. S. Scheerhorn, suaround to Columbia Ave., and back
perintendentof the graded departon 28th. Here the route doubles
ments.
back on State St. to 24th, where it
All Coats have been reduced. For Sport or Dress
goes east to Columbia Ave. The old ContinuousDaily Starting 2:80
Matineea Daily at 2:80
wear. Regularly priced
route is followed until College and
Eveniaga— 7:99 and 9:15
Price Change— 5:00
Sale price all
14th St., where It turns east and
Contianens on Saturday
then north to Columbia; north on
Price Change— 6:00
Columbia to the college grounds. Friday and Saturday, Dec. 16, 17
Friday aad Saturday, Dec. 16, 17
Priadlla Lane and Wayne Morris
ZEELAND GIRL MARRIES
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SMOKELESS

DU8TLE88—
Mivmry
HEAT CONTENT
LONG LASTING
CLINKERS
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___

year.

—

'1781

LEMMEN COAL

4125-6

-
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1

ATTENTION!

79

AUTOMOBILE

i
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THAT PLEASE

-

which

*n

Work in

1

I
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BOLHUIS

ankle.

JH

89c, $1.00, $1.19

The

1

-

HOSIERY

_____

when

iic

CO.

_

a... Tlw,
to

LINENS

LUMBER AND MFC. CO.

Dr

Street

’^WWwWtttVtvtttvv

Tulip

L

-

of

the

$1.25 to $1.95

fjealtb-o-Meter

ROBES

Gift

Bags

|

$3.95

to

$7.95

I

Gloves

$2.95

to

$8.45

UNDIES

KNOLL Plumbing & Heating Co.

,

Silk

and Satin Gowns and
Pajamas

KN00IHUIZEN
SHOPPE

A

$1.95 to $3.95

MANY OTHER ITEMS

THEATRES

COATS

HOLLAND COLONIAL

$9.95 to $79.50.

25%

to

35%

off price

WESTRATE’S
15

W«st 8th

8t.

Holland, Michigan

HOLLAND YOUNG MAN

r?

SHOP,
ERRLVl

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Brower of LincolnSt., Zeeland, was
the scene of a happy marriage
when their daughter, Miss Laura
Brower, became the bride of Lloyd
Schunnan of Holland, last Thursday evening.
The marriage
were spoken
btge rites
i
Jabai in the presence
y Rev. A. Jabaay
_______
Jdiate r»l«
i immediate
relatives and intimate
friends.

the bride was attended by her
Bister, Mias Donna Brower, and
the groom waa attended by his

in

Double Feature
Brother Rat

DorotheaKent

Added— Scenic, Novelty, News
and Cartoon

“STRANGE FACES”

In

Tex Ritter

GUEST NIGHT—

Sat, Dec. 17
Pat O’Brien and Dick Powell
in

in

“UTAH TRAIL”
Added— Episode No. 4 of Serial

‘THE COWBOY

FROM

“Flaming Frontier”

friends

•

.

.

Monday and Tueoday, Doc. 19, 20
brother,Walter Schurraan,of Hol- Monday, Taesday and Wednesday, Dick Powell and O. DeHavilland
land.
December19, 19, and 21
Immediately following the ceremony a two-course luncheon was Luiee Rainer and PauletteGoddard
served the assembled guests.
in
Get
Mr. Schunnan is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Schunnan of HolAdded— Cartoon,Comedy aad News
land, and Mrs. Schunnan is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Added— News
Brower of Lincoln St They wHl
Wednesday aad Thursday,
make their home at 184 Weat 20th
Doc. 21 and 22
Thursday,
Friday
and
Saturday,.
St, Holland.— Zeeland Record.

a carload, but only components from the customersl
Better put yourself coahvise and get right with

December 22,

28, and 24

(5*rIe8 Still®, 25, was assessed
court cost. Friday afternoon before Richard Greene and Nancy Kelly
Justice of Peace John Galien on a
in
charge of attempted trapping out
of season. WHliam 8tille, 24? was
“issed on a charge of operating
automobUe without a driver’s
Patrol
license. The two are brothers,and
lire in Robinson township.
Added— Newa and Novelties

Double Feature
Fradric March

v

Submarine

i«Ml

.

ing cost for folks who've paid LESS! Not a kick in

Dramatic School

Drug Store

makes warm

wherever it goes. Hot a* the Old Harrr
. cUnkerltM
. dean-burning and practically BOOTLESS. Cute
heating cost for folks who've paid MORE — cuts clean-

BROOKLYN”

Hard To

[

Hereof popularly-priced
coal that

MANHATTAN
onl»stemw U.

• • .

I.

Mti

“

That Practically SOOTLESS

PREMIUM POCAHONTAS-ALL SIZES
COKE - BRIQUETS — HARD COAL
BLUB FLAME SMOKELESS STOKER COAL
WOOD AND KINDUNG

V

COAL

1

la

‘THERE GOBS MY HEART”
Fred MacMnrny

f

. in
"COfOANUT GROVE”

Phone 2679
:

>

'

yp'Wfs

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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JAMESTOWN

MUiioni wu held at th« Jam**town Reformed church Frida:7
nlng. The meeting waa
vwfWfi
group ainging led
... «.
Alaska, that great territoryto their ahnual sale at the Y.M.C.A. Vandc Bunte of Hudsonvilleaccomthe north, with its 26,000 miles on Wednesday,Dec. 17. Mr. John penied at the piano by Mrs. H. A.
of coast line, its beautifulgla- Van Noord was the auctioneer.
Bowmen. The ecripturelesson and
ciers, glorious mountain* \ and
The annual electionof officers prayer waa offered by Rev. P. A.
TO HIRE HELP AT NEW PLANT mighty rivers, was dramatically for the ChristianEndeavor society De Jonge. A auertet from Overisel
THIS WEEK AT ALLEGAN
pictured to members of the Cen- was held after the catechism ses- rendered a aelection. Rev. Henry
tury club Monday night by Mn. sion on Thursdayevening.The re- Ter Keurat introduced the speakProduction at the Williamt-Bar- George E. Kollen in a meeting at
sults were as follows: president, era, Rev. Wm. J. Moerdyke and
ker Loose Leaf Binder company the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Den Thurston Rynbrandt; vice pres., the Rev. Henry Beltman. Another
and the Elam company at Allegan Herder on East 24th ft through Julius Zagers; secretary,Fannie selection followed by the quartet.
got under wav recently,
and em- the courtesy of Mrs. Martha Robiti
itob- De Kleine; treasurer. Ruth Van Rev. Beltman told of his work as
ployes needed have been interview- bins,
Ili0« the club was
vvww
entertained
ws vwsaasvaawith
wi%n Oss; pianiat, Marian Huisenga.
field seoretary. The meeting waa
ed and hired at that time, accorddelightful program of vocal selec__
The annual consiitory meeting closed by the singing of ___ ymn
ing to announceemnts made recent- tions by Louis Jalvlng, who sang
of the Second Reformed church and the benedictionby Rev. Lamly j) ^officials of the two companies.
“Trade Winds, and
___ ‘'Duna,"^^
__ .
met Wednesday evening. Mr. Joe mers.
»ut 60 people are now’work- ing for an encore, “That's’
ing at the plants, located off Wa- Darkies Were Bom." He was ac- Grit and Mr. Jacob Tigelaar were
ZUTPHEN
ter street in the old Baker Furni- companied by Mrs. W. C. Snow. A electedas eldera to succeed Peter
ture factory building,and when social hour was arranged by a com- Vander Velde and Bert Van Oas.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pohler and
production is at its peak there mittee composed of Mr. and Mn. Mr. Alyn Rynbrandt was elected
will be a total of around 200 men C. H. McBride, Mr. and Mn: D. B. deacon to succeed Mr. Arden Hui- family called on their nephew,
and women. Of those now employ K. Van Raalte, Mr. and Mn. prien zenga, and Mr. Albert Zagers waa Clarence oBerman at the Zeeland
-elec*'1 deacon.
----re-elected
hospital, who met with an accident
ed. about half are Allegan people, S. Gross
officials reported.
Mrs. Ada Van Haften spent a the past week while riding a bi* • *
All machinery necessary to equip
few days with her sister;Mrs. cycle on M-21 near Zeeland!
A surprise birthday party was Frank
k ftomquist
Ho
of Holland.
The Young People’ssocietymet
fne plants haa been moved, part of
[
it coming from Vicksburg, Plain- held at the Mas* home on East
The Christian Endeavor society Sunday evening.Special music waa
well and New Jersey. This machin- 14th St honoring Miss Sophia Mass met Sunday evening with Mr. Mar- rendered by Misses Amy De Kleine
ery is now all set. up and produc- who has been in for the past ten mus Nieboer of Holland as the and Marian Vande Bunte, accommonths. Guests included rasmben
tion is well under way.
leader. The meeting was opened panied by Cornelia De Kleine.
Information concerning the num- of the Grating circle of the Monica by the president, Ella Ensing. The
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoppen and
Aid
society.
A
social
time
was
ber of people required at the hew
song service was led by Mr. Nie- Miss Dena Hoppen were visitors
and
plant waa not available,
available,but the
boer. “He'll Understand” was sung at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
number is largely^ based on how
by the Davis Sisters, accompanied Pohler on Tuesday evening.
rapidly the departmenta speed up. party and served a two-coune st the piano by Marian Huizenga.
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Hoffman
WE KEEP HOLLAND DRY
One departmentmust operate be- lunch. The affair was in the form The topic discussed by Mr. Nie- and Ed Tanis attended the funeral
of
a
handkerchief
shower.
Guests
fore another can begin,' since all
boer was “What Liquor Does.” “I services of their cousin, Mrs. John
are inter-connectedalthough there includedMesdamcs John Vos, John Am Glad Oh so Glad’’ was sung by Nabtr, of Drenthe, on Thursday
Mass,
John
Lion,
William
De
Haan,
are two firms in the same plant.
the Davis Sisters with guitar ac- afternoon.
This, however, has been gone John Van Meele, H. Prins, W.
Mr- Nieboer sang, Among those who attended “The
through, it is said, and the whole Dorn bos, Will Vander Linde and
He Lifted Me." liiose taking part Messiah” given by the Calvin col
plant is now beginning to operate. Nellie Westerhof.
m the meeting beside Mr. Nieboer lege Oratoria society
:u
at the Civic
• • •
Over Twenty-five Years of Experience
One department specialisesin
were Rev. Lammers, Rev. De Auditorium in Grand Rapids were
the production of envelopes of all
Mrs. William Vliek was sur- Jonge and Ella Ensing.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Weerd, Mr.
Composition, Gravel or Asphalt Roofs— Roof Paints
sises and kinds. Another special- prised by a large group of rela^r9- Frank Smallegan and Mrs. Albert Kamps, Rev. and
ises in the production of school tives and friends on Thursday
Mrs. S. Vroon, Mr. and Mrs. HarAsphalt Shingles, Sidings and Roll Roofing
supplies and another produces and Friday evenings at the home of Holland, and Mr. and Mrs. Ed old Peuler, Martin Harvey, and
Van Haften, Lewis De Vries and
fancy papers of all sorts for dec- of Geirit Van Dyke, 10 West
Raymond, called on Raymond Van Mildred Ver Hage, Gerrietta, Marorative and wrappingpurposes.
specialize in insulation of homes.
Sixth St. on the occasion of her
at the Butterworth hospi- ian and Ethel Loeks, Ruth, Julia,
Allegan citizens and business 81st birthday anniversary,Dec. 8. Haften
and Ethel Ensink, Ethel Brower,
tal on Wednesday.
men aided in financing the move The time was spent in visiting
Ask for information and figures.
Mrs. A. Zagers, Mrs. Lewis Za- Jeanette Van Ess, Evelyn and Lorof the two plants and the open
mes. Guests includ- gers and Mrs. Peter Van Noord raine Van Spyker and Dena Hophouse plan is a courtesy program
pen.
- — **• B. Vliek, lit. and
attended a birthday party honorofferedby the companies for those Mrs. E. Vliek,
Mrs. Wilik, Mr. and lira.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Ensing
Telephone 8826 or 2713
ing Mrs. Alice De Weerd at the
interested.
Ham Vliek an
nd grandchildren,Bill,
home of Mrs. Arthur Slagh. her and family visited their brothers
George and Lois,
Lui*. all of Decatur,
and sister. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
niece, of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs.
„rs. C. Wiessner and
Kamps and John Kamps on SunMr.
ami
Mrs.
Henry
J.
Krone
daughter, Marion, Mrs. J. Schuur,
day evening.
Office and Warehouse,29 East 6th Street
meyer
of
Grandville
were
dinner
Justin
—
——
Vliek
» w*
of Arnica
Kalamazoo.
iiia&uu, iiir,
Mr.
Mr. Sherman Morrill,who was
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Heuand Mrs. J. Essenburgand daughtaken to Butterworth hospitalthe
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
ters, Anna and Marie, Misses Clara celman and children on Sunday.
past week, is somewhat improved.
C1TY MISSION
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Myaard
Dys and Josephine Sluyter, Mrs. mr.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ensing
51-53 E. 8th St.
W. Verhoef, Mrs. W. Kardux, Mr. of Hudsonvillevisited Mr. gnd Mrs. visited their brother and sister,
Geo. W. Trotter,Supt.
and Mrs. William Van Dyk and John Pater on Thursday ’evening! Mr. and Mrs. John Ensing of ForWe wish all of you the Greetings of the Season
Sat, 7:30 — Praise and Testi- son, Gerald, and Mr. and Mrs. A.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dykstra of est Grove on Friday evening.
mony Service.
Van Dyke and daughters, Mary Byron Center were guests of Mr.
Sun., 1:80— Bible School.
and Helen.
and Mrs. Ben Heuvelman and Les• • •
2:80— Song, music, praise and
ter Saturday and Sunday.
message.
A miscellaneoussurprise shower
Mr and Mrs. Jack Collins of
6:30— Junior Prayer Band.
to given af the home of Mrs. G»nd
Rapids visited Mr. and Mra.
:30— EvangelisticService.
William Modders in honor of Mrs.
Ed Van Haften and Mrs. A. Van
Special music. Geo. Trotter will
Hoffmeyer, a recent bride.
Haften and Mrs. L. Van Haften
speak.
Mrs. Hoffmeyer formerly was Miss on Sunday.
Tues., :3b — Prayer Meeting.
Dorothy Modders. She was pre204 RIVER AVE.
The P.T.A. of the Jamestown
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Wed., 7:30 — Young People’s Fel- sented with many useful gifts. A
school
met
Tuesday.
The
meeting
lowship Club.
two-course lunch was served. Those
was opened by the president, Mrs.
present were Mrs. William ModJohn Wyma. Mr. Lewis Zagers led
IMMANUEL #CHURCH
ders, Mrs. Les Hill, Mrs. Herman
the group singing accompanied at
Steketee,Mrs v Henry Looman, Mrs.
(Meetings in the Armory.)
the piano by Miss Elizabeth Van
Minnie
Rotman,
Mrs.
Peter
Vahde
C. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
Rhee Prayer was offeredby Rev.
Lune. Mrs. John Vander Vliet, Mrs.
Sunday, 10:00 A. M. — “What Roy Harper, Mrs. Albert Libbe and B. W. Lammers. A reading was
given by Grace Petrolje. Educa
Christians Are’’. At this service Mr. and Mrs. James Hoffmeyer.
five new members will be publicly
R1Jcture* were »hown by La
received.
tan Hildereth of Grandville.Tht
double mixed quartette composed
11:30 A. M. — Bible School.
ZEELAND
of Messrs. Peter Van Noord, John
6:30 P. M. — Young People’s
Van Noord, Martin De Groot,
Fellowship.
Frank Van Oss; Mesdames Peter
7:30 P. M. — "The Testimonyof
a Dying Man.’’ Special musical The business district of Zeeland Van Nooni. Albert Ter Haar, Alyn
’No
Silk Hosiery
program. Three piano accordions Manv trees are scintillating with Rynbrandt, and Miss Cynthia LamA
Very
Large
and
Beautiful
Assortment
all lighted up for Christmas, mers after a short business sesCHIFFON tad SERVICE
will play, a brass quartette will
furnish a specialnumber, and the colored glims. Festooning lights sion. Refreshmentswere served
of Ladies' Chinese Embroidered
Silk and Wool Hoee for Ladies
from one boulevard light pole to
orchestra will play,
Mv’ fUCIli
Rhee, Mrs.
Hendherchiefs[linen]
and children
Monda
nday, 7:30 FP. M. — Men's another makes a cheerful picture. John Vander Kolk, Mrs. Ben De
Many window displays are decided- Young.
Praye
_____
ir Meeting.
Children's 5-8 Sock* and Anklets
Mrs. Marvin Palmbos was taken
7:30 P. M. — Orchestra Practice ly picturesque,indicativeof the
yuletide season. The city churches ^ An?!, ^rb°r on Saturday where
at 376 W. 21st St
LADIES’ GLOVES, BAGS, PURSES
Lace Handkerchiefsat 25c and 50c
Tuesday,7:30 P. M. — Young and other organizations are pre- she will be under observation;
and SCARVES
The Lord's Supper was observPeople’s Bible Class. Studies on paring Christmas programs, and
many partiesare being staged for ed at the Second Reformed church
the Tabernacle, illustrated with
Initial
Handkerchiefs
[linen]
25c
the exchanging of gifts.
chart.
e", Sum^y. Messrs. Melvin NederMen’s and Boys’ Handkerchiefsat
• a a
veld and Fred Nederveld and Miss
ursday, 2:30 P. M.— Ladies’
Crepe, Rayon and Flannel
The sacrament of the Holy Sup- JeanetteKosten appeared before
Missionary Prayer Band.
7:30 P. M.—Bible
_________
Class,, .Prayer per will be administered at the the church for membershippaper
Slip# — Rayon and Silk
5c,
Mr. and Mrs. John Hop and R
and Praise Meeting. Studies in 2 Second Reformed church both
rnmg and afternoon. Pastor ger were supper guests of their
Boxed Handkerchiefsfor Ladies
Corinthians6.
Saturday, 10:00 A. M. — Chil- Richard Vanden Berg will be in son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Hop and son on Sunday evedren’s Bible Class, for children 5 charge of the services.
at
Table Cloths and Napkins

Neighbor’s New
Factory Starts
Its Production

SOCIETY

NEWS

m-

byWir.
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For

Practical Gifts
Thom

You’ll Find

at tho

Rost Cloak Store
ROBES, Wool,

Silk

92.95—95.95

BOUSE COATS .

1.95-6.95

.

SMOCKS ....
COSTUME SLIPS

1.69- 1.95
. . . 1.00
. . . 1.95

COSTUME SLIPS
SILK PAJAMAS
.

HANDKERCHIEFS . . .

15c., 25c., 35c.

COSTUME JEWELRY - BUTTONAIRES

20%

Redaction on

Geo. Mooi Roofing Co.

We

1.95-2.96
1.95-2.95
. . . 79c.

SILK GOWNS
HOSIERY, SPECIAL

p

all

Winter Merchandise

Coats and Dresses

-

—

—

CHURCH NEWS

VAN PUTTEN

G.

7

7

w
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37 East 8th Street
Holland

Phone

2198

Michigan

Z\V

'Offlfr

HANDKERCHIEFS

Mend”

>

MI'S

2fc, 35c and

___

fS

50c

10c, 15c, *5c,

WOMEN’S, MISSES’
CHILDREN'S

and

Red.

Felt

Black,

Hard and

Blue and

soft Soles

ning.

LINENS

$1.00

GIFTS FOR INFANTS

Lace Cloths and Scarves

Jackets and Sweatera

HOODS

and

FANCY TOWELS

BOOTEES

Blankets and Buntings

*

V.F.W.

5«c

Luncheon and Bridge Sets

•

new±

69c, $1.00, $1.35, $1.95

35c, 50c,

At a congregational meeting of
Mr. Fred Nederveld and Miss
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY First Reformed church Friday Alma De Vries and Mr. Karl Freenight the following were reelec- n'an *nd Miss Florence Nederveld
Services in Warm Friend Tavted: Milan Huyser and John Bou- of Byron Center were supper
ern.
man. elders, and P. Pyle and Ber- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe NeoerSunday service,10:30 A. M.
nard Poest, deacons. Those elect- veld of Grand Rapids on Sunday
Subject: “IS THE UNIVERf
ed were elders,Joseph Meeuwsen evening.
INCLUDING MAN, EVOLV1 and Christian Van Lie re, and deaA mass meeting of the churches
BY ATOMIC FORCfe.’’
cons, Peter Dykema and Bernie of the classis of Holland in the inDe Vries. James Westenbroekand terest of Domestic and Foreign
Gerrit Yntema, elders, and B.
Kuiper and C. Plasman,deacons
were not eligible for reelection.
The new consistory is: Elders, A.
Kooiman, P. Staal, A. Schipper,
J. Van Kiev, Joe Meeawsen,Christian Van Liere, John Bouma and
Milan Huyser; deacons, J. Alting,
Altin
Henry Lookerse, A. Van Dyke, A.
Our annual V.F.W. Post and Van Doom, Peter Dykema, Burnie
Auxiliary Christmas Party instead De Vries, P. Pyle and Bernard
of our regular meeting Thursd
Poest, Gerrit Yntema was secreDec. 22. Cards will be sent out.
tary and Arie H. Van Dyke treas• •

Boudoir Slippers
Leather and

see

to 14 years old.

FOOTWEAR

GOWNS

LADIES’

"K

Bath Towels and

Knit Suits and Shawls

/

1

-

Wash Cloths

i

Give Her

\

*

urer of the consistory the past year.
Dr. J. Van Peursem is pastor ana
stay-at- Dr. Wells Thoms of Arabia, church
missionary. The annual financial

Lots of “new” business last
meeting. Sure missed you
homes.
• • •

50c

10c, 35c, 30c, 45c,

Embroidered Dresses and Rompers,

jrrv-u

at

;

Modem

a

Cedar Chest

report showed total receipts for
Annual V.F.W. Post and Aux- the year in the general fund, $8,members’ Children’sChrist- 295.88. Other collections included
mas Party Tuesday afternoon and Sunday school, $692.89; general
early evening, Dec. 20. Be sure to class funds, $303.14; mission, $4,md the children.
18ft.06; India mission syndicate,
iliary

• • •
!

this

good trimming ^after last meeting.

really worthwhile suggestions at prices

HOSIERY
Chiffon or Service

Green and Grey

Ringlets— Lace

$1.00

Top

59c, 79c, $1.00

to

Men's
House Slippers
Opera’s, Everett's, Romeo’s

$1.00 to $2.50

1
•

SPAULDING’S

.

i}

BROWNbilt SHOE STORE—

11

E.

.

>

V.F.W, annual Christmas Tur
key Party Friday, Dec. 28.
23. Let's
get the turkeys before they fly
away. Fun for all Public invited.
.•

y"'

.

'
.

•

•

•

V.F.W. Fun Party Friday, 8

m.

*

filled

with just

kind of remembrances — lasting ones — scores upon scores of

.

Ss

p.

Public invital.^

New members are

starting to
sign up now. Let’s all get on the
job and start the New Year right!
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to fit your need. Shop

I early.
OCCASIONAL TABLES

DOLL BUGGIES

PULL UP CHAIRS

MODERNISTIC TABLE LAMP

LOUNGE LAMPS

•

COFFEE TABLES
CARD TABLES
END TABLES

HASSOCKS OR FOOT STOOLS

CONSOLE MIRRORS

.

SMOKING CABINETS
MAGAZINE RACKS

• BISSEL SWEEPERS

You are cordially
selection of

KNEE HOLE DESK

and

A^rtCMi Wala at

•JMW.

front,

la

bm4

end. end

CHAIR

come into our store and see our large
welcome the oppertnnity to
gifts and quaUty furniture. You are never

invited to

CHRISTMAS GIFTS. We

show you our five floors of
under any obligationwhen you viait our store.

V-aatchei Aa.rtcaa Walnnt to wed e* front decent
ttoy wltt rented aoeldlnf t
•ad etrrlafa.

Visit our large toy

Department-

• e •

Sth-Holland
-v'

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

o

OVERISEL

In the absence of the pastor, the
Don’t forget that if you were in
Rev. Wm. Pyle, services in the Rethe A.E.F. you belong in the V.F.W. Tell your buddies and friends. formed church were conducted list
Suncky by Dr. William Van Ker• • •
sen in the forenoon,and Mr. HowIf you were absent last meeting
we have good news for you. A ard Teqsink in the afternoon,both
of Holland. At the afternoon ser'‘fish fry" the first meeting in the
vice, Mr. Wallace Folkert sang a
New Year, and we expect at least solo.
100% present. Don't forget, the
Miss Myrtle De Witt was a
first meeting in the New
bw Year.
peat last Sunday at the home of
Christmas comes hut once a Mr. and Mra. Marines Folkert.
This Friday evening the Girls’
year, so don't forget
____
send
the
chUdren to the V.F.W. Christinas League for Service is giving a
Christmas program at the ReformParty Tuesday, Dec. 20.
see
ed church, with their mothers as
Notice:-— Post members and Aux- specialguests.
The Quarterly Teachers’ Meetiliary are invited to the annual
Christmas Party Thursday, Dec. ing of the teachers of the Reform22.
ed £)?urch Sunday School waa held
• e •
on Thursday evening at the church.
A real homecoming last meeting. Wives and husbands of teachers
Comrades J. Bremer and B. Bruis- and officerswere in attendance.The
chart finally showed up. Welcome pastor, spoke and refreshments
«gd during the social hour.
home Buddies. Hope to see you
The Sunday evening'prayer
every meeting.
• •
meeting last Sunday evening was
When getting your new license led by Mr. Maurice Nienhuis on
plates, remember we have discon- the subject:“God Our Keeper."
tinued the use of the Vv plates,
and use
your Poet

BAGS

Every nook and corner of our five floors are

800.15; benevolences,$119.50; and

Our former shuffle board chamLadies Aid society, $452.61.Total
pions, Dutch Hank and Kolmar,
are having a hard time getting collected, $14,844.18.
back to form. They surely got a

—

Black Brown, Burgundy,

-

----

Ho/Umd

THE HOME OF GOOD FURNITURE

*

.

cask,

MithttLoM.

**

it

’F'T.'W.

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Sec our

Mr. Gerrit Vaa Tongeren. who
has been ill at the home of his slater, Mrs. G. Kuiper on East Main
St, Zeeland,Is recovering.Among
Mra. H. Damaon will entertain Uie relative,who called on them
membeni of the Woman’s Relief Juring the past week wen Mrs. J.
Corps at her home, . 187 W. 9th Bosma, Miss Louise Langford, and
at., on Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Burl Langford, all of

LOCAL NEWS

Huge

Christmas Displays!

YONKERfl
TRUSSES
;

EVENING IN PARIS
GIFT SBTE-JMO

RlPJlONS

2™?? Rtpid-’ and Mr* *n^ Mra.
Mrs. Charles Harris a
11th St will be hosts to
Dlck
the members of the Welcome Cor• • •
ner Class of the M. E. church at
their home on Friday evening of
LeJUWen of TC B.
this week. A ten-cent grab bag will laJfSA?*
12th St hat returned to her home
be a feature of the ^program.
here after spending the past six
weeks as the guest of her daughLadies Auxiliary of Eagles will ter and son-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
hold a Christmas supper this Fri- John Barbour and familv at
day at •o’clock.The regular meet- Springfield, 111. Mrs Barbou? and
ing will follow.
son, Jack, returned with Mrs. Van
• * •
{*u"en •n? will be joined by Mr.
S. C. Lapish who was taken to Barbour the latter part of next
Holland hospital a week ago for
treatment is stilly confined there.

*

305

phone 2566

&

55c, $100 $435, $7.00

corrs gifts
$SJI

GIVE

CANDY

GILBERTS
1-Ik. Pioneer

Mb. Panama
S-Iba.

Choc 50c

$US

-------

Panama

$150

Born Tuesday at Holland hosolU1 to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Van

HARD CHRISTMAS
MIX
FULL POUND

......

Zanden, 601 Highland Ave., a son.

Building is booming at our
neighbors. Four new houses are
being erected in Hamilton, B. Folkert’s at the north village limits on
Overiselroad; L. Johnson on M-40
«t the south limits; and Laurence
Lohman and Marion Keeper are
building in the southwest portion
of the village.

15c

FINE FRENCH

$1.25

ORCHIDEE BLUE
$1.25

Christmas

"OPE memorial chapel
FILLED TO CAPACITY FOR
ANNUAL “MESSIAH”-

RENDITION

-

NEW ELECTRIC SHOP ON

Iva Kramer of Hammond, Ind.;
three sons, Duane of Los Angeles,
Ray of Mason City, la.,

-

River ave.

TLSf

8th St.— Holland, Mich.

reUU

-

Hope Memorial Chapel was filled
to capacity Tuesday evening of
this week, when an interested -audience gathered to hear the moat

AT THE

.....

THE OPENING
OF OUR ......

[XIOGES

BUTTER
^
Kieger's flresh

at 250

Clod;

Help yeemli and the Dairyaeal

Wt COOPEUTE TO Nlllin

DelitfhtfnlTot Fruit Salad or

Coaalry Clnb - Fancy San-lip*

^

PEACHES

LIMIT

Genuine

"ARCO"

Outfits

merchandise

(togukrty 23c

Cadmium

Plated— Non-Rusting
Skaies

RANGES
FRIGIDAIRE COMMERCIAL

A

REFRIGERATION

A Ruggedly

HEATING EQUIPMENT

Tomato
iaom

CONDITIONING
DAYTON WATER SYSTEMS-

Nk

_

Better Price.

1

8th

$3.9$

St.

Why Fey

Holland

Uly

WNt.

Floor

(5 lb.

Floor

Phon, 3539

aaek

^
75c
tic)

77c Haim

rock

MkUeoa

CoOm

town at

completely renewing motors, both
large and small, as well as all electrical appliances. We can also
will be capable of

and service

5^

(Quick Serrice and Pltnlj Parkin* Space)

or nature.

Mixad

Milk

™

4

Foacy Hallowi

Carnation 7c

Date*

Hollywood

Her Groce lieb

or

<x^<>

I

Oc

Fruit

-

HAMS

$2.19 up

PUKES L

ip

25c., 49c.:

BARS or
GINGER SNAPS

^

Cakt

39c

;

51-59 up

Sausage

FIG

|U5

3-25c

pound IV

^

,

lb.

Sauer

Kraut

3 »».10c

CellophanePackage

Dried

u>12^c

Winter Caught

Fresh

84o)

(Butt Hall lb. 23c)

l

1938 models

B*of mu..15c

PORK
CHOPS

Oysters

15c

Cuts

First

Kroger ’ Fro.-Shoro

Fish

pbu

Lem

25c

TANGERINES -10c
Thin Skinned - Sweet Eaey to Peel

Sell by Jan. 1st!
soodioor -

•

Sleds,

New

In and See the

w

Men’s, Women’s
$2.95 w..

made

Women’* White
95c.

ZENITHS

ip

#.89

DOLLS— Diaper —

tis#
17c

See

pair

Spy
Apple*
23c

_:.4

v_

.

TRICYCLES—

v

White Bros. Electric Co.

TREE LIGHTING

and

^

jfc,

5

Tams

Silhouettes
3,c<

Mr Lar|t Aiurtoeat, 25c. ,,

12 lack froat wheel, $3.98

SETs4utku, 29c

for

Fancy Michigan
Scenic Pictures

or

Jemy

per

-

>1*

Iwoot

Florida

Oranges

15c dozen— 252-282

Wesoo lalaeood

Apple*

Scratch

,p

4 n* 21c

^

$1.39

Feed (SovofLBOoooteo$M.BO)

Golden Yellow Fruit

a*

f

S.

FEED SALE

Jonathan.DoUdons, Mableek

>^$1.69

Egg M.ih
(lovo

f

L50 oo o too 132.30)

No. 1

ip

*>d

size

19c Banana* 4 a* 25c
Muihroom* £ 15c Avacado* -<*10c
Potato** 4

Michigan U.
.

Electrical Contractors

m

Grapefruit 6

well

,

$3.29

25c

String Ind

Hami>triwEuiib.19i/£c

Whita

Also 1938 Copeland Refrigerator

Ave.

'$1.3$

COOKIES

HICKORY SMOKED

Freeh lina - Liver
89c.,

10c

bSic

3

(Butt Hall

1edi-*erv"

Broadcast-

Wagons

19c

Frail Cake Ift-lb. tin

Sugar Cured

Fountain Pen
Pencil Sets

Maciroon Sups

Vacuoa Pocked inns Flavored

•

COUNTRY CLUB

Coaster

AND 41 NtlSH

15c

Nut*

MOk

Geerds-Roseberry Co

Also English
Coaches

^

COOKIE JAR

12’/2c

Xmas Candy

23c

13-0*. iog 25c

Doll Carriages

CLOW

Faaoy - Hard Asaarted

Coontry Clnb

Olives

Holland

2Hc

Soups

Pooanf. Brasil* or

19c

Jack Frbri Hulled Olive*

Phone 2660

MAUTIPUL

Floor

Pat

calls regardless of size

17c
ROSE

5 ^

•

pound
bag

4

10c

Milled YeDow

Pancakt

to Toy

^

- "lei Doted"

CORN MEAL

...

,

Spotlight ^

Sic)

^nvwwniT®

sack IfcJ

(5 lb.

<«a 1
BoooptCloa Chowder.Ceoeeno

Sic)

A

u*ff59c

None Such

Coootry Clnb - Griddle Teeted

Come

*

Mlaeelfeat

MadM1^ 79c

(8 lb.

'

sack 18c

NEON SIGNS

RADIOS FIXTURES— Household and Commercial
MINOR APPUANCES

250 River Ave. [next to Colonial Theatre]

lb.

Part Refined

69

.

MoreT

Uefa Flake

Beet Floor (S lb. each

Will Also Find a Complete and Varied line of

stock)

*

e better at oay price

Pillfbury's u^'

auto supply

60 Eu

CLUBI

LARD

10c

Pn* 1* 10c

Sifted

|T UeTe

Gold

Pumps]

1hic

1

4^

Value-only

$8 00

Avoadole Foacy

COUNTRY

Switch.

A Quality Horn. A

Spinach

10c

Hour
49c Flour
Sinoerity

Built Blast Horn,

25c

Coeatry Clnb Teadw

Country Club Pastry Flour 5

Completely Wired with Relay

DELCO-FRIGIDAIRE AIR

Beet*

Coeatry dab HealthhU

FLOUR

$4.25 Value

3

Avondale Foacy Cat

only $2.89

Twin Electric Horn

DELCO-FRIGIDAIRE AUTOMATIC

Central

Lb.)

Grapefruit ’£,* 10c

25c

Cranberry

Black Leather Shoes

and

w

\

Choioe Florida-Whole Segaeat

™ 25c

3

Orange

FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATORS

1939

.

Under the Name of—

are offering the following

Come

ff

15c
!

Occam tpnf

Brand New— Must

mm:

PUIE PORK SAUSAGE

Tubular Hockey Skate

DELCO RADIOS,

: 1

BROADCAST

Geerds-Roseberry Co.

all electrical contracting

10c

14-o*.c

IFFtCTimi

Grapefruit 3

(complete

Tall

COCKTAIL

FRUIT

TieesweetJrioe

MOTORS

mm

10c

Cooatry Clab Florida Jaioe

[Softeners and

roll

hm
Flavor g €

6c

COFFEE CAKE

RIVER AVENUE

Store will Operate

X

Old PoaUoaed Cinnamon Cnunb Topp«l

4 POUND

—Our New

‘7™

bread

Pound

««

Churn Frash
HUd Sweat

c

WHOLE WHEAT

Maid^B

Michigan

•

NEW ELECTRIC STORE

L

Gi®dHipl5.W“t*m “

Fruit Cakes

Announcing

handle

a

h“ b^n connected with one of the largest and
moat completely equipped electri-

«

NOW)

Our shop

aMr. Geerds is not new in the
eleegdealbminas, having attended
the Naval Electrical (sibling school
moia than 20 years ago while servng a three-yearenlistment period
in the U.S. Navy, and having been
actively engaged in electrical in-

the
Arthur Geerds of Holland, bet- nB!5,det>tht
Geerds - Roseberry Co. is also
.m
feSFH
t0Jhla
mtnJ
frienda
Ernest V. Hartman waa elected Dutch” Geerds, and George Roeedistrictpresident and Neil 'Van oerry, an energeticyoung ousiness
Leeuwen, presidentof the Holland man, formerly of Grand Rapids,
motors and other equipment.
Brotherhood,at the annual meeting have jointlyopened a new El
of the Brotherhoods of the Grand
Rapids district of the Methodist nold building, locatedat 250 River and Roseberry to comeTn
church Friday night in Burton Avenue, just south of the Colonial their MWptoe of SSEJf.
--in uuainess on HITHeights Methodist church, Grand Theatre.
TT...tre.These
Th„. young
jouvf men have
h.,e er
Rapids. Fifteen local delegates at- set up a show room at the above
tended the meeting. Approximately named location, with Frigidalrereo

40c

Yon

fixtures, such ss motors, radios and appliances also being on

TRY OUR

sYONKER'S

We

and

Shoppe

BE SURE AND SHOP
AT YONKER S

20We«

jssraLa

___

beautifulof all oratorios,namely,
Handel s "Messiah," presented annuallX by the Holland Civic Chorus. The chorus, under the able directionof Keijneth R. Osborne of
• • •
the college school of music, rendered the oratorio in a most pleas- French Pastry
Yesterday afternoon the fire deing manner, giving much credit to
partment was called out to a fire
the work of Mr. Osborne as chorus
in the Holland Furniture Co., Riv- director.
er Ave., which started in one of
Too much cannot be said of the
the sni^y booths. The automatic
wonderful performancegiven by
sprinklingsystem soon put out the
each of the soloists, Miss Thelma
fire. The firemen remained until
von Eisenhauer of Detroit,sopra
all danger was over.
no;
. Miss Beatrice Brody
BroHv of New
Fruit cake chuck full of
• • •
York city, contralto; Eugene 'F.
nuts and fruita.
Bud Brinks of Zeeland moved Dressier of Evanston, 111., tenor,
and
Stanley De Free, bass soloist
his family from Holland and now
The work of these soloists was beoccupiesthe residenceof Ella Herlb.
yond criticism and most appreciated
ring on E. Main street, recently
by the attentiveaudience; in fact,
(order
yours
vacated by Tim Schuitema.
throughout the program a devout
interest was shown by the audience Boter Banket ................55c lb.
—deepest appreciationbeing shown
Krakelingen..................50c lb.
only by the quiet listeningattitude, no applause breaking the Butter Cookies ..............30c lb.
charm and pleasure created by the
renditionof the sacred oratorio.
Macaroons ..............35c-50c lb.
Mrs. W. Curtis Snow at the organ console, and Miss Sarah Lacey You will be pleased with the
at the piano also deserve much complete assortment of dainpraige as accompanists.
ies you find at the French
Much more could deservedly be
said about this year’s "Messiah” Pastry Shoppe.
but space forbids. Suffice it to say
WE DELIVER
that although each year’s performance has always been given unstintingpraise by the large audi- 58 East 8th St. Phone 2542
ences attending,next year is alHolland, Michigan
ready looked forward to by those
who have heard it time and again.

PERFUMES
TOUJOURS HOI

LSVhXT ‘nd

W.

Miss Jennie A. Pieters has arIfr. and Mn. Ralph Bowman
make her home and children of Holland, and
—
with her brother, Dr. Albertos and Mrs. Nick Lanning and __ the meeting on "Playing the Game
Pieters. She ntirod' wcenUy after
id Rapids, spent Sunday “d How to PUv It Well." Those
34 yeata as a missionary to Japan.
thoir mother, Mrs. H. E.
Holland who attended were
•rp, and Mr. and Mrs. Mor- Neil Van Leuwwen, Jesse N. PeterMrs. Pnd Oldemuldersof 872 ris Van Spyker at their home on sen, Clarence Yntema, H. K. GoodWest 21st St/ and Miss Wimina
win, Henry TeRoller, Bari Regains,
Barnum of Burnipa wan inju
Lemuel Harris, Dick Overway, John
Thursdaynight when the automo- Funeral servicesfor Robert W. Shackson, Maurice DeVries, Peter
bile in which they wen riding, Brown, 7«, of 179 East Sixth St., Hoving, Frank TenHave, Ernest
which was driven by Mr. Oldemul- were held Monday at the Dykstra Hartman and Rev. W. G. Flowerders, was side-swiped by another Funeral home with the Rev. C. P. day.
car. Mrs. Oldemulders suffered a Fields officiating. Burial was in
fractured pelvis. Miss Banin re- Pilgrim HSm* cemetery.
Van lUmpen of West
ceived lacerations of the scalp.
Mr. BrowFdied in Holland hos- 20th St is sufferinginjuries to «
pital Friday after a long illneas. foot st a load factory.
He waa bom in .Park township on
July 22, 1862, to the late'Mr. and
Mrs. William Brown. Surviving are
GBBRDS - R08KBERRY OPEN
the widow, Clare; a daughter, Mrs.
rived in Holland to

^$1.20

1696 Dairy

POTATOES

(Save 11.50 on a ton $2150)

Wa

^

20%D.inr

$1.30

loooi

Vogelzang Variety Store

-

Holland,

Michigan

24»DMry

439 Washington Square, Holland, Mich.
“It

Pay* to Q«t Our Prioaa”

•

,

r--

- -

M

m

.

..

"W

oo o

I

$1.5!
-----

r-wm
s

HOLLAJVD CITY

THREE SECTIONS

Yohunt Number 67

Holland, Michif an, Thunday,

PECKS
Rate Drugs
Eighth

Holland, Mich.

50c Midol Tablets
$1.25 Peruna Health Tonic

Vapo

Rub

35c Pond’s Face

Cream

75c Vicks

25c

•

-

Rinso

$1.00

DAN

define

35c Prep Shave

Cream
Gifts

Elmo,

Max

and Toys

Factor, Hudnut, Pinaud, Palmolive and
Toiletries

TOYS FOR THE KIDDIES
Gifts
Box

of

for

"Hm”

25 Deschlers Monogram Cigars 49c

All Pound Pkgi.
of Tobacco

All 5c Tobaccos

on Sale

3 for 10c

While they are together—
home

the family

all

the holidayi,
the occasion

for

the

f~

Old Santa's Got the Right Idea

CHURCH AT HOLLAND
DELAYS NEW BUILDING Boy’s

!

Chest Is

Badly Crushed
By Semi-Trailer

The Rev. John Dubbeldeman,
Fire destroyed the planing mill
wm.. punrv mon cmqi5tmi*wm. sc mssc- ano
pastor of the New Apostolic
id part of the itorage sheds of
OkO SANTA * dONNA Hflfct TO tAJSTlITO ATT Hx
church, which was recentlydenied
the Bolhuis Lumber and Manufacton* auov roa th- bis cw-mc cmtt roasrr
common council’s permissionto
turing Co. at Columbia Ave. and
ANV
vCVUa*Tl*»..TM«V N*MT OCT ID
build a new church here, announcSCUSVAT TMKOC
NO «AMTA CUM * THCV
18th St Friday night causing a
THE GOOD
OF THE loss
rnowr *rr sonkimn' soa cmshtma*
sd that his church will not built BOYS RIDING BICYCLES AFTER
estimated at $10,000 and
smcks/.-hm: can't HtM im tummu’
DARK ON HIGHWAY; RUN
“at the present.”
GOODFELLOW8 FOUNDA- breaking (Holland’srecord, nearly
THAT* A* WAV, NOW CAM Ml. SULK* ??
The New Apostolic church will
DOWN NEAR ZEELAND’S
TION IN 1958
complete for 1988, of no serious
not contest council’saction, the
fires for the year.
EAST LIMITS
Rev. Dubbeldeman said, after conThe fire was discoveredat 0:65
The Goodfellows Foundationof
lernng
ferring wit
with the Rev. John Erb
the Holland Exchange Club has >. m. when an unidentified man ran
A very seriousaccidentoccurred
of Chicago, president of the Nanto another part of the building
been continuing its good work
tional Council of the New Apostolic near the east city limits of Zeeland
from
that which burned and re*
throughout the year which
hich is now
Church of the United States and Wednesday evening, when a large
drawing to its close. 64 children ported that the southeastsection of
Canada, and the Rev. F. W. Busse oil truck struck a young Zeeland
the
Bolhuis
buildings
was
on
fire,
have hsd infectedtonsils removed
lad riding a bicycle, seriouslyinof South Bend, Ind.
William
Van
Alsburg,'
vice
presi
by local physicians at the local
Council rejected the applicationjuring him. For a time he was un«
dent of the company, reportedpass
hospital, the Goodfellows Foundafor a permit Wednesday night in conscio
lous in Zeeland hospitaland
tion paying all expenses, includ- ing the building at 6 p. m. withou
spite of a plea by the Rev. Mr. his life was despairedof, out since
noticing
any
sign
of
fire.
ing the hospital fees involved.
Dubbeldieman. Interference with his return to consciousness,physiFrank Bolhuis, president, sai
Fourteenfamilies have been aidservices at Seventh Reformed cians hold out hope for his recovthat
five
to
six
carloads
of
lumbei
ed witfh additional milk supply.
church, which is near the Pine and ery.
valued
at
$6,000
or
$7,000,
wer
lis milk supply has been a great
14th corner at which the Apostolic Clarence Boermair, twelve years
help to these families,especially stored in the damaged building;
church wanted to build, were given of tge, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
where illness made this nourish- Loss on the buildingitself was se
as causes for the action by comBoerman of 17 W. McKinley 8L, Is
at $3,000.
ing food a prime necessity.
mon council.
the victim. Young Boerman, toThree pumping trucks and a ladMany fine letters of appreciation
gether with his brother, Donald,
truck, all of Holland’s equipFENNV1LLE COMMITTEE
hive been received by tne Secre- ment, were called out to fight ths
and Sidney Schaaft, a neighborbo^,
tary of the Goodfellows FoundaPROTESTS PHONE SETUP
blaze. Firemen were hampered in
tion, expressing the gratitude of
near the point where the railroad
getting water on the fire by nuA committee was a
appointed from
the familieswhere these forms of
spur to the Mead Johnson A Co.
merous people in the street as the
Fennville
and
vicinity
to
go
to
aid have been received. “You surefactory crosses the highway, Tho
trucks approached the scene and
Unsing to meet
et with the Public
ly are doing a good work and I
boys were travelingwest
by the small water mains in that WILL VOTE TO REMODEL
hope you will be successfulin sidIS PLANNED AT FENNVILLE Utilities commission to protest
part of Holland. However, officials PINE CREEK RURAL SCHOOL
At that point they were overagainstthe proposed raising of Triing many who are in need,” wrote
of the lumber company praised the
The FennvillecommunityChrist- County telephone rates. The hear- taken by a Cities Service oil truck
one of the beneficiaries. “We realfiremen for their work in preventThe Pine Creek school board mas tree, sponsored by the Busi- ing was not successful but another also travelingwest, driven by Joe
ize the good that your work is doing spread of the blaze to other which met yesterday afternoon de- ness Men’s association, was set up one will be held at which a petition Humphrey of Benton Harbor. It
ing, and you may be assurred that
parts of the plant.
cided to ask the school district in the usual place on the Erlewein signed by many of the patrons will was quite dark at the time and
it is greatly appreciated,”wrote
After the fire, Cornelius Blom, voters to vote on a remodeling hardwarestore comer Wednesday be presented.The petitionis now there were other motor vehicles
another. “We thank you all from
travelingin the opposite direction,
the bottom of our hearts,” is the fire chief, said that he will use the program to remedy existing con- night and is being decorated with being circulated.
which made vision for the driver
way another expressed it. Regard- Bolhuis loss as an example in urg- ditions at the Pine Creek school. coloredlights for the holiday seadifficultand he declaredhe did not
The vote will be held as soon as son. A program of carols will be FORMER HOLLAND MAN
ing one boy who had a tonsilec- ing common councilto provide a
see any of the bicycle riders until
tomy, his parents wrote, “We can new truck for the city’s fire-fight- proper plans and specifications given on Christmas eve at the tree
LOST
IN
THE
PACIFIC
ing forces.
and bids can be submitted which and there will be the customary
he was nearly upon them.
already notice an improvementin
have the approval of the state distribution of candies and nuta to
Andrew
Tjepkema, a Zeeland
his health.” Sometimes the children
In trying to avoid the rider di’i.
barber,was informed this week of rectly In his path, he swung his
themselves sent very fine “thank HIGH
BASKETBALL fire marshal’s office, department the children.
of public instruction and the
the loss of a nephew, Sam Koppel- tractor
you” cards with a sweet message
off the
north
......
— .....
— and right side
SCHEDULE DISTRIBUTED TO county sanitary engineer.
of gratitude. AH of these mesMrs. P. Dodge has left Holland man, who was one of five missing of the pavement, but there he enTHE PUBLIC EVERY DAY
It has been proposed on prev- to spend the holidays with her from a fishing boat about 150 miles countered another bike rider. He
sages have encouraged the Goodious occasions to build a new daughter in the east.
fellows Foundation to rtmtinue the
out in the Pacific ocean off San also tried to avoid this cyclist but
The
Dutch-Boy
Bread
Company
school at Pine Creek as a PWA
work.
Diego, Cal., one day last week. his vehicle “jacknifed"on the highhas come out with a new and nov«
povel
The total budget this year has arrangement by having the basket- project but voters have refused James D. Boter, Ray Kronemey Wreckage of the boat washed way.
been almost fifteenhundred dol- ball schedule of our high school to approve the working by turn- er and James M. Gray, officialsof ashore and the crew has not been
The truck crashed Into Clarence
ing down a bond issue.
the local chamber, attended a meet- heard from since.
lars. The Community Chest has tear printed on all their bread
Boerman, badly crushing his chest
The school board met yesterday ing of the state board of directors
Mr. Koppclman, who was 86 Reports were first current that a
listed this cause for eight hundred wrappers.
with E. J. Burrill, assistantstate of the Junior Chamber of Com- years of age, leaves a wife and two
dollars for next year. The regular
truck wheel had passed over ths
Complete information of every
children, besides
his momer,
mother, Mrs.
ucbiuhb ms
mts. boy’s body but officers discount this
annual Newspaper drive for the game is given, besides the name fire marshal of Lansing, to dis- merce in Unsing Thursday night. mmucii,
cuss
the necessary steps to be
John Koppelman of San Diego. theory with the belief that be
work of the Goodfellows Founda- of the coach and college team he
taken to put the school in proper SAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Thei Koppelman family was fortion will be made on Dec. 24th. In
would have been crushed to• death
played with are shown. With the conditionto meet with the state’s
merly of Holland and moved to |l ---- _Jy had the heavy wheels
this drive we should receive about
daily distribution of this bread into approval.
San Diego about seventeen years rode over him. Mr. Humphrey deseven hundred dollars, in order to
Mr. Lefly, assistant fire chief
make the work of the coming year various hdmes, the appearance of
ago. Mrs. Koppelman, Sr., is a clared that the wheels of his veour high school basketballsched- of Lansing, who is sponsoring the
sister of Mr. Tjepke
equal to that of this year. Let us
hicle did not pass over either the
ules on every wrapper will natur- work being done in Lansing by
all participate as before in the true
boy or his bicycle. The injured lad
ally create a greaterpublic interest school pupils in the line of fire
ristmas spirit of goodwill.
HOPE CAGE QUINT
was picked up by Humphrey from
in our various games, and thereby prevention,,and J. W. Kelder,
HO
TROUNCES
FERRIS
Yours very truly,
the shoulderof the road and rushed
tend toward swelling the gate re- of the departmentof public in, Paul E. Hinkamp,
ceipts.
struction,accompanied Mr. BurHope
college
cagers
spurted
in to the Zeeland hospital.
Secretary,Goodfellows FoundaThe other two boys, Donald Boerrill on his inspectiontour of the
the second half to trim Ferris intion.
Pine Creek school building.
The next regular meeting will stitute. 65 to 18. The o p e n- man and Sidney Schaap. who were
Arrest of Olin
Mr. Burrill pointed out to the be held on Wednesday, December ing half was a tight affair with the riding togetheron the other bicycle,
1938 Holland Exchange Club
board that various fire hazards and 28th.The committee that entertains Hingamen
igamen retaining a 17-18 lead were uninjured.
Clears Up Thefts many detals of faulty construc- and feeds on that night consists of
Goodfellows Foundation NewsHumphrey expressed great conat the intermission.
paper Sales Drive
tion in the present buildingwhich Al Boyce, W. Diekema, A1 Jolders______ Ferris drew up to within 2 points cern about the injured
• * *
Arrest of Kenneth Olin at Grand endangered the lives of pupils had ma, Fritz Meppelink, J.
J. Riemers-as the second period opened but police and witnesses are inclined to
then the Dutch got started and absolve him from all blame, lliat
John Van Dyke— General Chair- Haven has clearedup all but some •been responsible for the order ma and Doc Van Koiken.
denartment for
minor thefts reported recently,from
“U,M his
'"8 uiiu«runeiii
ior the
me ciosems• • •
h«ld the Bulldogi scorelessfor 9 be tried desperatelyto evoid strikman of the Drive.
Publicity iCommfttee:— Paul E. Chief Lawrence De Witt, chief of ,n* °r the bui,din* earlier in the
However, keep the night of the minutes while running up a 31-15 ing the cycllsta is evident from hia
police at
at Grand
Grand Haven,
Haven "ktated
TiULvl after
after' »e*son. The school later had been 23rd open. Plans for-« stag fun lead. Marcui was chased on oer- damaged truck.
Hinkamp, Chairman;W. A. Butler, police
Deputy Sheriff John Boes took
looking over the city police com- reopened with special nermission, party are under way and you will sonals early in the second half.
Ben Mulder.
Brannock led the winner* with charge of the situation and Romeyn
Industrial Committee: — Jbhn plaint sheet. “There were a number subject to limitations. He further receive further information later.
18 points while Vandenberg and ServiceGarage was called to dear
Van Huis, Chairman; Wm. J. Brou- of unsolved crimes,” he said, “since stated that necessary steps must
ighwajlby removing the_ damearly September, and our depart- be taken to insure adequate prower, John De Wilde.
Comrade Jacob Luidens, Adju- Honholt made 6 apiece for the the highway
HeadquartersCommittee: — Joe ment was unable to connect any tection for children now attend- tant of the Michigan Soldiers Home losers. McGonigleled Ferris with aged truck so traffic could move
ing
the
school.
Geerds, Chairman; C. C. Wood, local parties with them."
was at our meeting last night and 7. Hope freshmen won from the freely.
Mr. Kelder informed the board gave us quite a talk on the Home Cosmopolitans in the prelim,43-15
It Is reported that the lad haa a
Cornie Kragt.
“When it was reported Olin had
-o
chance to recover.
escaped Muskegon police after that in addition to Mr. Burrill’s and how they tried to take care of
the lightingwas
iffmai and Dempsey were ar- recommendations
Hoffman
the veteransand also some of their SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS
Sales Committees
improner and inadequate. This problems.
ELECTS OFFICERS New officers of the Holland Royal
rested,” Chief De Witt said, “we
1. Henry Carley, Chairman;F. obtained a picture of Olin and our should be improved to insure the
Neighborssociety, elected Thurspreservation of proper eyesight The Toy Drive is getting along
The Unity class of the Methodist
- Beeuwkes, Russell
H. Ault, Fl
Fred
officers familiarized themselves
day night, are Stella Dore, oracle;
of
children.
Sunday
school
was
entertained
by
icely. Assistance from the high
Boeve, Frank Bolhuis, Dr. Gabriel with it and kept a close watch for
Grace Urick, vice oracle; Fannie
school Manual Training Depart- Mr. and Mrs. John Westveld for- Weller, chancellor; Anna Zietlow,
Bos, Dick Boter, Wm. J. Brouwer, him as he was known to have come
ARRESTS TAVERN MAN
Ben Brower, Clayton Congleton. to Grand Haven frequently. His
ments is helping out wonderfully, merly of Holland,Wednesday even- past oracle; Carolyn Bruisma, inner
2. Dr. M. J. Cook, Chairman; ^rl friend liked to skate and we
ns is the help from the Emergency ing at their home on US-31, near sentinel; Agnes Guilford, outer
Fennville, twenty-three being presFollowing a complaint signed by Relief headquarters.
Henry Cook, John Cooper, Jay H. new this and the officers watched
ent. Delicious refreshments were sentinel:Minnie Serier, marshal;
Deputy John Boes of Zeeland,
Den Herder, John De Wilde, John amusement places closely.”
Leona Norlin,recorder; Lillian Sly,
Richard Beich, 58, operator of the
S. Dykstra, Jacob Fris, H. B.
As is custom about this time of served, and games were played,in receiver, and Nellie Kids, manager,
Chief De Witt said Olin admitted, Log Cabin tavern at M50 and USwhich
high
scores
were
made
by
Gladish, Bert Gebben, Clyde Geer- beside he stripping of a car in
the year, the Park Board will make
oM. J. Bast and Mrs. E. T. Brun31, was arraigned Tuesday in Juslings.
Duncan P&rk, that he had removed tice John Galien’s court on a their report on the 28th. This is al- son. Officers were elected as folCapt. John Arthur Whitworth,
V. Hartman, Chairman; tires, batteries and seats from other
ways interestingand pleasant to
lows: president,W. A. Creaaon; Jr., who died last week Monday in
Henry Geerds, Elton Goffolin, Ge r- cars and taken articles from parked charge of sellingalcoholicbever- listen to.
vice president,Mrs. Geo. A. Sheard Washington, D. C., was well known
ages to minors. Beich was arrested
rit Groenewoud, Erwin Hanson, Dr.
cars. Four or five years ago, Chief by Deputy William Van Etta. He
and secretary-treasurer,
Mrs. Earl in this vicinity as a yachtsmanon
H. P. Harms, Ben Harris, Eugene
In older to assure the Boy Scouts Gretzinger.
De Witt said, Olin was arrested demanded an examination, which
Lake Macatawa and Lake Michigan
Heeter,Burton Hensley, M. L. Hinfor removing tires from a car but was set for Dec. 20. He was re- that the use of the club rooms is
during the past three or four yean.
ga.
offered willingly, the Commander is
was turned over to Muskegon police leased on a $1,000 bond.
An appeal for old clothingand Relatives in this vicinityinclude
4. A. C. Keppel, Chairman; J.
to see that one member of the Post toys is oeing made by the commit- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bertsch and
who had a more serious charge
A. Hoover, Clarence Jalving, Hen- against him.
is on hand each scout night to mix
tee in charge of the American Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bertach.
ry Ketel, Clarence Kiaasen, Adrian
Bethel church will hold its com- with the boys and relieve them of
South Haven police came to
Legion drive for goods which can
Klaasen, Albert Klels, Andrew
munion service next Sunday, Dec. the responsibilityof closing the be repaired for re-distribution to
Rev. David Van Strien, a graduKlomparens,James H. Klompar- Grand Haven to take back ciga- 18, instead of Dec. 25.
rooms
after
the
meeting.
rettes, razors, clocks and other arneedy childrenat Christmas. Those ate of Hope college, who occupied
ens, James T. Klomparens.
who wish to makp donations may Hope church pulpit Sunday, re5. Russell Klaasen, Chairman; ticles from the Pratt and Kuhn
Spike Manting came into the call any of these numbers, and the turned to Woodcliffe Community
store, which were found in a car
The Parent-Teachers association
Gerrit Knoll, John Kooiker, Dr. W.
- Cwroittre-.
meeting with three comrades from clothesor tovs will be picked up: Reformed church of North BerC. Kools, Joe Kramer, Frank Lie- Olin admitted taking from Wauke- of Maplewood school will meet
gon, HI.
Lansing,
members
of
Tuedor
Post;
Central Hardware,2414; Lievense gen, New Jersey.The Hope congrethis Friday evening. A program has
vense, Ben Lievense,Dr. C. L.
namely, Comrades Heazlit, Andrus, Garage, 2239; Cook Fuel and Feed, gation was deeply impressed with
i Chief De Witt is a Holland man been arranged.
Loew, Henry Lucht.
and
Lucas.
This
Post
is
sponsoring
8734.
the young divine’s discourses.
6. A. E. Umpen, Chairman; and his parents live here.
the distributionof Michigan state
Nelaon Miles. Rendert
Members of the board of direciaei Muller, Peflags and explained their method in
ter Notier, Wm. J. Olive, Henry
tors of the Community Chest, indetail to our AmericanismcommitOosting, Geo. Pelgrim, Matt Pellecluding John De Wilde, Cornelius tee.
grom, Earl Price.
Vander Meulen, Mrs. Charles K.
m w —
7. Richard Martin, Chairman;
Van Duren. Chester Van Tongeren
the dates— Dec. 23rd
Abel Postma, J. J. Riemersma,C.
and A. William Tahaney, met andRemember
28th.
E. Ripley, Joha Rooks, J. D. SeThursday night in Attorney Van* *
nevey, Ray N. Smith, Ben Staal,
der Meulen’s office under the clock.
Donations are being: received at
Louis Steketee.
o
8. Rex Chapman, Chairman; Christmas Suggestions Dr. John R. Mulder of Western the headquarters of the Willard G.
LeenhoutsPost No. 6, American
MelbilleStickels, J. A. Swets, Geo.
Re«uertMSn
Tinholt, A. W. Tahaney, Vernon
Please
Ten Cate, John Van Appledoom,
at
Z™'™*
on East 8th St- t(^ard the clothing
x—
.t«i ........
Aspect and toys which the Letrion
4.lma- “Aspect
Ledon will disdis
Herman Vanden Brink, Geo. Vanfor Our Traditions,”was his subtribute at Christmas. The city misde Riet.
ject.
sion is giving the space. Ed Doni9. Rev.
G. Flowerday,
o
van’s manual training students of
Chairman;Bert Vander Pod, John Sweaters— $1.59-$2.98
Mrs. Bert Slagh, 345 College 1 Holland High school, with WPA
Van Huis, John Van Dyke, Albert
A vc.. has had as her guests
-* her workers and members of the WPA
Van Lente, Ben Van Lente, John Robes— $1.98-$5.95
children, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald sewing project, are preparing the
Van Tatenhove, Chester Van Ton- Gowns— $2.98
Slagh of North Little Rock, Ar- materials donated for redistribution
geren, Alex Van Zanten.
kansas.
to needy families.
10. Charles Van Zylen/ Chair- SKps— $1.00-$1.98
man: Dr. Wm. Westrate, Gilbert
Walker. Wm. J, Westveer.Prof. Hose— 79c ~$1,00
Wynand Wichers, John Wlersma,
Ladles’ Dresses—
Dr. J. K. Winter, Irving Wolbrink.
O. A. Wolbrink.
$3.98-$8.95
_

For Dec. 24th
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$10,000
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SATURDAY

SALE NOW ON THRU

A

SECTION TWO
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Holland’s Busiest Drug Store
Cornet River and

Paper Drive
Has Been Set

NEWS

,VJ

Appointment Today!

.

Appointments Evenings lor your Convenience

WINSLOW STUDIO
52 East Eighth

St. Holland Phone 9608

cHRisTinns

.

___

-

ROBES—

$7.50 up

Beautiful selection of silks and wools

3.

Also Botony Flannels
Ti«s 65c
Gloves

up

|

up

Shirts $2.00

—
Suede Jackets

«

Scarfs

Pajamas— $1.95 up
Sweatcrf-r$2.95 up
Sox

— Suspenders —

Belts

Budgct Dress Shop

Vaupell’s Men’s Shop
31 West 8th

St.

Phone 4363

-

Holland, Mich.
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Le^in
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$1.00-$2.98

Holiday Suggestions:
9

i

FRUIT CAKE

PEPPERNUTS
SPRINGERLE CAKES

Honeyboys

-

-

Honeyboy Cakes

CRAKELINGS - BOTER BANKET - ALMOND TARTS
ASSORTED COOKIES

ORDER EARLY

BANNER BAKERY
mii

200 River Ave.

Holland

EAST EIGHTH

ST

Holland, Mich.

Say ’‘Merry Christmas1
with Flowers

ftWiaKfiBKMBiH

PAYS,

recognition for their - strictlysaNORTH HOLLAND FRIDAY cred concerts.They have rendered
NIGHT
musical programs throughout
Michigan, and outlying territories
The North Holland ChristianEn- -with favorable resblta. Their varsociety and Girls’ League ious’ original arrangements
medleys on the violin, mandolin,
banjo and guitar are a feature df
their program. Among their vocal
ing at 7:45 o’clock in the North selections, the quartet has included
Holland Reformed church. It will the well-known’ hymns, favorite
be a mixed program includingin- nfeio spirituals,special quartet
strumental and vocal music and a arrangements, also novelty numplaylet.
bers and solos. The entire proA yoi
oung men’s quartetknown as gram will be one of merit and the

Muskegon. Melodeers”have preejedsgo to

for themlselves considerable

S-

w

’

-v /

-

x

the one gift appropriate ior everyone

MUSKEGON MELODEERS AT

a

very worthy

r
1
|

Poinsetties— the traditional Christmas flower-give

home

4

holiday atmosphere.Select
from our gorgeous assortment of hardy home-grown
plants. Many varieties— all sizes.
your

a, joyful

Prices 50c and

'

up

Ebelink’s Flower S
38*Riv« Ave. Phone 9496

1

.

THE HOILAHD CITY NEWS
A district meeting of the Knights mer; keeper of record and seals
Bud Gebben and Frank If. lie*
was to be held tonight, and master of finance, A. J. Wast- venae, students at MichiganState
veer;
master
of
exchequer,
John
Thursday,with lodges in Muskecollege, spent last week-end in HolOlert.
land visiting their parents,Mr. and
gon, Grand Baoids. Sparta and
Dr. Cabriel D. Bos began a post
Cong. Carl E. Mapes of Grand Mrs. Bert Gebben and Mr. and Mrs.
Greenvillerepresented.Officers of
Frank M. Lievense, Sr.
graduate course in obstetricsand
the local organiration,elected last Rapids spoke Thursdaynight at a
• • *
meeting
of
the
Holland
chapter
of
week, are as follows: Chancellor
The annual employes’ party for
commander, Dick Japinga; vice- the Sons of Revolutionat the home
Hfrry Graham; two chancellor commander, Donald of Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Van Verst. workers st the Warm Friend tavern
teotbew, Charles of Kenmare, N. Leenhouta; prelate, Albert Van
• V •
Saturday night featured colored
Dn and Amasa of Wllliston, N. D., Zoeren; master at arms, John Van
Charles Rated, 22, of Grand Rap- pictures and a turkey dinner in the
Libby Lindstrom Putten; inner guard, George Bos- ids, admitted in court Friday that hotel dining room. About 90 atof Sterling, Colo.
worth; outer guard, Willis Nuia- he was the driver of a car which tended. Landlord Howard Lillard
knocked down Henry Haddema Lwas a genial host.
near Hudsonville last August. On
Ira A. Antles, Ottawa county
versityof Michigan.
conservationofficer,said this week
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Monroe of 40 that he will resign “sometime after
East 20th st., and their son Charles, Dec. 16” as conservationofficer in
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Oosting, order to accept his appointment as
left Monday for Los Angeles, CaL chief of police of Holland on Jan.
I *have
where they will be the guests of 1. While no arrangements
Mr. Monroe’s brother for the next been made toward getting ia Accesaor for Mr. Antles in the state
two months.
job, a man will be transferredhere
or the vacancy will be filled by
ij one of Michigan's most important crops. ThouArraigned Monday before Justice
intment, accordJohn Galien on a charge of being
•ands of Michigan farmers and wage earners get a
— ----- --- it, district superdrunk
and
disorderly,
John
Hargood part of their living from this crop.
visor for the conservationdepartdenberg, 21, of Holland, pleaded
ment. He said, “I regret to see
guilty and was assessed a fine and
It is important to your whole community that
Officer Antles leave our departcosts’ of $14.05. Deputy Sheriff
your local stores carry Michigan Made Beet Sugar.
ment but certainlywish him the
William Van Etta arrested Harbest of success as Holland’s chief
denberg Saturdaynight in Grand of police. His record has been very
Also see that your family uses Michigan Made
Haven township.
Beet Sugar.
good and our loes will be Holland's
• •
gain. In the prosecutionsbe has
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
De
Vries
But by all means talk to your local grocer. See
conducted on violations of the fish
of 50 West 22nd Bt. have named
and game laws he has exercisedthe
that he carries this home product. Insist on it.
their son, bom December 3, Thomas
best of judgment, a quality which
Take no other.
John. A son was bom Monday in
I am sure will be to his advantage
Holland hospitalto Mr. and Mrs.
in his new work.”
Michigan Made Beet Sugar is a high quality
Conan Cady of 353 West 17th st.
• • •
product Best for all cooking and table use.
iAAkkAUAAkA
Several members of the local staff
of the Survey of Historical Records
SOCIETY
(HIAUTY GUARANTEED In the following brands;
spent last week-end in Chicago receiving instiuctionsand viewing ^VTVWTVTfTVTWWTTWTV?
exhibitsat the Chicago Historical
Miss Anne Jansen, whose marsociety museum. Members of the
BIG
FAVORITE
party includedWillard C. Wichers, riage to Ted Wierda will occur in
district supervisor;and Mrs. Ruth the near future, was guest of honor
Mattem, Peter Kolean and Theo- recentlyat a kitchen shower given
dore Moerdyk, members of the by Mrs. Gertrude Wierda and Mrs.
Nick De Boer in the De Boer home
staff.
in New Groningen.Mrs. Peter Van• • •
der Meulen, Mrs. Vernon Miles and
Work on Holland harbor and the Mrs. John Mulder won prises at
Lake Macatawa channel by the games, during the evening. Miss
Lyons Construction Co. of White- Jansen received many practical
hall has been completed for this gifts. The hostess served a twoyear, accordingto Jack Lyons. The course luncheon.
government contract was completed
• » *
about a month ago, he stated. ReThe Past Matrons’ dub of the
cent work has consistedof deepen- Star of Bethlehem chapter No. 40,
ing and widening ' Black river O.E.S., held a luncheon Thursday
channel between the US-31 bridge at the Anchor Inn. Twenty-two

NEWS

of Pythias

**:

1

_

_

_

MICHIGAN MADE

BEET SUGAR

#

f

in
«II year

HOUSEWIFE’S

_

-

-

*

Holland for
aim

their kind consideration

and Lake Macatawa and filling in
certain sections of the east end of

citizens of

of our company.

Mother
Christmas

created will be used for the city’s
new million and a half dollar power
plant. Some of the Lyons equipment

merchandise.

to aerve with' quality

has been towed to Grand Haven

Holland

Awning Company
E Ramsland, Prop.

A.

Awnings and Tents— Truck Covers

Phone

for the winter, while the dredge
will remain moored here unless the
company gets other contracts which
will result in its removal.
• • •
S. H. Houtman,tulip time manager, is making an appeal to all
amateur and professional photographers of the vincinity to bring
Tulip Time pictures to his office
at River and Eight. The supply of
publicity . pictures is running low,
Mr. .Houtman said, because of

2043

Holland

|

204 East 8th St

TURKSTRA’S “JUST-IT” BAKERY
Wt

Specialize

In

HOLLAND-BOTER
BANKET- -55c lb.
BOXER KBAKELINGEN

that

shipment (ail over U.S.)
for yoor convenience.

ORDER EARLY
TURKSTRA,

21

W.

Men’s

_

Set

sary Wednesdayevening by a
group of friends who presented her
with a gift. A social time was enjoyed, and a two-course luncheon

.

7th Si., Holland, Phonewi

j HAPPINESS
LASTING

Miss Dorothy Bouwman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Bouwman of Rural Route 6, and Stanley
Rutgers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Rutgers, also of Route 6, were
married Dec. 1 at the home of the
bride’s parents. The Rev. H. Bly-

!

GIVE
^Jewelry

JEWELRV

—

Santa’s

Own

Choice!

I

Take a tip from Santa
. give Jewelry from
Williams this year! It’s the Gift that’s sure
to please every time. You’ll like our low

f

prices

I
.

.

and

stra read the ceremony. Attendants
were Mrs. Audrev Menken, sister
of the bride, and FrederickRutgers,

.

big selection.

Beautifully

bound and tooled. In
box.

0' 5-year Diary
t

$3.50

CIGARETTE
LIGHTER!
Beauti-

Chromium plated.
From 11.23 ap

brother of the groom. Mrs. Floyd
Kempkers played the Lohengrin
wedding march. A committee consisting of Miss Antoinette Tien,
Gertrude and Fannie Tubergen and
Mrs. Hermina Lappenga served refreshments. Mr. and Mrs. Rutgers
are now living at 92 East 21st St.
Among the guests at the wedding
were: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bouwman, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rutgers,
Mr. and Mrs. John Bussies and
children, Elaine and Carl, Mr. and

Mrs. Nelson Boeve and

0

fully desirnoJand

son,

Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. Foster Bouwman, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Menken,
Mr. and Mrs. Hovd Kempkers and

SMART COMPACT:
A complete selection

children, Dale and Duane, Mr. and

Mrs. Anthony Rutgers, Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Deur, Mr. and Mrs.
Julius Deur, Mr. and Mrs. John
Weenum, the Rev. and Mrs. H.

of styles and sixes.

Compacts from
$1.50

Blystra,Donald, Edwin, Lawrence,

FINE

MILITARY

SET: 2 hsir brushes,
clothes brush sod
large
4

comb.

WATCHES

-piece set $3.50

GOLD CROSS AND
CHAIN: A treasured
... in
gold piste

Sift

14-K solid

MAN’S WRIST WATCH
7 jewel; modern designleather strap ............

Center Diamond
$9.50

us

Willis and Mildred Bouwman,
Frederick,Harvey and Ruth Rutgers, Robert and Beatrice Deur,
Miss Esther Owen, Edna Volkers,
Carrie Ter Haar, Teddy Bog and
Henry Tien. Refreshmentswere
served by Mias Antoinette Tien.
Gertrude and Fannie Tubergenand
Mrs. Hermina Lappenga.Mr. and
Mrs. Rutgers left on a short wedding trip. For travelingthe bride
wore teal blue with black accessories.

» » *

FEN AND PENCIL

NEW LADY’S WATCH

SET: Parker pen and
pencil

am in

Am

Mufflers . . . ^

^

^wa

4 If

Women’s

Felt Slippers

much

Dad's

like

98c I

Sets • •

The perfectgift! A

•

fait color shirt,

colorful tie and a tiedip in a gift box. ...........

... ffcOf*

€FO

Boys’
No cold

Sheepswool Slippers •

ankles in these warm “sheepswools”!
Wool lined, and with double leather soles. 2-6. ...

Rayon Satin Stripe Gowns

pi

___

Boys’ 3-pe. Shirt
Usually

98*

79®
79®

Gleaming woven stripes. Tailored styles or others

a:

with lace trimmings!

A

gift she will love! 34-40....

Boys’ Slipon Sweaters • •

QAC
fit
^

•

Built to staao plenty of bard wear— and they’re

“ur"’l>E,8'“

Baa Resist Rayon Panties! .
Rayon satin stripes in. tricot knit, tailored to
perfectly!
perfectly | All
All elastic
elastic waiitl
waiitl Women’s sizes
sizes

"ck

98®

BOVS’ Plaid J&CketS
Rea! wamth! Sturdy
Sturdy M
33 oz
os. extra-heavy all-wool

......

,

plaids! Fancy backs! Slid* Fasteners ................

1 Crepe Chiffon Gift Hose

Every pair worth $1!
$1 ! 3-thread crepetwist,
crepeti
Every*
mide
look filmier but wear longer! 2 pair $1 J»! ____
i

Miss Jean Routing was honored
Friday evening by a miscellaneous
shower given by her aunt, Mrs.
George Schurman of 262 College
Ave. Prizes for games during the
evening were awarded to Mrs. Earl
Vanden Bosch and Miss Routing.
• V

THAT BRING

&0tf to

handsomerift

Warn

too,— and as

2*8

So perfectly tailored, shell never suspectthe low
price! Smart wrap-around style. All sizes ........

served.

will accept a

*******

DIARY

_

as possible!

Robes

Wool Flsaael

All

« aa
mm

to^W^B

a*

pr.

_

HRQC

Tailored Rayon Satia SUps!
SUmming4 gore

blu

alternating

DIH5^
SISTER f

cut-in a sheath-

P5;sfer is crazy about

tea.

0

Sweaters

|

for

H.

Men’s Coat

Ward. thla.Xmaa?,

HWAft
CFO Brother wants things to wear,

Gift values! One bath towel and two matching face
cloths in the new VictorianRose pattern!..
pattern L ....... ...........

Prof. Egbert Winter, head of the
call which he recently received from
departmentof education at Hope
| First Reformed church of Racine,
college, spoke on the subject, "Can
Wis., and will preach his farewell
the World Keep the Peace?" Frisermon here Jan 1. Rev. Wayer is day afternoon at a meeting of the
a native of the Netherlands, but local Woman’s Christian Temperwas graduated from Hope college ance union at the home of the
and Western Theological seminary Misses Henrietta and Nellie Zwehere. He has served Ebenezer Remer. Mrs. Edith Walvoord was in
formed church at East Holland, charge of the meeting. Mrs. MarBethany Reformed at Grand garet Markham presided at the
Rapids, and the church here. He is
business meeting. Mrs. H. De
president of the ParticularSynod
Weerd and Mrs. M. Meengs served
| of Chicago.

An appreciated gift for the
whole family. We will pack

•

iS'utltbS'f:

ta'Ji/

Cannon Christmas Box

of^MXhuX^nn^
ed Sunday
he

SOelb.

for doing all your .hopping at

she gets these gifts

if

Values ud to $1A91 Every one outstanding!8
tured (tyles in calf finish. Also genuine leatb

Mrs. William'Ten Brink was honored on her 55th birthday anniver-

• • •
Alumni of Holland and vidnR
of the Universityof Michigan wi
numerous requests for pictures attend the annual Christmas luncheon of the Alumni associationof
from various publications.
Grand Rapids next Saturday in the
of the Rowe hotel.
Lalla E. McKay of West Ninth English room *
* •
st. was taken to Holland hospital
Friday evening the Welcome CorMonday.
• • •
ner class of Bethel church gathered
at the home of Arlene Eilander of
Funeral services for the uncle 251 West 19th St., to enjoy a proof Mrs. Paul Vanderlist, Derk gram, games, and a . luncheon,
Workman, caused Mr. and Mrs. served by Mrs. Eilander.
Vanderlist,Miss Fannie Workman,
Miss Leona Voogd and Mrs. RayThe faculty Wives' club arranged
mond Overway to go to Muskegon
>nday.
Mr.
Workm,
Monday. Mr._ Workman died unex- members™”the^ope^cofleg/ facpectedly on Friday.
ulty and their guests Friday night
in Trinity Reformed church. Fiftyfour attended.

everything you buyl Aren’t tho,. two

have a Merry

will

Handsome
Uandsoiiie Gift Handbags
Handbags •

• • •

was

Ward.1 And

from Wards!

were present. Later the group went
to the home of Mrs. Belle TiiTell
of East 8th St., to exchange Christmas gifts and hold a business
meeting. Hostesses st the luncheon
were Mrs. Belle Tirrell, Mrs. Cora
Hoffman, Mrs. Mabel Murphy, Mrs.
Abbie Ming and Mrs. Sophia ^
Tak.

the lake with the material thus
removed. Part of the land thus

We

loglc.1 gif, headquarter, at Chrlitma.

rtt.r.r.

arae

opportunity to thank the

your

He’ll be warm and comfortable in this pure wool
sweater— and you’ll make a comfortable saving! ........

hill

I

It

(Varda

r«Wn.

awfully good

Extending The Seaton's Greetings
to take this

round make

beet .bopping 'center

Firat. you can alway. find everythingyou want at

«*ond, yon save a,

GREETINGS

wish

-J

tun.

PIONEER GREAT LAKES RED ARROW

We

everyone
your family!

Th. wm. .Impl, reasons that make Werd. your

NEWS

CHIEF

®r

fi/t

Accurate movement gold
case, cord band .........

'

.

WILLIAMS
.

Jewelert

Hamilton, Elgin, Bulova, Harvel, Westfield Watches

Watch Inspectors for P. M. Railroad

$25

Saturday afternoon Mary McLean, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
Harold McLean, observed her 12th
birthday anniversary by inviting
a group of her friends to a theater
party. A supper at the McLean
home followed the ttheater party.
Among those present were: Bar*
bara Yeomans, Janet Brooks, Mar-

garet McLean, Doris Diekema,
Barbara Stickels,Helene Van Dyke,
Dorothy Van Zoeren, Lola Hackett,
Connie Hibga Natalie Vanderschel,

Faith Den Herder, Martha Van
Sann, Arlene Eby, Peggy Prins,
Betty Van Weelden,
en, Joan Van
Van
Dyke, Joyce Borr, Peggy French,
Ruth Schoonard and Jane Lou

clothes—

and Wards can save you
money on
Dad always needs

and

shirts

"Beli-RiMer"Values! Rayon crepe end hyon
taffeta I

.....

styles Includingdirndls! 2-6, 7*14..

Pnnty'nnd Slip

Set!

Children’s Wool Sweatera!

(PQT'

HK

Give her a thrill with this boxed rsvon satin set!
Slip has built up shouldersand ruffled hem! 4*14.

He’ll be proud to own this smart double-breasted
robe! You can save at Wards low price! ....................

Men’s Fine Ties

New

Girls’

him

Warm Robes

Men’s

•HIKPty
aa

Sale! Girls’ 1.29 Dresses •

ties,

and Wards has many
other ideas for

her gifts.

Ao

THwK

.

Warm,

practical gift-goodvalues, too! Novelty
knits in coat or allpover itylaa. Some with

X'VHK

collars!

mw

.

They’ll knot better because they’re lined with
wool! Resilientconstruction.Rayon fabrics .....

Men’s Handsome

Gift

Seeks

S

Colorful plaids, conservativestripes I Knit-in designs carefully finished inside! Rayon and sUk...

Men’s Shirts and Shorts •

25.®

•

Fine broadclothI Svdorixad shrunk! Full cut
Also Swiss rib shirts of soft combed cotton.....
I

Baby's
Men’s Pajamas • • • •
A

want

it

I

•

1

at

Wards and you have such

Fine broadclothstyled the wty
Notch collar coat. Fancy patterna...

real value

gifts cost so little

i

a large choice!
Men’s Shirts

.......
I

t-

Tree!

.

Fleecy Carriage Rebes e •

•

Tsy* To Pat O* The

Here’s a real value for th# thrifty Ward shopper I
Fine fabrics I Fine tailoring .................
...

...

25®

.

Men’s Kid Slippers • • •

•

Felt lined brown kid with flexible leather soles.
Topa in comfotti Wear wall, too. 6*H ..........

All

Wool Sweaters! # • •

Tots'

•

90% Wool Snow

Suits «m08

Safeguard them in their winter play! Three piece
suite with Kasha Uned jacket#. Suspender styles!..

A

gift rare to please I Pullover style with abort or
long sleevesin attractive colors. J4-40 ......
....

Montgomery
,

PHONE

3188

25

EAST EIQHTH STREEf

mi

Raven.

'
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lone gold star
GIVEN

mother erty to the residence of Mrs. James
FAREWELL Cook on West Main St, Zeeland,

m

HOUAND CUT NEWS

THE

Mrs. George A. Vogt of Hamilton, tuck; one grandson, Robert Tanner; dren of Boreulo have rented the
DRENTHE
Burial
a new home, and Bert Weick of Hopkins are the one sieter, Mrs. Fred Scales of
Heasley residence in Zeeland where
with many
Monday, and the Vugteveen family built last summer. Games and refirst in their respectivecommuni- Saugatuck:two brothers,George they have moved.
The American Legion Auxiliary
A number of relatives received tending.
of Fennville and several guests has moved into the residence va- freshments were features of the ties to purchase a supply of 1938 of Milwaukee,Wis., and William
cated by the Kaat family.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bakker are word that Mrs. Van Karlaan, betThe collection
.
wmin^s entertainment Guests in- tuberculosisChristinas seals, the of Saugatuck.
were entertainedFriday afternoon
• • •
the proud parents of a baby boy ter known as Mrs. Tillle Hunder- in church Thanksgiving
-----,r.
and
Mrs.
Minser
Jonkein the Sheard home, honoring Mrs.
Michigan Tuberculosis Association
-------- o
man
of
Grand
Rapids,
fell
on
the
Lave me, five-year-oldson of
born on Dec. 1. Mrs. Bakker, who
$391.
Charles Chellman.
FVnnvillA’a nnlw
Chellman, Fennville’s
only Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Klompen- kriJg, Mr. and Mrs. Dick KnoU, Mr. announcedthis week in checking
OLIVE CENTER
her hip.
DI
was formerly Delis Geurink, and icy sidewalks and broke
and Mrs. John W. Nienhuis, Mr. over early contributions.
Recently a farewell
berg of Franklin road, Zeeland,was
Joe Mast again went to the hosand Mrs. Henry Koop, Jr., Mr. and
Dorothy Van Langeveldefrom the baby are staying at the home
' . • ••
given for Mr. J. Brinks wl
of
her
parents.
pital Thursday evening where he
Mrs. Henry Maat, Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral services for Amos F. Holland and Marvin Nelson Nienworked for Gerrit Hundi ___
Myron Veldheer, Mrs. Koetjie, Mr. Everett, 65, of Saugatuck, were huis were married Friday evening
man was the recipient of numerous from
Motion pictures showing the days underwent another operation on
chair holding a scissors,
about 14 years. The invited
Friday
morning.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Van
Der.Zwaag,
at
the
home
of
the
latter's
parents.
held Monday at the ^ome with the
of the covered wagon were shown
gifts. A guessing” contestwas won which punctured his larynx
were Mr. and Mrs. N.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Prins,
Mr.
Rev.
Van
Vliet
officiated.
Rev. H. E. Maycroft of CongregaGeorge Riddering, Sr., aged 68
at the Boreulo schoolhouae.
by Mrs. Charles Reed. A handsome
and Mrs. John Moleni
and
Mrs.
Phil
Vinkemulder,
Gerrit
Mrs.
Harm
Looman
is
spending
crocheted chair set, presented to
tional church officiating.Mr.'EverMrs. Bert De Weerd of WashMr. and Mrs. A. Diepenhorst of years, died at the home of his son, Howard, Mr. and Mrs.
as li
hospital on several weeks at the home of her
the auxiliaryby Mrs. John Rose- ington St, Zeeland, submitted to Prins and Mr. and Mrs. John ett died in Douglas
Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. F. Diepen- David, at Lupton last Sunday eve- huis and LilMsn, Mr. and Ml
Friday. He is survived by the sister, Mrs. Jane Rozeman,in Zeenow, was awarded to Mrs. E. C. a serious surgical operation at Rouwhorat.
horst of Holland and H. B. Gebbcn ning. Mr. Riddering was
Hunderman and children,
widow; a daughter, Florence, of land.
Foster. Proceeds of the meeting, Huizenga Memorial hospital Monof Boreulo were supper guests of
Mrs. Dick Hunderman au.
Walter
Van
Den
Beldt
celebrated
Mrs.
Gertrude
Koetie
spent
Tuesand
raised
on
the
farm
now
occuChicago;
and
a
sister,
Mrs.
L.
D.
nearly $6, will be used fdr the day and is now recovering, alhis 77th birthdayanniversaryat his Cranson of Lewiston, Mich.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Diepenhorst, pied by Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De mother, Mrs. Sluiter and Ai
purchase of a new auxiliaryflag. though she is quite seriouslyill.
and Marilyn De Weerd, who
home on West WashingtonSt., toEdward Bnuzeman in Noordeloos. Sunday.
Kleine, one mile eastof* Drenthe. at the
• • *
at the Dick Hunderman home.
gether with his sister, Mrs. Peter , Arthur Hoffman of Hamilton,
Mr. and Mrs. John Kamerman
Mrs. D. Poest moved from her Rooks of East
“
Holland, who on who cut a finger tendon a couple from Montana recently called on
residence on West Main St to Hol- that dav was 63 years of age. A
Bartels family
lamuy and
ana
of months ago, haa returned to his the Charles ubimjir
land during the past week. She has delightful lunch was served to the
regular work at the Ford garage. other relatives in this community.
been a residentof Zeeland almost invited guests, including Mr. and
• •
big
Mr. John Smith celebrated
ms
He made a visit to the home of his
The birthday anniversaries of all her life and she has lived in Mrs. John Van Den Beldt, Mr. and uncle, Hans Kempkers of Toledo, birthday anniversary Monday. He
this same residence for the past Mrs. Peter Rooks and Mlabel of
was eighty-nine years old and is
0., during the past week.
still in good health.
East Holland. Rev. H. Fryling and
* • *
Ralph of Grand Rapidsi also called
formerly- lived in Zeeland, were celMr. and Mrs. Ted Kuieck of » ^r‘ a,n(* ^r8, Thom*8 Kraai from
AAA*
iAAAA
there on Wednesday.
Grand Rapids and Mrs. Dens Holland were entertained at the
• • •
Schutmaat of Holland were visitors home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kraai
Rev. Henri J. Steuenberg, pasitor at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Wednesday.
of AllendaleReformed church, 1has Schutmaat, Hamilton, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Speidsemaof
her home on Cherry St.
California recently called at the
been extended an invitation to be• • •
A minor living in Olive Center come pastor of the American Rehome of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Romeyn of township, IB years old, was bound formed church of De Mott, Ind.
The FennvilleBaptist church will Redder.
Buffalo. N. Y„ former residentsof over to probate court Saturday by
present the cantata, "The ChristMr. John Greving was found dead
Zeeland, have returned to Buffalo Justice John Galien on a statutory Mrs. Neil De Jongh of West
Message," on Dec. 22. The
after a visit with relativesand charge. The youth was apprehended Olive had as guests Thursday Methodist Sunday school Christmas m his home Saturday morning. Surviving are three children, Abel of
friends in Zeeland. Mrs. Dirk Ro- Dec. B upon the complant of the
Stephen S. Oudemolenof 181 West exercises will be held Dec. 23.
East Saugatuck. Mrs. Dena Loomeyn returned with them to visit mother of an eight-year-oldgirl 9th St., Holland, and Mrs. Garry
man of North Holland and Mrs.
• • •
In Ns
lew York.
whose name
ame will not be given.
Visch and daughter.
Plans for the tormation of the Albert Deikema of Harlem; also
» • •
Laketown Civic associationwere several grandchildren. Funeral
Miss Reka Siegers,Mrs. Neil De
Joh, Kaat,
ao.d
discussedat a meeting of interest- services were held Tuesday at the
sngh and Jake De Jongh of Whis dairy business to John Vuged
Yii citizens of Laketown township,
vownsnip, South Olive Christian Reformed
velde of 198 East 9th St., and Mar- Olive visited Holland Thursday.
teveen of Hudsonville,moved his
Allegan, in the township commun- church.
vin Nelson Nienhuis,eon of Martin
family from the dairying propFuneral services* for Don W. ity hall Tuesday night. Decision Mrs. James Knoll and children
E. Nienhuis of Rural Route 2, were
was made
-7 — - to form the
-••v association
Boouiianuii visited at the home of Mrs. Henunited in marriage Friday evening Greving, 88, of South Olive, whom
and the first formal meeting will rietta Bakker Tuesday. evening.
neighbors
found
dead
in
bed
Satat the Nienhuis home in Crisp. The
be held in January to which all
The school children are busy preRev. P. D. Van Vliet, pastor of urday, were held Tuesday, with
residentsof the townshipwill be paring a Christmas program.
also have a fine selection of unusual gifts
25c
South Olive church, performed the private servicesat the Langeland invited.
meral home and formal
formal _______
rues in
double ring ceremony. Miss Marian funeral
Mouw ____________
sang d’Hardelol
_____
lot’s “Because" South Olive Christian Reformed
BORCULO
up, If
can not think of a suitable gift, drop in
Funeral services 'for
--iui noueri
Robert N.
before the ceremony.She was ac Church, where the Rev. P. D. Van
Annesley,.57, of Saugatucktowncompanied by Miss Faye Van Vliet officiated.Burial was in South ship, who died Saturday at his
Mr. and Mrs. George Vollink of
let
assist you.
unvuiutty ttl ms
Langevelde, who also played the Olive cemetery. Noticing that Mr. hnmp
Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. H. Drie'T\
1
bridal chorus from Lohengrin. At- Greving had not appeared outside
home’ with*
the Rev.
who me
Kev. tf^aVcroft
h. Maycroft senga and son of Holland and Mr.
tendants were Miss Bette Marie his house since Thursday, neighbors
and Mrs. Gerrit Essenburg, Jr.,
of Saugatuck officiating.Burial was
Van Langevelde,eister of the bride, visited his home Saturday noon and
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. G.
m
Riverside cemetery, with Maand Clifford Edwin. The couple will found him dead. Coroner .Gilbert
Essenburg, Sr., Sunday evening.
be at home after Dec. 18 on Rural Van De Water investigated and
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Vanden
gave a verdict of death due to sSm-v^by the w idowTrs. M.'ude8 lk>8«il who were married on last
Route 2.
10 EAST
Johns
Annesley;
three
daughters,
• • •
cerebral apoplexy.Mr. Greving had
week Thursday
evening,
are v/v
oc
--- # v.
. x,.
cm/MinviTArr
-l.l
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence been dead for at least a day, Cor- Mrs. Charles Dailey of Douglas, cupying
the old
Bouwman •home
Rouwhorst of Crisp held a surprise oner Van De Water said. Survivors
Finishing, Framing
Gifts
Wayl™d, and west of Boreulo.
house warming for the Rouwhorstsare two daughters,Mrs. Dena Loo- Mrs. Arthur WalUnan of SaugaMrs. Mannes Overweg and chilman of North Holland and Mrs.
Albert Diekema of North Holland,
one son, Abel Greving of SaugaH'.
tuck; 15 grandchildren;three sisters, Mrs. Jane Slagh of North
Holland, Mrs. Mary” Hakken of
Grand Rapids, and
ant MIrs. Cornelius
Smith of Holland.
• * •
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This Christmas

OTOWA COUNTY

Give a Kodak

™

who

1

,

— T

—

0

Discoun

NOW

ON ALL KODAKS FROM
We

YOU

I

4

Du Saar Photo &

n

--

?iTanr/

Get All Spruced

Shop

Gift

EIGHTH STREET

Kodaks and Kodak

and

Up

the Holidays

The BeechwoodParent-Teachers’

m

Befoie Christmas

Your clothing will look better- you’ll leel better— and your
budget will enjoy the saving!

Now—Ow

FT

association met Friday night in the
school. Before the business
siness meeting
the group sang -Christmas carols.

Get your clothing cleaned and pressed

Phone

and

US

urom

inny

for

from

----

MS
SHOP

XMAS

UNTIL

Delivery Service Will

Call

I

During the program Maxine Orr
presentedan accordionsolo; a
group of ladies of MonteUo park
acted m
atbcu
in me
the yu»y,
play. “Soup,
ooup, oano
Sand ana
and
Sagebrush"; Gordon Vanden Brink,
Hope college student,sang a solo,
accompaniedby Thelma Vanden
Brink; Edgar Holkeboer played
a marimba solo; Mabel Flagge-

G

m

I
for EVERYONE

mars presented a reading, with
E d p a^r Holkeboer giving the
accompaniment; Ray Bontekoe played a piano solo; and
Betty and Jean Webbert sang
san a
duet, accompaniedby Charles
Brown.
Miss Sena Lohuis, who will marry
Aldrioh Wiegerink of Grand Haven
the last of this month, was guest
of honor Thursday evening at a
shower given by Mr. John Lohuis
and Mrs. BenjaminBosman at the

!

latter’s home on Rural Route 2.
The bride-to-bereceivednumerous

m

beautifulgifts. Prizes during the
evening were given to Mrs. John
Wiegerink, Miss Esther Schamper,

DAD

GIFTS FOR

FOR MOTHER

FOR WIFE
*

Miss Sena Lohuis and Miss Ann
Dorn.

BRIDGE

Allegan

TOWEL SETS 79c to $1.98
NOVELTY LAMPS $1.00

County Newt

MEN’S TOILET SETS

:]

ASH TRAYS

•I

COAT HANGER SET

..........

n

25c to $1

Miss Mary Wiersema gave a sur-

home
F,
n Graafschap
Graafschaplast
last week Tuesday
in honor of Marvin Becksvoort.
During the evening, games were
played and the guest of honor received several gifts. Prizes were
awarded to Gertie Wiersma, Kay
Hulst and Marvin Becksvoort.The

LINEN CLOTHS

prise birthday party at her

APRONS

jf; DAINTY

5

BATH

ROBES

link, John

Ideal Cleaners
148 College Ave.

We

wish

to

Dial 2465

thank our

many

Holland

patrons for consideringthe

Jdeal and extend to everyonethe greetingsof the season.

CLOSING OUT
OUR ENTIRE LINE
LEONARD AND UNIVERSAL COOLER

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS
BUY ONE FOR

MEM

A 6 Cubic Foot Box

at

to $10.00

....$1.98

to

f

1

..........

PAJAMAS

$1 to

..........................

69c to

..........................

$2.25

..........

_
Aft

HOL. BLANKETS

$2.98 to $6.95

a

....$9.95to $14.75

$1.98 to $12.50

LACE CLOTHS
........

to $12.95

............
$1.95

$1.98 to $2.98

"j J

tjf

HOSTESS COATS

............
$2.98-910.00

%

*00

EbenezerSunday school officers
and teachers met recently at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. Kortering of Rural Route 3 to make plans
for the _ Christmas program and
elect officers. The following were
chosen: W. J. Vanden Belt, superintendent;Mrs. H. Kortering,vice
superintendent;H. De Witt, secretary-treasurer,and Ed Boeve, librarian. A social hour was enjoyed
after the business meeting.
*. About
25 attended.
Fennville lodge of Odd Fellows
Wednesday night elected Otto Meyers N. G.; Harold Chapman, V. G.;
Dale Martin, secretary:John Van
Dragt, treasurer; Robert Keag,

-x

GIFTS FOR

BROTHER

t

GIFTS FOR SISTER

SNO-SUIT

\

J

MM

BLOUSES

Jp SCARFS —

$4.95-$12.95

ft BILL FOLDS

59c-$1.49

9. TIES

Silk ..................
49c to $1.00

’# HOSIERY— Silk
SWEATER

......

59c to $1.98
79c to $1.29

................

SETS

............
$2.98

to

39c to $1.98

................

KNIT GLOVES

$1.00 to $1.98

......................

ft LORRAINE UNDIES

:j|

......

PARKA HOODS

BABY

GIFTS FOR

$5.95

59c to 79c

................

49c

..............................................

A

HANDKERCHIEFS —

W
A
J

SCARFS

ea. 10c to 50c

49c to $1

..........

RATTLES

.....

............................
$1.00-$9.7*

........

.......

ROCKING HORSES

—

........

25c to 59c

$2.98

................................

BASIN ETTE

..............................
$1.98

to $6.50

$4.95

HIGH CHAIR

..............................
$4.50

to

$1.98

TABLE AND CHAIR

..............................

AUTO ROBES
$3.75 to
CHECKER BOARD TABLE

DY-DEE DOLLS

SWEATERS— Wool

SETS

1

$6.50

..................
$4.95

......................
89c

to $1.49

trustee.

• • •

Damascus Lodge, F. & A M. of
Fennville elected the following officers: W. M., Coleman Davison; Senior Warden, Lawrence
Bale; Junior Warden, John Keag;
Senior Deacon, Edward G. Foster;

FOR BOY FRIEND

Junior Deacon, Albert Koning, Jt„
secretory,L S. Crane; treasurer,
Clare Arnold.

FOR
SWEETHEART

GRANDMOTHER

Radient Rebekah lodge, at the
regular meeting at Fennville
elected: V. G., Ethel Blenc; vice
grand, Elsie Smeed; R. S., Louise

DESK CLOCKS

........$2.98ft:

BILL FOLDS 39c

...

0*NIGHT CASES

$1.99

..........................

........

........

HOSIERY—

$4.95 to $6.95

$1.98 to $12^9

SHOULDERETTES
$1.19:1
SWEATERS
$1.98-$5.953
...... ...

59c to $3.95

............

25c-50c

................

..............

25c

$2.93

....................

POWDER PUFFS
KERCHIEfS

$29.50

........

|1

..........................

LINGERIE

to $1.98

LUGGAGE ....................
$2.98 to
INITIAL KERCHIEFS— «ach

DESK LAMPS
FLANNEL ROBES
TRAVEL CASES

PURSES

........

Silk

10c-50c

$I.98-$19.50

SEW KITS

......

MANICURE SETS

.......

.....49c to

$1

50c to $3.00

at ••••a

....

79c to $1.29

m

-50c to $1.95

••«••••••
TAPESTRIES
FANCY PILLOWS .....
DAWN YARNS— each
BOXED KERCHIEFS

.....

Smith, resigned. Last Wednesday
night Mr. Smith treatedthe scouts
to a venison supper at the city
paifc.

These are but a few

of

the

many

gifts you will

fiud-“where

it is

..........

.....

$1 to

$U9

.....19c and

..........

25c

59c to $1.00

fun to shop"

• e •

FIRST COME! - FIRST SERVED!

Phone 2857

BROUWER

31 East 8th

Holland, Michigan

CO,

Holland,

Furniture St«retr

irv.-

1

atA

William S. DuVall of Fennville,

“

$3.95

50c
..

®

to be Scoutmaster,succeeding Cliff

ONLY A FEW AT THESE SPECIAL PRICES!

“

.$7.95

Becksvoort, Gertie

John Havilan was chosen by the
members of the Scout committee of
the Fennvilletroop of Boy Scouts

Convenient Terme Can Be Arranged!

A.

.....

$6.95 to $29.00

..........

:£: CARD TABLES

$18 :§

.......

$•’ GLOVES

BAGS

BATH ROBES
TRAVEL KIT

Wiersma, Harry Baker, Mary
Wiersma and Marvin Becksvoort.

Only

JH900

£

49c to $1.19

..........

jj CHEN. BEDSPREADS

:J

KEYCASES-Le.

DRESSES

SILK

50c

................

$1.09

..........

'

Meyers; F. S., Lydia Frye; treasurer, Eunice Pahl; staff captain,
Mrs. Effie Johnson, Mrs. Dora
Haight, conductress of the Michigan grand assembly from Holland,
was present at Friday’smeeting.

$2# I* $66

$1.98 to $14.75

..............
$2.98

hostess served a two-course lunch.
present were Kay Hulst,
Steve Langejans, Julian
Dannen' '
Di
berg, Julius Hulst, Henrietta Wil-

Those

........

$1

SETS

•

***<

WfW:

mM
......

....

......

.

-
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A son, bom Dec. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ramaker, all of Hol- was In charge of the program and ed. Rev. and Mr*. Vant Kerkhoff FOR SALE:— Movie Projector;18
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Van Zanten. of the five boys to go from Michim. m.; Good as New; Just the
Mrs. Norris Van Duren of 109 West land. Mr. and Mra. Marinua Ten entertainment The meeting open- were presented with a purse and
35 W. 18th St* entertainedMr. and gan.
e • e
thing to give your boy or gin
Mrs. Arnold Van Zanten and Mr.
23rd St, has been named James Brink, and Mr. and Mra. William ed by the singing of Christmas a radio.
TTTT? and Mrs. Steve Van Andel and
The childrenof the local school for Christmas. — 88 West 21st
Ten Brink. Mr. and Mr*. Henry carols. Roll call responsewas made
The evening service at Central Norris.
Ten Brink and family of Grand with each member reading a will give their annual Christmas
Born to Mr. and Mr*. Edgar familiesof Battle ^Creek Sunday. Park Reformedchurch last Sunday
Christmas poem. The "Man on the pregram in the. auditorium next
Haven could not be present
Landwehr a son, who they named
was conducted by the Rev. J. SteuHAMILTON
FOR SALE:— Fine electrictrain
Miss Metta Ross is at Blodgett
Mr. and Mra. James Barkel and Street" broadcast was then given, Thursday evening.
John Paul Landwehr.
nenberg, retired pastor,who lives
s in excellentcondition; price reahospital,
Grand
Rapids,
where
she
Mrs.
White
being
the
announcer.
• • •
daughter
of
Zeeland
were
Sunday
at Central park. Rev. F. J. Van Dyk
sonable.Dial 9316. Address 98
Judge Nownham of Saugatuck underwentan operation. At this was in charge of the service at
The Woman’s Church League of evening dinner guests of Mr. and Chinese checkers formed the rest
E. 14th St, Holland.
of the evening'sentertainment Deassessed Clande McKellfps,a youth writing she is improving. She is a Third Reformed church, Grand te First Reformed church met Mrs. Wallace Kempkera.
licious
refreshraenta
were
served
of 18, $15 and costs of $6.35 or 20 member of the Hope college facul- Rapids.
esdav evening at
Mr. and Mr*. Ben Koblker and
LOST^O^Blsck and white'fox
day* }n the Allegan county jail.
the home of Mrs. John Brink, Jr. daughter Joyce, Mr, and Mrs. H. by the committeein charge. Folterrier, named Skippv. Reward
• » »
lowing
the
refreshments
members
John Bremer of Holland swore to ty
W. Schutmaat Evelyn Schatmaat
for any information lending to
Wilbur Preston, a transient oil
' Justin Redder, 28, of rural route
the complaint.^
exchanged
gifts.
and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Kempreturn.Harry Wetter. Telephone
2, Hudsonville,
pleaded guilty Mon- field worker, pleaded guilty to a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kempker
kers and daughters spent Monday
6671.
day before Justice of Peace Nicho- charge of disorderly conduct on atmosphereof candle light and
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Drenin
Gtand
Rapids.
Trafficviolators who appeared
las Hoffman, Jr., on a charge of his arraignmentbefore Justice of fireplace.Christmascarols were
ten
motored
to
Muskegon
last
Sunbefore chief of police Frank V.
Mr. and Mrs. Rein Vader and
FOR SALE: — Wood, TimberRu .nH
R Piiha r I hunt'n8 without a license. He was Peace Nicholas Hoffman, Jr., and played by Mrs. Earl Tellman.
family and Mr. and Mr*. Austin day evening where tbey visited
was assessed a fine and costs of
Beach, Maple, by acre or cord. Good
Mrs.
Grnbel
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
PeMrs. Jane Kolvoord celebrated Kronemeyer all of Grand Ranids,
which he paid. Preston was
road, easy access. Sell whole or
wLr^ion^ofer^wo™ $7.15
ter Wyn.
arrested by local police on Eighth her 80th birthday on Monday, Dec. spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
any part Call or write Perry Sirout the complaint.
were assessed $5. Cornell
jrnelius
uj
Van
12. She received many beautiful Geo. Schutmaat. In the evening
The combined Ladies and Men’s
• • •
St.
rine, Allegan Mich. Box 48.
gifts. Those present at the party Mr. and Mrs. Vader and Mr. and Adult Sunday School classes of the
Liere paid $3 for failingto stop
Harriet Seymour, rural route 3
were: Mrs. Ted Harmsen, Jrs. J. Mrs. Kronemeyer furnished spec- First Reformed church enjoyed a
at a stop stmt Joseph Wagner
Just a little suggestion.Why
Holland, paid $3.00 in Grand Rappaid $29.15 for reckless driving.
The Women's Missionary society Smit, Mrs. P. Van Sweden, Mr. and ial music in the American Rek social time in the church parlors
not send the Holland City News
ids
traffc
court
for
traffic
interferof First Reformed church met in Mrs. Peter Van Sweden, Mr. and formed church. •
• • •
QUALITY USED CARS
last Tuesday evening. Judge Miles
to a friend or' relative abroad?
ence. A new phase of trafficviola- the church parlors. New officers Mr*. John Kolvoord. Jr., Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Roosen- of Holland was the principal speakMembers of the Holland Rifle and tions, it appears.
By a Dependable Dealer
The News will be sent from now
Mrs. A. J. H. Klomparena and Mr. dahl of Holland were Sunday guests er. A ladies quartetteof the Ebonwere
elected,
as
follows:
Mrs.
Pistol club began firing Monday and
We are showing a line of used cars, until January 1, 1940, for $1. It is
James
Wayer,
president; Mrs. Ellen and Mrs. C. F. Billings.
eser
church
of
East
Holland,
and
a
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashley.
Tuesday nights for record scores.
the beat we ever had, that will like a letter from home, and a
Ruissard,first vice-president;
Mrs.
Mrs. William Ten Brink was surThe following people were re- male quartette of the Sixteen St. meet every requirement,every poc- Christmas remlndar the year
New officers of the club, elected
C. Robert Kirchen, son of Mr.
B.
Laman,
second
vice-president; prised on her 55th birthday anni- ceived Into the American Reform- Christian Reformed church furat a businessmeeting at the indoor and Mrs. Charles Kirchen, 162 W.
around.
ket-book and every expectation.
Mrs. A. Bielefeldt, secretary;Mrs. versary at her home last week ed church last Sundav; Mr. and nished special music. Miss Johanrange last week Tuesday, are Rus- 12th Street, will be home Tuesday
All Makes — All Models
G. Dykhuis, assistant secretary; Wednesday evening She was pre- Mrs. Roy Ashley, Gilbert Lugten na Lenters of East Saugatuck gave Long easy terms — No Monthly
sell Kleis, president;Tony Winter- for his Christmasvacation.Mr.
FOR SALE: — Carp«i. Sweeper;
a reading. Following the program
halder,vice-president;Bud Prins, Kirchen is enrolledin New Mexico Mrs. C. Hoeland,treasurer; and sented with a gift A two-course and Junius Kooiker.
payvanttpatllFeb.
Good Condition— Inquire 152 E.
Mrs.
J.
Van
Tatenhove,
assistant
lunch
waa
served.
a
business
meeting
was
held
and
The
Woman's
•Study
club
held
ecretary-treasurer; and Herman MilitaryInstitute Roswell. He is in
Come in and pick yours out.
16th St.
treasurer.
The
servicing
committee
the
following
officers
elected:
prestheir
Christmas
party
at
the
home
lunch was aerved. Those present
the high school division and one
DECKER CHEVROLET, INC.
* Prins, executiveofficer.
was composed of Miss Nellie De were: Mr. and Mrs. Donald Schaan of Mrs. H. Wt Schutmaat last week ident Roger Van Dyke; vice pres- River at
Tel. 2386 FOR SALE:— Heavy Indian blanJong, Mrs. A. Vender Haar, Mrs. and children, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thursday evening. The home was ident, Richard Brower; secretary,
kets. Special Friday and SaturJ. Vander West and Mrs. J. Bark- Moomey, Mr. and Mra. John Bouw- beautifully decorated in keeping Ben Kankina; treasurer, Mrs. John FOR SALE?*-FurCoat Racoon,
day at $1.00. Maaa -FurnitureCo.,
ema.
man and daughter, and Mr. and with Christmas. Mra. C. B. White Elsinxa. Refeshraents were serv- sise 18. $6.00. 9 E. 8th St.
50 W. 10th St., Holland.
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Quick!,

9th

Sherrill P. Nelson, Ottawa
county sanitary engineer; was also
present and his suggestions in re-

gard to proper toilet and washfacilitieswere submitted
to the board.

room

SUNDAY DINNER

We’re Playing Santa - with Prices

-Sufflestim
By

CORA ANTHONY

Director of

Chocolates

*

f

ml
THE CELEBRATED SAMPLER

•

ALSO IN

;

2 lbs. $2

quicker and easier to prepare.
Butter prices stopped climbing and
even dropped off a cent or two, which
makes it more than ten cents cheaper
a pound than last year at this season,
Orange juice is now almost as cheap
to serve as tomato juice. Most people
like both but not all food budgets can
always compass orange juice and for
those people a treat is in store. Grapefruit and apples are also very reasonable.
Three Sunday dinner menus follow.

WHITE RIBBONS

Medium Cost Dinner
Baked Half
Glazed Plneanplt
Mashed Potatoes Spinach
Bread and Butter
Orange Spanish Cream
Tea or
Milk

Ham

ALWAYS SATISFY
00. $1.50, $2.50

$1

Pork Chops
Buttered Cabbage
Bread and Butter
Hot Apple
Gingerbread
Tea or
Milk

Coffee

80c, $1.00, $2.40 and $4.00

Very SpecialDinner

........

Consomme Julienne

VERY BEST

;

PANAMAS
I*

and $5.00

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00

.........

..

$1.25, $2.50, $3.75, $6.25

............. ........

SW3K

Lamb

Pan-brownedI’oUtce
Sweet Sour Green Beans
Tomato Salad
Rolls and Butler
Vanilla Ice Cream with Chocolate

'.oast

Cup

Sauce
CakPs

MODEL DRUG STORE
Your Walgreen System Agency
and

8th We Deliver Holland

WomanV

Day, a monthly publicationsponsored by the Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co., is now availableand copies can be secured at 2c each at
any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
county A&P food stores. Ask
for your copy.

Stock of

•

UHudiU

CHRISTMAS1

BEEF
SIRLOIN

Books?

Orchestra

POHSUSME°>,^r

Phone 3655

B».

15c

lb.

17c

ib.

HALF

K>.

ROASTING CHICKENS sn^,H

Ib.

SMOKED

Ib.

SALT

PICNICS

FRESH SIDE
LUNCHEON

22c
23c

17e
octuitwccs fc. g,

PORK

PORK

r,TH1Mtc[ Ib. 15c

MEAT

ib.,

WALNUTS

•

2

lb*.

Bacor

2Sc

19c

BACON

f^cuio. 2 pkgs. 25c
BACON SQUARES ^.^aecueed

^

BOLOGNA

2 lbs.

j

DUCKLINGS
the Pecos .......... Z«m

25c

SSiHSb 2

Ib*.

23c

fc*.

25c

ea.

75c

LonVuT-n- > Ib.

.

OXYDOL

17c

Giant

57c

SLargS

35c

.

V

American Family Soap

49c

10

Suggestionsfor klotknr
Good-Bye.Mr. Chips Jsmetllilm
As Lmg As i Lire ......... E Lormg
The SubstituteGuest ---- Grnce L Hill
111 Met by Moonlight..... Leilie ForJ
The Mother ..............Pesrl Beet
WithoutCharm. Please. . .L P. Hnack
Two Keys to a Cabin ---- L Lerrimire i
Jane of Lantern Hill L. M. Montgomery
The Mean Has Wings. .EwtA Baldwin

American Family Flakes

IVORY FLAKES

or

SNOW

10c

19c

Sweet°picklea

Seedloeu

H

Jnsh* ®tKiI«d OP

J9°
27o

2‘C|U*!^ jap
§ Quart Jar

!«

P1*1"

Herthey Klaeet

J***

3-oz. bag

1

»~21c

1

1

8

A-lb.

0o
Bo

Coffee

Met

DIVIDEND CHECK!

of the Wilderness

Ciester

......

^

1

to Save,

Which

will

Earn You

lbs.

39o
SOo
51

o

2

4

|b.

Pet
"'wt

Ib.

or

25-lb, bag

J?Wi

2 pkgs.

23o

o
2 large

2

.

Corn pfakSl! ”
Sfn ww.

Instant P^uJnFake*
Postum Cereal

1

2°
5p
,

?,ge‘??c

Cocoa
Farmington Chocolate

3

Feed

Scratch

1

M*,h
16%

Dairy Feed
BpwV Count*

$1

.1

5-lb.

1 -Ib.

Wh®at

tall

4 tall

—

3 pkgs. 1
3
2 (be.

dello

CANDY
2

Ibe.

0O

for

.29

lbs. $1

00 ,b** #1 '60
100 lbs. $149

-

1

---

“

~

1

BRAZIL

NUTS

2

.b*

Jumbo Washed

25c

u>.

l
v

Soup

lbs.

Food

$••<*•<*or

3o
2-lb. loaf 39o
Ib. ISo
3 cans 0c
2 tall 21o
2 tall 37c
5

Borden’s Cheese
Wisconsin Cheese
Potted Meat

lbs,

1

,

1

Salmon
Red Salmon
Pink

Salad Mustard
Apple Butter
Salads Black Tea

JA-lb.

qt.

10c

pkg.

35o

Cigarettes ^rtongl.is
Canvas Gloves 3 pairs 25c
Clapp’s Baby Food 4 oana 29c

Food

4 oana

29o

Matches

Sewn
Pumpkin
Buffalo

S boxes

1

7c

eaeh21o
2 large oane 1 9o
4 oana 25o
Peas, Corn, Tomatoes 4 oana 25o
Mixed Vegetables 4 oana 25c
Beana, Green or Wax 4oana25o
Brooms, 4

Sauerkraut

Kleffer Paaps*

lonu

P^tZ|jj|^^2

oana

1

9o

l

sl,CAd Cnfth*d - si q**'®1*'4* 1 9o
Pineapple Juice 46-oz. oan 25s

Pineapple

Grapefruit

2 oana

19s

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
GrapefruiTs™8s,!E6 «ori 9c t Apples

PSGorKIRK’S'“.-.r-10..J3c ORANGES

CARROTS

jam

2

Z lor

^

Mich. U.8. grad* 1

gg

Delirious 4 Ibf.

IwC

BEETS

39c
do*. 2Sc GREEN

HOMMrl?cAnu 2 doz.

TANGERINES
CAMAY TOILET SOAP 3

15c

79c Heinz
2 cans 25c
75o Prunes s^cigfg.x/iosii. 4 lbs. 19c
5lbSa15o Raisins
SMdi*u 2 pkgs. 15c
5 lbs. 15c Daily Dog
Scans 25o

MA

15!
l'/> lbs.

Rolled

Com

Ion. Fliur

Jumbo Roasted

15c

Flour
Oats
Meal, Yellow

ilc

PEANUTS

I

Pan Cake

21c

fushtoas 2

ONJONS t|3

11c POTATOES .S

,

'

bunchtt
bunchM 5c
9c
bunchw 10c

15-lb.

ORRRfiES MUFmSnmi 2 d«. 39c e Sweet Potatoes 5

...

Ask About our Plans

2

Maxwell House Coffee 2-lb. ^
Hllla Bros. Coffee 2-lb can

Suggestion for Irotkor
Hawk

bsM25o

o’ClockCoffee 3-lb!bag3Ba

Bokar

^

Kaffee

Heinz Baby

•

Tartan’sQuest ............ Bnrrongbt
We ...................... Undkergb
The Virginian .......... Owen Witter
The Call of the Wild ..... Jack London
Penrod ............. Booth Tarkhgton
To* Sawyer.. .......... Mark Twain
LittleOrvie .........Booth Tarkington
Freckles ......... GentS. Porter
White Fang ..........' Jack London

1

Muslim — »’ 77c .LARD ...... -.17c
B^chnut Coffee ->
27o Whitehouee Milk
23o
?anK* ~an'JTzr
Hag
35o
Carnation Milk
25o
vernation
Sparkle Dessert
0o Eagle Brand Milk
can 18o
or Royal Dessert pkgs. 14c
Beet---Sugar
„„
B
Soda Crackers
----.oa.13c 'Brown Sugar
bag25o
c 1-£«Pl<g.21c 4X Sugar, pfcg.
2Co

Gold Medal Flour
Lily White Flour

/
Med.

Fruit Cmttara

ik

19c

Sharing! ............... J04 C Lincoln

2

CANDY

Soft Shell

35c

vhbbhbhbAmbbI

.

Fancy California

Baker’s

Grry

Case of the Dangerous Dowsger
GsrJmtr
The Valley of the Giants Peter B. Kyne
Buckskin Breeches ........Phil Stong
The Red Box ..............Rex Sion I
The Fort in the Jungle. . ..P.C Wren
Dead Man's Mirror. . Agniin CJtriuit
The Fortunes of Caps. Blood.
Thank You. Mr. Moto ..... Mnrqnnmi

100% FILLID

Almonds
ovo
Raisins
Dates 2lb.pk*.2Je •' 2“n,25°

Scqq esffoas far Fattier

Holland, Mich.

small profit You get the savings — every day b the week.
Buy at A&P — and use your savings to have a merrier Xmas!

Variety Mixture

of

—

19c

10c

Ib.

FILLETS 2
HERRING

Wen

St.

|

prices

BERT BRANDT

—

—

Hillowl

PERCH
HOLLAND

before you buy.

260 E. 14th

19c;

BEEF
HAM

HADDOCK FILLETS

Instruments
and compare

ctNitfcui?

GROUND
2 lb*. 25c
SMOKED
lb. 19c
SLICED SMOKED HAM cmucun Ib. 33c

RING

Band and

^

ROAST
STEAK

PORK CHOPS

SLICED

My

turkey, foj every traditional Ydetide

delicacy you spend leas when you shop at AAP. Here's why:
We go direct to the source of supply
we place big orders
we cut shipping cotta. We cut out b-between profits
costly credit and delivery service — and take only a very

MIXED
NUTS
2

Slab
Look Over

xrc*£ - 14c

Pork Loir Roast

HAM BUTT

•
The regularissue of the

N.LCorncr River

Quality Meat*

CofTee

* • •

plum pudding and

for

Pleasure

a

Opr. IBM by OrMt A&P Ton Co.

Scalloped Potatoes with Shoulder

Ssuce
Coffee

Gilbtrt’s Chocolates

Pioneer Chocolates 50c,

A&P

There’s plenty of gay, cheerful Xmas apirit b our big
Markets. Smiling bargain hunters are gayly selecting America’s finest foods — congratulating themselves on the low prices
they are paying. For just as we keep prices down the year
’round on every Hern b our stock, we at A&P have marked
special Xmas merchandise at such low levels that you’d think
we were playing Santa to your budget! For nuts and fruits,

Low Coat Dinner

1 lb. $1.00

BOXES

5-LB.

Make Xmas Buying

that

help make Christmas baking more
economicaland pre-Christmasmeals

1 lb. $1.50; 2 lbs. $3.00

THE BEAUTIFUL FAIRHILL:

A4P Kitchen

/TEAT and egg

prices are lower.
XVI The chief changes will bo noted
in pork loins and in lamb cuts. More
fresh eggs are arriving which should
’ll

pock 19c
.b..

19c

J*

3 pet.

DIVIDENDS

And Give You Money

to Build or

Send Your Children

Buy a Home,

to College,to

Travel

or to Retire.

COME

IN

AND

SEE US

>gft»sflaa«far Ilsfr
Emmy

Mother Caror'f Chickens ..... Wigtht
Rebecca of Sunny bcook tsm.Wiggim
Thu Secret Genka. ..........Berawtf
The Poor LittleRich GW ...... Gatet
Daddy Long Legs .......Joan Wehtter
P bemH.
....... ....Felix Sabtn
Anue of Windy PoplarsL*Lnt*nury
The Little Shepherdof Kingdom

Bldg.

Just Patty,..............Joan

TODAY!

& Loan Assn.

CLOCK

75*

Wehtter

cbmofnm

—

Incorporatedunder the laws of the State of Michigan

UNDER THE

1-lb.

KIRK'S

Hardwatar
Caatlla Soap

4

eakaalSC

oan

18c

S-lb.

SOAP

Flakes or Granules

oan
tt

50c

IVORY

CHIPSO

CRISCO

•mall

Small

17c

am*

8 Larg

PHONE

2205

Brink’s Bookstore
48 East 8tb Sc.— Holland

OWNBO AND OP1RATKO OV CROAT ATLANTIC A PACINO TRA CO. - «AU

fricn .ubj.ct to clung, only

10 mki.

«

cunt

28c 49c 25, .
aHHoaaoHnaw

39c

Com

Jhmdrodgtf odton*

Ottawa Conoty

DREFT

Mart*

Lou ............Goo. M.

wUb

tb.

|

m
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iven
Skaters Bring

We Suggest Something Electrical
as a Gift this

Christmas

WEEK’S

The

The Publicity

Strange Antics

NEWS

Of Perch

Place Each Year

Are Now oa Air in SouthUnd;
Pint Du of Skating Brought
Terribly Swollen Feet

GO UP STREAM FROM LAKE
MICHIGAN; COULD BK GOTTEN
BY THE BUCKETFUL

The two Grand Haven skaters
now in Florida who left that city
Oct 24 and passed through Holland ftrlly dressed up for the sweep

on their annual mystery runs upstream, employes of the conservation deoartment’s fish division have
been seining thousands of the young
fish for transplantinginto a mun*

to the Patiflc coast— and, it appears

now are coming back the northern
route— tell of some of their experience:
Grand Haven is being well advertised in the southern section of the

Fiah researchers and culturists
are not agreed as to the cause of
the
annual perch
percl movement, but in--------variably the fish exhibit an urge to
venture upetream in the tributaries
of the Great Lakes every fall la
some years, possiblydue to favorable conditionsduring and following spawning, which result in more
than the average number of young
fish surviving,the number ascending the streams runs into the millions. This year, however, the runs
are nott heavy.
____________
heavy. One
of the first runs
to be reported in the state occumd
at Alpena, beginning the latter past
of September. Otnar points at
which the runs usually occur are
up the inlet to Hamlin lake at
Ludington, at Elk Rapids, Cheboy
gan, Berrien Springs, Traverse
gan,
City and Frankenmuth. In ,past
__
yean, a large percentage of the
young perch seined for planting
were taken at Frankenmuth,but
this year the water at that point
was lower than usual
* '
The seining of the perch is began
by the fish division after equipment
becomee available as the annual
fall program of trouti bluegill and
base planting is completed. The
perch are planted mainly in designated pike lakes for which black
bass and bluegilis are not furnished.
During yean of heavy runs, the
fingerling perch have come into the
itreame in such numbers that they
could be dipped out easily by the
bucketful.Frequently the run ends
abruptly,the fish vanishing from a
stream overnight.

country by A1 Fisher and Cortney
Arbogast, roller skaters who are
on a 4,200-miletrek to Florida and
California.

The boys will be heard on the
“men on the
form of en-

air at Atlanta,Ga.. as
street, interviewed”a

tertainment over the radio that

is

conductedin many parts of the
country. The Atlanta Constitution,
largest newspaper in that city, had

ELECTRICAL

Electrical Suggestions

GIFT

SUGGESTIONS

v
ELECTRIC

WASHER

THIS YEAR. Christmas Gift Buying is
greatly simplified by

'4

v

*

the wonderful array of
new and inexpensive

-

READING LAMP

Electrical. Appliances
which are to be found

in Holland stores. A
few suggestions are il-

A HEATING PAD

your

es, let us also remind

you that this is the
ideal time to invest in

that
A TOASTER

new

Electric

Range or Refrigerator.
No g(ft could be more
desired, and none that
would return such
splendid dividends .

lower

At the end of 1937 there were
2,184,000,000people in the world,
according to a League of Nations
estimate.
And more than 2,000,000,000of
them lived outaide the United

morrow, which would be Thursday o
of this week, and Macon by

S5

&

id

ELECTRIC FLATIRON

Friday night,
will 1leave Macon Saturday
“We will
noon and will make 28 miles to
Perry by Saturday. Sunday will be
another short day on account of
the traffic but we will make HawkmaviUe, 20 miles away. On Monday we will make McRae and half
way between Hazelburst and Alma
by Tuesday evening.We figure that
by Friday, Dec. 9, we \rill.be in
Jacksonville,Fla., and expect to
jtay there until the followingSun-

States.

This fact, althoughinteresting
and important, will probably not
make a dent in those Americaos
who are constantly talking and
writing as if their opinions were

The Michigan agricultural experi-

“Thanks for everything and say ment station will turn over 100

hello to all the kids. Remember we
pounds of seed of a new high
igh sugar
are going to be on the air and get
sugar beet to Michigan
a real boost which may help in content
sugar manufacturersnext spring
the sale of the cards. Just like to
for trial tests on mucklands.

ELECTRIC WREATHS
The new ChristmasDecora-

te! you that we are both gaining
TOight. We'll get all the publicity

Dr. Paul M. Manner, Michigan
State college muck specialist and
secretaryof the Michigan Farmers
association, said the new beet led
all others in sugar content this
BIRDou^l8l^tLYdoSnT4RTSyear. Developed at the station, it
NEGLECT IT
is especially adapted to muck soils.
Due to the heavier rainfallin
The larder is well filled for Mich1938, Harmer said the Chippewa
igan’s game birds for this winter,
potato slightly outyieldedthe new
due
to a an unusually wet summei
«
followed by an unusuallydry red skinned tuber on muckland
soils this year. In three previous
autumn. <•
the new red potato had outWinter bird feed conditionsare tests,
yielded all others.
very favorable at this point, acLike 1937, Dr. Harmer said the
cording to game divisionworkers
1938 season was another “mangai
of the Department of Conservation.
The abundant rainfall during the e*e sulphate” year for muckland
summer contributedto an unusual farmers. He said crops in many
growth of weeds, a heavy corn fields showed benefits from this
plant food which would not have
yield and a lush productionof crops
been so marked in a hot, dry seain general, all of which are sources
son. On the other hand, the reof feed for the birds as well as for
many other species of small game. sponse to applicationsof copper
The dry, warm autumn helped to sulphate, which is needed in hot
dry seasons,was less pronounced.
preserve the stock of feed, game
workers point out, especially in the
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
effect on corn, the most important
NOW REQUIRED ON
game bird food. Where a year ago
the corn was comparatively small
DRIVERS’ LICENSE
with little left in the fields, this
year the crop was exceptionally Relatively few licensed drivers of
large and the dryness of the ground motor vehicles in the state have
prevented farmers from doing as ever realized that the same law

tions include Table Trees and
wreaths that are cleverly illuminated.They will add im-

measurablyto your Christmas cheer.

ELECTRIC TRAINS

ELECTRIC LAMPS

u

M

If

ELECTRIC CLOCK

ELECTRIC SHAVER

gifts

ELECTRIC IROftER

See

for

Everyone

Your Holland Merchants Who Carry

Full

Lines of These Electric Accessories
Itt

CoopcTQttofi with Hoard of Public Works^

“world opinions.”
The greater part of the worlds
ILLUMINATED SIGNS FOR
referred to the highway committee populationla in Aaia. Chine claims
HOLLAND AND ELSEWHERE of the association, as Alio was i 450,000,000people and India 860,proposalto co-operatein sending a 000,000 while Japan and ita pos(Fcnni'ille Herald)
delegationto Lansing to ask the sessions account for another 100r
state highway departmentto 1m- 000,000. A considerableportion of
the Soviet Union’s 178,600,000indelegation of three business prove
habitant*also live in Asia.
men from Otsego attending
The populationof Europe, accordmonthly dinner of Fennville busiStrawberryNatural Dentifrice
ing to the League of Nations,
ness men presented a proposition A book of prescriptions published amounts to 397,000,000, that of the
for placing immense illuminated more than 100 years ago says: The United States to 130,000,000and
highway signs near Holland and common strawberry is • natural that of South Americai to 90,000
90,000,000.
Plainwell, to direct travel through
The English-speakingpeoples of
dentifrice and its Juice withoutany
those places and Allegan,Fennville,
the earth probably number lew
Saugatuck and Douglas. The signs previouspreparationwhatever disthan 0,000,000,
200,1
wit
. WOO, with
the United
solves
the
tartarous
encrustation
would cost |600 and each of the
States providing about 66 p^r cent
on
the
teeth
and
makes
th»
breath
six places would be expected to
of them.
contribute $100. The matter was sweet and agreeableWhat a thought-arrestingfact!

WSmam

—

much plowing as they ordinarily

A WAFFLE IRON

would do. Many fanners also were
compelled by weather conditions to
pick their com on the stalk. As a
result, more fields than usual have
been left with the stalks in them,
raakina highly fer
fertilefeeding
grounds for the birds.
The game investigators point out,
however, that an unusually severe
winter might prevent some species

Holland
reach spring
mortality.

that requires them to be licensed
also stipulates that they must
notify the Department of State
immediately of any change of residence address. Notification is made
through local police and sheriffs’
offices on forms furnished by the
department.In Holland it would

Of course Mother

enjoyment throughout the year for

NOW!

keen.

We have

m

a lot of nice trees to pick from. All sizes.

Etta, sheriff.
The licensing statute provides
that failure to nave any change of
address recorded in the prescribed
manner may be cause for revocaabnormal tion or suspensionof an operator’s

And, the

Make Mother's Cooking

•ANY

many

-Fire Insurance dates from the
greet fire of London in 1888. The
would be bet- Widespread havoc caused by this
and arrew disazter created a demand for proprove
tection and in the remaining years
of the Seventeenthcentury several
companies were formed for this purivthaexr

Holland

pose.

m
.
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do

just that is

a

one that wiH

taste Even Better,

Shorten Her Working Hours

in the kitchen,

and give her More Leisure Time to Reelly
Enjoy

Life.

Why not poo! the money
you each planned to spend
for Mother’s gifts, and get
her the ONE GIFT she prefers above all others .....

A

Beautiful Modem

Gat Range

0:

*

m:

gift that will

MODERN GAS RANGE -

or chauffeur’s liqpnse.

be
*

Come Early!

the

entire family.

be Chief Van Ry or Frank Van

operators and chauffeurs
division of the Department of State
Council Postpones
has been unable on many occasions
.The Deer Problem
Nykerk Cup Contest to
furnishthe correct home address
In Allegan County The Nykerk cup contest which of license operators when the appeal for aid in locating people
was orignallyscheduledfor Decem- sought was for the purpose
[Allegan Gazette)
ber 8th, has been postponed until notifyii
Tying friends or relatives of in
With considerablepressure being after the Christinas holidays. juries or even death. Missing persons have been locatedthrough the
brought by a large group of pro- Neither the sophomore nor the
testing fanners, Allegan county's freshman girls were quite ready records of the -Department by relatives who knew that the person
herd of deer are involved in a probfor it, ao the council voted last was a licensed automobile driver in
lem, the solution of which appears
Michigan.In unsuccessful cases,
to be through an annual deer har- week to hold it over. This gives
failure to locate the missingjperson
vest
the orators more ‘time to prepare
There is no question but that their orations,and will make the was attributable only to negligence
on the part of the operator to file
deer will become a serious problem
his change of address. There have
unless control measures are adopted rivalryin the rest of the contest
'V/: ,','
I been many instancesin which badly
and control is impossible unless more
injured persons could be identified
certain numbers are killed each
only by their names or serial numgar leaving only a limited size
allowed. At least this method, as bers on their drivers’ licenses. But
i are wrong, dean experiment,is worth a trial pro- when the addresses
To accomplishcontrol It probably
viding proper legislationcan be lays in more completeidentificawill
ill be necessary
. to
_______
kill both buck
obtained. With leer practically tions an experienced and in sdme
‘
rict Depa$|r
bow and arrow hunting cases it is impossibleever to trace
supervision.
the proper residenceAddress.
be entirely successful
M with high
Yet, to turn hunters loose
nen’s orgapizati
ions should
in Allegan
Fire Insurance Ola ______

More

than Anything is a gift that will spread

“

Christmas Tree

likes the pretty trinkeU

she gets each year, but what she wants

The

Buy Your

dm**

We’re Not the Whole
Cheese

We

ELECTRIC HEATER

maim

-o-

edition of the Atlanta Constitution
which is enclosed.
will be in
West Palm Beach Dec. 17 at night.
We are going to make Jackson to-

every

Christmas w.ant.
In addiUon to the attractive table applianc-

_

“Thanks a lot for the $5. We
sure needed it. We got a swell
writeup and picture in the morning

gay and fesUve stores
which are prepared to

e

an article and pictures of the boys
jEhich they enclosed in a letter received by Joe Davis, Sr.
The article states: ^Amaxing as
u the boy's stamina and determination in crossing the country on
skates Is their statement that they
nxpect to skate back home via the
northern route from California and
hope to be back home July 4.
‘'It’s not so bad now for all the
blisters on our feet have turned to
callouses.The worst part of the
trip is having to take off our skates
and walk across dirt and pebble
lined roads or rough asphalt/’ they
told the Atlanta reporter.
Arbogaat said his feet were so
awollen after the first day out that
he could hardly put his shoes back
on after removing them at night.
The suits the boys wear with the
name “Grand Haven, Riviera of
Western Michigan” emblazoned
across their backs, when appearing in towns, have done much to
fix the name Grand Haven upon
those who see them.
Following is a letter received today by Mr. Davis, one of the sponsors, which tells of the boys’ progress:

lustrated—many more
are to be found in the

a e r v

Take

x

SMALL

It will make

DOWN PAYMENT
Convenient Terms
/To Suit Your
Individual Needs

Select Mother’s

bar the.hapthe worty
not only on Christmas,hut
avery day for many yean la
piest

’Arlington"

woman m

New Gat Range NOW!

Your Gas

Coi
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THE HOLLAND CITY
Can

Are

Hard
On Squirrels
are proving

Michigan. Various conservation
and others are organising
about the repeal.
member of the Legis-

Long

Fall and

Dry Holes

No New Regulations
Make Muskrats Restless
On Fishing for *39

the

NEWS
1088—200,000 resident trout U- the last five or fix years, dating CARRIER
uses, ItOflOO temporary, l^day, from the depths of t£depm^£
non-resident licenses,100,000 an- During the peaks of unemployment
nual non-residentlicenses and 100,- many residents of Muskeron

PIGEON
UP

IS PICKED shop. When

first

would not eat but
water and food. The
to flying feathers

The Sport Shop, Grand Haven, on one wing are gom
000 permits for wives of non-reei- Heights have been fishing the like
has
a earner pigeon that was through accident,and it'wiU be
dents.
Every year hundreds of fox
to such an extent there are relaIn addition, 1,415,000 digests of tively few fish left, the petitioners brougth there by a resident who some time before they are grown
squirrelsin the cities are killed by
Fishermen will not have to worry
picked it up as the bird's flying out so that the bird may continue
ears in trying to cross the streets legislator said that he desired to Bho*n *n un*«Monul restlessness, about any new regulationsfor the the fishing laws have also been claim.
featherswere gone and It was hov- its flight.
ordered.
near parks. Of course, dogs are an- proWt Uie squirrels in t£dti£
to place coming year except in the minor
ering on the ground.
The owners of the Sport Shop
other menace to the fox squirrels ft wasi not until after the bUl
bill b^
Ju"r S*** U8U*1' jounce of newly designated pike
Mea
Killed
la
World
War
ASK
STATE
TO
PLANT
BLUEOn one leg is a band with the say they will house it until it Is In
in the cities,but it is the automoa law that the majority of ?! re“°n]***- With that exception, the
Almost twice as many men were tetter! G.R.M. and the figure 8806. good condition,or they will find
GILLS IN MONA LAKE
bile that takes the greatest tolU..
--I tion department game division rules for legal fishing will be the
killed in the World war as In all The bird is very tame and is con* some pigeon fancier who will give
These arguments will be advanced
same for 1939 as have prevailed
Chronicle)
(1
tented to remain in the rear of the it a home.
the ware from 1790 to 1913.
at the next session of the State out the state. An effort was made Se5* theJrJ?*d built homes have
Legislature when steps will be
Mona
lake, once a fishing parataken to repeal the law providing duced at Die recent special session.
darm& mo?t ^ the Uture voting changes
dise, is becominga piscatorial Safall resultedin many muskrats be- them effective immediately.
for a dosed season on squirrels in
hara and the residents of Moha
BRIDB8>—
ing forced to move just when they
A possibleincreasein the num- Beach, Muskegon, want the State
Proba^bl^thouyhtthey were settled
ber who will try their lock in ConservationDepartment to do
By arrang emt wtU a New lark
The drying up of the smaller Michigan waters next year is an- something about It
ticipated by the department of conResidents of Mona Beac)i,,a Salon we are able to take charga ef
water holfs has resultedin a conservation in ordering a larger allotnmunity of 116 cottages,some
centrationof muskrat families on
ment of new flshlnfflicenses than occupied the year around, are
were printed for 1988. Although signing a petition circulatedby all details, from eatflttiag the bride
the new licenses will not be avail- George Bolthouae and addressed to
„
able for several weeks, a total of P. J. Hoffmaster, director of the la arranging the tables. Call Bride’s
able ice conditions such as
1,300,000has been ordered, an inmrtment, requesting that it re-,
vailed last season.
of 50,000. AU of the increase stock both Mona lake and Lake Service
Game investigator!have noted crease
an unusual number of muskrats is specified for resident, non-trout Harbor with baas, bluegills, specklicenses, the order for this class led baas and perch.
Superior
let
Co.
ROBB CLOAK STORK
I along roads and highways and have
totaling 750,000. In other groups
Decline in fishing results has
counted many new muskrat houses
the 1939 order is the same as for been especiallynoticeableduring
sitting “high and dry." In Oakland
county,usually a high producer of'
muskrats because of its large numBy Francis Peck, Heinz Home Insitute
ber of lakes and water holes, the
STRAINED POOD FACTS
these choice,fresh-flavoredvege- [drouth’seffect on the "rats” has
• • •
tables so regularly.Then for his been especially noticeable.Similar
Babies nowadays live a pretty morning delectation there is a fine [ conditionshave been observed in
full life. It's not just a matter of
Montcalm county, as well as in
flavored cereal—a mixture of wheat
eating and sleeping and plaving hearts and farina, whole wheat and other regions of the state.
and crying anymore. Things have oats, cooked for a long time withbeen planned and developedfor out any seasonings or milk being
them. Their days have been regi- added, then strained through the
Expires Jan. 14
mented to fit well organised sched- minute holes of a special screen to
TAX
PAYERS'
ATTENTION
ules. Their nurseries have been remove all coarse, branny material
studied and designed by phycholo- and retain the rich nutritive value
Tax payers of Park Township,
‘ and child care authorities, of the grains.
attention. I will be at the Peoples’
are taken regularly to their
When it comes to desserts, babies State Bank on the followingdates:
now have a choice of several fine
Dec. 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22,
fruit combinations.First there are 26, 27, 28, 29, 1938.
strained prunes — smoothlypureed
Jan. 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 1939.
prunes with a dash of lemon juice
At home Dec. 10, 16, 17, 23, 24,
added to give the touch of tang 30, 31, 1938.
that children love. This lemon
Jan. 6, 8, 1939.
juice makes for better keeping
DICK NIEUWSMA,
qualities, too. Prunes have a very
Park Twp. Treasurer.
gentle laxativeeffect and are rich
in iron and growth-givingvitamins
physicians for periodic check-ups A and G.
on their progress.Even their food
For variety, babies also have
has become a highly technical field smoothly blended apricotsand apfor reyarch and scientific experi- ple sauce made of rich-ripe fresh
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apricote merged with delicately
Why, babies are now put on a flavored applesauce. There now, is
simple, but specialized, diet from a fine flavored fruit combinationthe very beginning. Then by the apricots with their light sharp snap
time they are 4 or 6 months old, toned down with mild mannerea,
at the suggestion of their physi- mellow applesauce.This combinadans, most babies are started on tion is specially rich in vitamin A
strained foods for additionalbulk and a good supply of iron— the
and a nutritionally richer diet than anti-anemiamineral so essential to
Just milk, cod-liver oil, orange juice buildingsturdy young bodies.
and tomato juke alone can supply.
Once they start on these strained
foods, babies have almost as varied a diet as the grown-ups in
their families. Of course, they
aren’t served up with such fancy
flair. There’s a definitelimit to
what you can do with these strained
foods for a very young infant But
the choice of food available to them

Greetings

UCNDdl

THE HOLLAND FURNACE
,
IS

a Merry Christmas and a Happy and

that this enterprise had

its

inception three decades

ago with a dozen men and no branches, the directors and staff
feel gratifiedthat

ored’

not yet used to the sharper savor
of more acid fruits. And what’s
more, the naturalsugar content of
the new strained pears and pineapple food makes it a good source
of encergy for an active infant.

Management

to extend

Knowing

contribution to the
you consider how young they are in strained foods line is a subtle blend
the lute pleasuresof this world. 0f pears and pineapple— mild-flav-

spinach, tomatoes, peas, green
beans, beets and strained mixed
green*. There now is sufficient
variety for an epicure of any age.
Why, it’s enough to make a vegetarian out of him for life eating aU

HAPPY

CO.

Prosperous New Year to citizens of Holland and vicinity and
to its patrons throughout the nation.

Newest

B»rtl'tt f**™ h*v'
table soup made of vegetables t**11 merged with a lively dash of
cooked and strained to a velvet first-choice tropical pineapple,
smooth puree. And beef and liver Makes a fine flavored dessert that
soup, too— rich with a meaty flavor babies take to at first taste. As a
and delicatetexture. For variety matter of fact, many physicians
babies have all sorts of smoothly recommend pears and pineapple as
strained vegetables,too. Carrots, the first fruit for babies who are

Season

of the

one large plant

in

today-30 years later-it can say that it has
Holland and two auxilary plants in Bethle-

hem, Pennsylvania, and Cedar Rapids, Iowa, respectively, and

than 400 branch offices in widely scattered territory.
Collectively these employ 6,000 men and women, providing
them with gainful employment To them also we CI3
more.

HOLLAND
m

STATE

extend season's greetings.

BANK

Holland Furnace Co.

A Holland Furnace

Makes

Warm Friends
CALL ON HOLLAND FOR
1*1*1

ANY HEATING NEED!

HE

slogan for our prod-

LUuct,

the Holland Furnace, is, “Makes Warm

Friends”. It

.is

the “heart of

home”— constantly radiating
warmth, cheerfulnessand happiness If you haven't a. Holland, be sure and plan for one
the

now and have

[SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

VI7THETHER your Christmas

I
^

dinner is built
around a tender little suckling pig, roast
K0O8Ci or the traditional turkey— you’ll want a
truly magnificent dessert as a fitting climax to
the feast ! Why not finish with a blaze of glory

W

Ah/Tribihhlhlbm/SeMict

ABOV^Ho^W

There are Heinz Fig or Date Puddings,
-and they’refully prepared, of course.

brandy
too

for the next Yuletide season.
will

surely be cheer-

with a “Warm Friend”
your home.

!

ful

Perhaps you prefer to crown the dinner with
deep with Heinz Mincemeat.It’s made

129 R. 8th

pie, filled

St.

Holland.M

eh.

in-

in

Phone 3848

of select beef and suet, Valencia seeded raisins,

plump Grecian currants, candied lemon peel
and rare spices.

v- iiv

Let the famous House of Heinz prepare the
trimmings for an old- fashioned feast. You’ll
have 57 Viarietta of Merry Christmas!

Heinz
_
•

ha*

tan',

.

______

Holland Furnace Company

momes mo
mmcgiMAT

World’* largest

Installers of

Home

Heating and Air Conditioning Systems

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

:

*

summer heat also ready

Christmas

-Heinz Plum Pudding bathed in flaming

home during the

to cool the

tense

it installed early,

FREE/
CELLING

furnaces ia only part of the
broad services thla company renders to make homes more comfortable.
Important among these services are
expert cleaning and repairs at surprisingly low prices. If, therefore,you have
any heating difficulty, however slight,
call the factory branch below and ask
for a thoroughinspection of your heating plant by our engineer. There is no
coat and NO OBUQATION.

O

12t

L

tth Street, Phanai IS45

Holland, Mich.

HOLLAND
HOLLAND. MICHIOAN
World's
s Largest In
Imtalleraof Home

iM

Haatmg

and Hr Conditioning Sfotomo

v

:&&
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>
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NEWS

THE HOLLAND CITY
Deer Die

With

Horns Interlock*!, two fair died
bucks wen found dead on the
Ogonts river in Delta county, vie*
time of a forest battle that disproves the theory of survival of ,the
Evidence of

marked the

a

forest.

^

Expires Dee. 24

Horn* Locked

But

It’s True.

________

!

ADDITION
Holland, Mich.,

terrific struggle

De

Price#—

75c-$2.60. Grand Haven
Kn?u£n’25E. Hnd

The find was made by Laurence
Lavelle of Ontonagon, who procured permission from the conservation department to take the
heads. He was attracted to the
scene bv a flock of bustards which
hovered over the spot for several

abolish the alley lying between
81st end 32nd Ste., running from
Michigan to Maple Aves., described as Lots 29, 80, 81, 42, 48 and 44,
of Homestead Addition.And the
Common Council of the City of
Holland hereby appoints Wed., Jan.
4. 1989, at 7:30 P. M. in the Council Rooms of the City Hall aa the
time and place when the Common
Council will meet to hear objections to same.

Checks Appear

in

"V

..... - -

Judge of Probate.
Jn the Matter of th* Estate of
Herman O. Beckman, Deceased.

DYKSTRA

:r,

Ambulance Service
29 Eut 9th St
Hoiltnd, Michigan

HolUnd, Mich., Dec. 8,

w

It Is Ordered, That tha 20th day
’December, A.D., 1988, at ten

oclockin the forenoon,at said Probate OfMe, be and is hereby ap~'>inted for examiningand allowed tecount and hearing said

C
1988.

"“0nl

%

^

That pub-

Si?&

^

Wed., Dec. 7, 1988, the following
S!*" ,prf.yiou,8T
Resolutionwas
ife*
he*^ln* ,n th® 5S*
“RESOLVED,that West 16th St. ‘*nd
Printchecks in Allegan county is servfrom Lake Ave. to thf west City ed ,nd circulated in laid county.
ing to warn merchantsand others
limits be improved by
CORA VANDE
----- -----CORA
WATER,
cashing checks to investigatethe
gravellingand placing a tar reJudge of Probate.
circumstances carefully before actread 2 inches in thicknessand 20 A true copy:
cepting payment in Otis manner.
ft wide, the estimated cost to the Harriet Swart,
By Order of the Council.
A dozen or more forged checks
City of Holland on this improve- Register of Probate,
and others found to have been is"Thi
Oacar
Peterson, City Clerk. ment being $1,061.72, said improve,
sued without sufficient funds, have
ment being considereda necessary
SHARK. FOUNO
been reported to the sheriff’s deimprovement:that auch improverm
Expires Dec. 81—12897
partment during the past two
ment be made in accordance with ; Thi Probate Court for tha Coun7Ht *nwm coast
STATE OF MICHIGAN
weeks, and it is feared there are
ty of Ottawa.
the plana and apeciflcations
OF SOUTH A/ntOH A.
The Probate Court for the Coun- drawn by the Ottawa Connty Enstill more in circulation.
At a eeeaionof said Court, held
ALtHAiS SRAM OH
ty of Ottawa.
While no. arrests have yet been
gineer. now on file in the officeof at the Probate Office in the City of
ITS BACK, tfHfAM/
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
made, thorough investigation is
the City Clerk: that the cost and Grand Haven tn said County, on
ATTAINSA UN6TH
at the Probate Office in the City of expense of making such improve- on tha 19th day of Nov., A. D.,
this
' by the sherbeing madeS this
week
OF NO AMTe THAN
Grand Haven in said County, on ment as aforesaid be paid partly liMo.
iff and his deputies. R
the 7th day of Dec. A. D., 1938. from tha General Street Fund of
come from all parts of ______
JHOFiiJ...
_ Present. Hon. Cora Vanda Water.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- the City and partly by special asincludinga few in Allegan. Other
©WNU Ssrvira
ter, Judge of
aesament
upen
the’
land*,'
iota
and
checks have been reported cashed
sessment
the lands, lota and
EaUt. of
Matter of the Estete of premises
in Bloomingdale and Gobles.
premises abutti
abutting upon that part
Frederick
E.
Stone,
Deceased.
Check* have been written when
of West 18th St. From Lake Ave. to
All (acta arc self-explanatory.
Benjamin
Beniamin F. Stone hivini
having filed the west City ilmlta.
funds had not been deposited, they
Gerrit Hunderman having filed
in
said
aaid
Court
hla
petition,
p
praying
have been written with a forged
in aafd Court hlf petition, praying
for license to sell the interest
t oil
RESOLVED, further, that aaid for license to self the interest of
name and endorsed with a forgsad estate in certain real estate pitnS| specifications and estimate said estete in certain real estate
Here, uuquetlionably,
u the ery, and amounts ranging from a
therein described,
thereindescribed.
fine*! oil heater of all time. Es- few dollars upwards, according to
St*tnt«LAvajI«ble
pecially designed to commemo- reporta by officials.
It Is Oniered, That the 27th day
some of His deepest and most For 1938 Extra Session
rate Quaker’s fifty years of heatof December, A.D* 1938, at ten o •
affectionate conversationswith the
teethe forenoon,at said Pro- notice thereof of the proposed "ming pragma, it embraces more
Few people realize the extent to clock
Zoo Receives
bate Office, be and is
- hereby ap- provement and of the district
time-and-moneysaving fenluree
____ the st
state of Michigan is in
The time is short and there is which
than all other heaters combined!
December 18, 1988
Albino Bison
much to be done. The preparations the business of publishing books.
n L0^„*,rc7ira«r'oTr
It will bring new beanty to your
.ka, and that all persons interestedin
for His capture will begin forth In the execution of his duties as said estate
0 0 0
before said
hone while giving yon dependaid estete appear before laid
An albino bison bull bom on the
with, and He has many things tc provided by law, the Secretary of Court, at aaid ______ . _____ , „ and that Wed., Jan. 4, 1989
and place; to fiSO p”!!. '^W'C’Wreby^etor Court, at said time and place, to
able beat . . . when you want it, National Bison Range near Moiese, Christ’s New Commandment— Matsay to His followerswhich cannot State is the Capitol’schief pub- bow cause why a license to aell
how you want it ... at the touch Mont, was presented to the Na- thew 5:48-48; 22:84-40; John 13:84.
be said so well at any other time.
e. Huber of books, pamphlets and
of a dial!
tional ZoologicalPark by the U. S.
85; John 15: 12-14
? other public records.
What lesson shall He teke first?
Biological Survey. This white bison
O
0
Upon what doctrineshall He chiefly The publicationof the Michigan
bull is rarer even than the sacred
lay stress ? “A new commandment Manual and the Public Acte of each
Henry Geerlings
lie notice thereofbe gtoen by publi- assessment district, improvement,
white elephant of Siam.
I give unto you, that ye love one session of the legislature,is a cation of a copy of ___
this order once plana, specifications and eatimato
o
e
o
A couple of generations ago, in
another; even aa I have loved you, matter of routine for the Depart- each week for three auccesaivcof cost.
three successivewaeki previous to
It is very fitting that we should that ye also love one another. By ment of State and has been for
the days of the vast herds on the
weeks previousto aaid day of hearOscar Peterson,City Clerk.
hearing, in the Hoiwestern plains white bison were conclude this series of studieson this snail all men know that ye are years. Because of this the immen- ing, in the Holland City Newt, a
land City Naws, a newspaper print. great rarities and the Indians the ten commandments with what my disciples,if ye have love one to sity of the project escapes public newspaper printed and circulated in
ed and circulated in said County.
f consideredthem sacred. One plains Jesus has to say on the subject Of another.” Can we wonder that this notice.
•aid County.
CORA VANDE WATER, '
Expires Feb. 25, 1989
tribe, the Atsina, slaughteredlarge course we have been studying His new commandment should have
Every two year* the Department
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
Judge off Probate.
numbere of bison by driving them sayings on the separate command- afterwards so completely absorbed publishes15,000 copies of the MichJudge of Probate.
A true copy.
over cliffs, but if one white animal ments as we have passed along. St. John’s own mind, when we re- igan Manual, or “Red Book,” which A true copy:
MORTGAGE BALE
Harriet Swart,
was in the mass thus killed whole- But right now we have an entire member that he heard it enunciated has been a familiar symbol of state
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.
sale, only the direst necessity could lesson on what fell from His lips, under such circumstancesaa these? records for many years.
Reiriatar of Probate.
Default having been made in the
drive them to take the meat or and though He did not speak all
When Jesus gave his new com- Also after each session of the
condition*of a certain mortgage
hides of any part of the whole herd. these words with referenceto the mandment that we ahould love one legislature, bound volumes of the
Expires Dec. 81— y672
made by Anthony W. Kwiatkowski
commandments,they are the sum- another as^He has loved us, He was Acte passed and signed by the
STATE OF MICHIGAN
and France* Kwiatkowski, husband
ming up of .the meaning of what stating« principle upon which all Governor are published.The numThe Probate Court for the Coun- and wife, to Frank S- Baldwin dat.
December 14, Dite Set Moaes gave the childrenof Israel
of the laws and commandments are ber of books pubUshed is usually ty of Ottawa.
ad tha lit day of December, A. D..
back in the wilderness.
At • eeeeioo of eaid Court, held
based. If we would love one another about 18,500.Theae Public Acta, / At a sessionof said Court, held
For Oratorical Contests
Aa we follow Him in His words as He has loved us, there would be as well as the Michigan Manual, at the Probata Office in the City of 1928, and recorded in the office of at the Prohate Office in the City of
the Register of Deeds for the Coun- °»nd Haven In eald County.
we are impressed with the close
are distributed to thousands of pub- Grand Haven in tha aaid County,
December 14 is the date set for connectionbetween the Old Testa- no need for any other law.
ty of Ottawa and Stats of MichiThe source of our love for others lic officials without cost as pro- on the 7th day of Dec.A.D., 1988. win, on the 4th day of December,
19M*h* Mth *** °f N0V,# ** ""
the annual Adelaide and Raven Or- ment and the New. The one is more
is our love for God. If we do not vided in the distribution act.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- A. D., 1928, in Liber 187 of Mortatoricalcontests.Winners of the legalisticthan the other; neverthe- love our fellow men we do not l*ve The most recent publicationof ter, Judge of Probate.
Preeent, Hon. Cora Van De
gage!, on page 230. which mortcontests, besides receiving swards less they are one in spirit The God. But when we love God we the Department is that of the extra
In the Matter of the Estate of gage was assigned by mesne con- Water, Judge of Probate.
emphasis in the one case is more will also love our fellow men. Our session of this year or property Edward Holder, Deceased.
Matter of the Estete of
in June, will represent the school
veyances to Reconstruction Finon the outward law, while the
to* God is measured by our called the Public Acta of 1938. This
John H. Helder having filed in ance Corporation,on which mortat the intercollegiatemeet in emphasisin the other case is on love
love to others, and our love to is a small paper-bound volume of said court his petition praying that gage there is claimed to be due at
that law which is written on the others is measured by our love to 80 pages recording the 9 acts tha administration of said estate
Aal hare la tin greatest oil haater March.
the date of this notice, for princivahae of all tine! This is the
The Adelaide Contest for women tablets of men’s hearts.
God. It is unreasonable to expect passed by the last legislature.
be granted to Paul Scholten or to pal and interest to 11-15-38 the
lowest priced, full-sized circulatThe
commandment
of
love
is
not
The
cost
of
this
most
recent
publove
to
God,
where
there
is
no
love
some
other
suitable
person.
is scheduled for 2:80 in the base•um of 18,047.10Dollars,and an
ing heelar ever’ to beer the
a substitutefor the ten God gave for man. Love can be pictured as lication is forty cents per copy,
It is Ordered, That the 10th day Attorney's fee of thirty-five DolQuaker name. It coats no more ment of the chapel. Returning to Moses on the mount It is addi- a triangle with the peak of the trio
of January, A.D., 1989, at ten o'rs, as provided for in said raortthan ordinary heaters,yet offers tradition, the men’s Raven Contest tional. It is called a new command- angle representing God and the ANTLES DESIGNS
clock in the forenoon,at aaid proge. and no suit or proceedings at
for more In feetinrea, beauty and at 8:00 in the chapel auditorium, ment There is a possibility of other two angles representingour' hereby
‘
ind ii
apTYPE OF BIRD FEEDER bate office, be and
sr having been instituted to reobserving
the
ten
commandments
pointed
for
hearii
selves
and
others.
ing
said
petition:
is to be a formal occasionfor parcover the moneys secured by said
pointed for hearing eald petition,
in a formal manner that jupt keeps
_ That
____ pub. mortgage, or any part thereof.
When we express good will and Ira Antles, conservation officer It is Further O Irdered,
ticipants And for the audience if so
and that all pereons interestedin
us respectablemembers of society. friendshiptoward others we can be
lie notice thereofbe git
by pubdesired.
Notice is Hereby Given, that by said eetate appear before aaid
This new commandment carries us sure that we are children of God for Ottawa county, has designed a lication of a copy of this oirder for
The women orators who have beyond that. We are to love one and followersof Christ. When our new type of bird feeding station three successiveweeks previous to virtue of the power of sale con- Court, at aaid time and place, to
which is an evident improvementsaid day of hearing, in the Holland tained in said mortgage,and the show cause why a license to sell
drawn for places are: Rose Tenin- another as He has loved. This in- provprb•ial verbal profession love over many type* now in
M use.
UDC. AIt City News, a newspaper printed statute in such case made and pro- the interest of said eatate in said
cludes everyone.There were no to God is not supported by deeds
ga, speaking on the subject, “The
consists
--- of
-----a box with
---a hopper
honner- and circulated in said county.
vided, on Friday tha 24th day of real estate should not be granted;
racial lines in His sight. He did of kindness toward all with whom
shaped bottom, with wire bail at
Power of War Propaganda”;Nor- not make the rich His friends while
atCORA VANDE WATER, February, A. D, 1939, at ten o’wo come in .contact, we can be sure
tached
for
hanging
from
ma Becksfort on “Intercollegiate neglectingthe poor. He never told that we are fir from Christ. For
Judge of Probate. clock in the forenoon, tha underbranches at any"
any height dictated
dictated^
by A true copy:
signed will, at tha North door of lication of a copy of this order,
Athletics,”and Alice Bosch, on one man that he could enter the the measure of our love to others
depth of snow. In the bottom is
Court House in the City of Grand
... for three successive weeks preHarriet Swart,
kingdom,
while
informing
another
is
the
measure
of
our
love
to
God.
“Kidnapping.”Nina Fopma will
a small hole through which corn,
ire vlous to said day of hearing,in tha
Haven, that being the place where
that there was no roero for him. It is no more. It is no less.
Register of Probate.
Nies
Co. also take part in the contest.
grit or other feed combinations
the Circuit Court for the County
ity Holland City Naws, a newspaper
This love is very intensive. It went
can trickleas the birds need it,
Expires Dec. 81—17673
of Ottawa is held, sell at Public
He printed and circulated in said counIn the men’s contest, “Wildfire” to the deepestdepths. No man had
43 E. 8th St.— Phone' 3315
but
not
otherwise.
Auction, to the highest bidder, the
Grave Has Man? Visitor*
STATE OF MICHIGAN
will be the subject of Robert Van sunk so low that the love of Christ
CORA VANDE WATER.
A small glass bottle, filledwith The Probate Court for the Coun- premises described in said /mortThe tomb of Abelard and Heloise,
derhart’s oration. Robert Bon- could not get down to where he was.
gage, or so much thereof as may be
Judge of Probate.
His love is broad enough to include In the cemetery of Pere la Chaise corn, hangs below the box. Birds ty of Ottawa.
thius has chosen to speak on the
At a sessionof said Court, held necessary to pay the amount so aa A true copy:
every soul He has made. It is long in Paris, is, after 700 years, a place see the corn, peck at it and the
“Galileos of 1988”; the ftfe of enough to follow us all the way. It
Harriet Swart,
bottle jiggles a stiff wire which at the Probate Office in the City of aforesaid due on said mortgage,
of sentimentalpilgrimage.Since
lets the grairt out on request Grand Haven in said County, on with six per cant interest, and all
Register of Probate.
John Hain’s. oration is “America’s is deep enough to reach the worst
their tragic romance, notes a writer
Antles isn’t selling the box or de- the 7th day of Dec., A. D., 1988. legal costs, together with said atWant, to Bur til Kindi of Scrap Supreme Menace,” and “Midas’ of men. It is high enough to bring
Expires Dae. 17—12550 > '
in Collier’s Weekly, this grave Is sign and a sample is on display
Material Old Iron, Radiatora,Old
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- torney's fee, to-wit: all that certain
us to our final abode.
Touch” is Dean Dykstrm’s title. Bill
STATE OF MICHIGAN
believed to have been more widely at the district conservation head- ter, Judge of Probate.
piece
of
land
situate
in
the
TownBatteries snd other Jtink. Best
When our Lord gave this new
The Probate Court for the Counship of Tsllmadge, Connty of Ottamarket price; also feed and sugar Jacobs, Peter Hamel, and Leroy commandment Judas hqd just left known, to have had more visitors quarters in Grand Rapids for inIn the Matter of the Estate of
wa and State of Michigan, describ- ty of Ottawa.
bags.
Ellerbrookalso intend to enter Mte the company for the purpose of and to have been the subject of dividualsand clubs to copy if they
Henry Eby, Deceased.
At a sessionof said Court, held
carping out his plans. It was a more stories and songs than any so desire.
contest
Leo Frederick Eby having filed ed as follows: Starting 'at tha at the Probate Office in the City
night much to be observed. It was other In Christendom,with the exhis petition, praying that an instru- Southwest corner of the Southeast of Grand Haven, in said County,
COMING MARRIAGE IS
the night upon which the sacra ception of that of the Savior.
ment filed in said Court be admit- quarter (SEK) of Section twen- on the 29th day of November, A.
ANNOUNCED
Transportationon Snow
ted to Probate as the last will and ty-seven (27) of Township seven D., 1988.
ment of the Lord’s Supper was in
Eye, Ear, Note and Throat
testamentof said deceasedand (7) North of Range thirteen(18)
The first book to menUon trans- stituted, in which Judas Joined. It
Present: Hon. Cora Vande WaSpecialist .
At a buffet luncheon given at that administrationof said estate West, thence north one hundrec
portationon the snow was Xeno- was the night upon which Christ
ter, Judge of Probate.
(Over Model Drag Store)
Boone’s
Kuntry
Kitchen,
Zeeland,
sixty
(160)
rods,
thence
East
forty
be granted to himself or some othOrder for Publication.
phon’s "Anabasis,” which tella of gave that remarkable lesson in
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bourn an an- er suitableperson.
Holland, Mich.
In the Matter of the Estete of
Armenians who put enlarged ahoea humility tc His disciples by washnounced the engagement of their
Office Honrs; 9-11 s.m. 2-5 p.m.
It is Ordered, That the 10th day
ing
their
feet.
It
was
the
night,
Fred 8. Bertsch, mentally incomon their horsea while traveling in
daughter,
Ruth,
to
Sebum
SherEvenings— Saturday 7:00 to 9:00
of
January,
A.D.,
1939,
at
ten
A.
too. on which Christ gave distinct
petent
man of Grand Rapids.
Phones: Office
Rea. 2776 the mountain panes.
M., at said Probate Office is here- to the section line, thence West
warning tp Judas of the treachery
The GRAND RAPIDS TRUST
eighty
(80)
rods
to
the
place
of
be
by appointed for hearing said pehe was about to commit And it
COMPANY, a Michigan corporaAttorneys-at-Law
ginning,
excepting,
however,
i
Expires
Dec.
24
tition.
was after this warning that Judas
tion, of Grand Rapids, Michigan,
It is Further Ordered that Pub- right of way to highway over l having filed in said Court Ha Fifth
went out to do his work, leaving Office: Over Holland State
PROPOSED
IMPROVEMENT
OF
strip
one
(1)
rod
wide
running
lic notice thereofbe given by pubBank
the eleven faithful disciples behind.
Account aa Guardian of the estate
32nd St FROM LINCOLN TO lication of a copy of this order, for East from a point twenty (20) rods of said Mentally Incompetent, and
Any lesson, therefore, given on such
Holland, Michigan
OTTAWA
AVES.
North
of the Southwest corner of
three
successive
weeks
previous
to
a night would be likely to be well
it* petition praying for the allowaid day of hearing, in the Hol- said description.
ance of said account and for the
remembered,to sink deeply into
LUMBER BARGAINS
Holland, Mich., Dec. 8, 1938. land City News, a newspaper printthe heart, and one cannot be sur- Hemlock,Rough or dressed. 2x4,
ReconstructionFinance Corpor- allowance of its fees as in said
ed and circulated in aaid County.
prised that the Lord should take
ation, Owner of Mortgage account set forth,
2x6, 2x8, 2x10-830.
Notice is hereby given that at a
CORA VANDE WATER,
IT IS ORDERED, That th# 27th
advantage of such an occasion to cheating, $80,00,Shiplsp. 680.00.
Alexander
McCaslin and Cholette, day of December,A. D., 1938, at
meeting of the Common Council of
Judge of Probate.
impress some important precepts Beards, rough, $84.00.
Attorneys for Reconstruction ten o’clock in the forenoon at aaid
and doctrines upon His disciples. Get our prices on Barn shingles the City of Holland, Mich., held A true copy.
Finance Corporation.
Probate Office be and is hereby apOne might expect that some things and rough Hemlock and white Wed., Dec. 7, 1988, the following Harriet Swart,
Resolutionwas adopted:—
Register of Probate.
pointed for examiningand allowthat the Lord would desire to say
pine Barn Boards. Anything you
ing said account and nearing said
to the apostles before His passion, want in Yellow Pine, White Pine
“RESOLVED, that 82nd St. from
Expires Dec. 31—15540
and which scarcely could be said
and nr lumber at lowest prices. Lincolnto Ottawa Aves. be improvLasting
the
further ordered,
_ STATE OF MICHIGAN
in the presence of Judas, would
We deliver anywhere.
ed by grading,gravelling and placThe
Probate
Court
for
the
CounMoat
beautiful
tribute
to
one
de*
That
public
notice thereofbe riven
now be uttered without reserve. All Types of Insulation.
ing a tar retread2 inches in thick- ty of Ottawa.
this
parted is the offeringthat expects by publicationof a
And indeed it does seem as though
Bolhuia Lumber and Mfg. Co.
ness and 20 ft wide, the estimated
At a sessionof said Court, held no reward save Its own evidence order for three successive weeks
the departure of Judas had taken, 200 E. 17th St
cost to the City of Holland on this at the Probate Office in the City of
previous to said day of hearing in
if one may venture to say so, a
Holland. Michigan.
improvementbeing $4,125.00; said Grand Haven in said County, on the of lastingworth. Whether simple the Holland Qitv News, a newspaimprovement being considered a 5th day of December,A.D., 1938. or in posing in character, memorial per printed Snd rircuated in said
necessary improvement; that such
Present, Hon. Cora Vsnde Wa- problems of yours become ours County.
improvement be made in accord- ter, Judge of Probate.
CORA VANDE WATER,
from the day you consultus.
ance with the plans and specificaIn the Matter of the Estate of
Judge of Probate.
tions as drawn by the Ottawa counAnna R. Cooper, Deceased.
A true copy:
ty Engineer^iow en file in the office
Charles H. McBride having filed
Harriet Swart,
of the City Clerk; that the cost in said Court his final administraRegister of Probate.
and expense of making such im- tion account, and petitionpraying
nm the risk of seadiog cssh through the mails?
provement as aforesaid be paid for the allowance thereof and for
ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free
Or why waste time and effort paying bills unperson?
partly from the General Street the assignment and distribution of
servicegiven on dead or disabled
Fund
of
the
City
and
partly
by
FRIENDLY
•
•
SERVICE
the residue of said estate, and also
A checking account will do the job foe you more
service given on dead or disabled
special assessment upqn the lands, praying for the allowance of his
horses and sow*. Notify us
Wa know our customer! don't wish to submit to fmefficiently- with greater speed and safety.
lots and premises abutting upon charges for extraordinaryand
promptly. Phono 9745, collect
that part of 32nd St. between Lin- special' aervices rendered said esHOLUND
RENDERING WORKS.
All you need do is draw your checks and mail
coln and Ottawa Avei.
tate, by said Executor.
It
is
Ordered,
That
the
10th
day
them. The postman and your bank do the rest
relieve# . ^
RESOLVED
, further,
• that said of Januanr A.D., 1939, at ten of.
checking account is really a modern convenience
plans, specifications
es
icationa and estimate
clock in the forenooru at said ProCET A
of cost be deposited in the office bate Office, be and is hereby apthat you cannot afford to be without The next time
of the Clerk for public examination pointed for examiningand allowYour eor (it need not be paid lorHp*Koaa) propFEVER and
-you are nearby come in and start an account It will
and the Clerk be instructed to give ing said account, sad hearing said
HEADACHES
notice thereof of the proposed “imT*
requirebut a few brief minutes,
Tablet# daa to Colds
provement1 and of the district to ^ It is Further Ordered, That pubbe assessed therefor
. .......
„ publishing
by
lishing lie notice thereof be given by pubnotice of the same for two3 "•fe
---- - lotion of a copy of this order, for
>vV.
-I
and that Wed- Jan. 4, 1939, at
at 7:30
7:30 tnree
we<
three successiveweeks
previous to
P. M. be and H hereby determined said day of hearing,in the Holland
printed
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account, and her petition
for the aQowanee thereof ...»

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLV- PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT OF
ED, that the Common Council of WEST 16TH ST. FROM LAKE
AVE. TO THE WEST CITY
the City of Holland deem it advisLIMITS
able to vacate, discontinue and

Many Rubber

w

Praent, Hon. Cora Vanda Wg-

have petitionedthe Council to vacate, discontinueand abolish aaid
Aihr.

to free himself.

St
4589'™r

1988.

owners of the
property shutting on the alley in
Homestead Addition in the City of
Holland, situated and being being between Slat and 32n<T Sts.
from Michigan to Maple Aves.,

ently died of a broken neck, while
the other died of starvation. Then
was also indications that the victor
dngged his vanquished dead a considerable distancein frantic efforts

__

CHEK

Mra. J.

WHEREAS, the

One deer appar-

CHINEES

Th# new Chines* Checker Marble game that is creating such a
Probate Court’fo'ri
PROPOSED VACATING OP AL- sensation is hare. A game for all tyThe
of Ottawa. * a >
LEY IN HOMESTEAD

EXAMINE LICENSE APPLICANTS
With 160,000 deer hunter*, or
therotbouta,In the Michigan north
voodfl at one time, then an bound
to bo accidents in which human befaift an shot with bullets intended
for animals.But it ought to be possible to reduce the number of them.
W# believe the number would be
reduced if, in issuing licenses to
hunt, the State were to demand
that applicants give proof of fltn®*f to be allowed in the woods
with a deadly weapon.
A person desiring to get a license to drive a car must show that
be is competent to do it He must
prove that he understands the traffic regulations and can operate a
vehicle safely.

Equally a person wishing to hunt

deer should show that he has a
reasonable familiarity with flreams and knows how to handle a
rifle safely. He should be required
to give evidence of acquaintance
with the rules of cautionwhich experienced hunters observe. And so
far as practical, he should be examined for physical and temperament fitness to indulge in a hazardous sport.

An

examinationof that

sort

might save a good many lives and
a lot of sufferingand grief.
Certainly there is something
wrong with a practice which enables a greenhorn to buy a powerful weapon, and then upon payment of a fee, prowl about in the
woods with it, a danger to himself
*nd a menace to everybody in his
vicinity.
.
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Hoffman

Clare

Explains His
Relief Stand

"D"?

>«« U Do Anythin, You
Wouldat Advocate in Your

Personal Business”

During the last session of Congrecs, through the kindness of the

Wpening in Washington. During
the campaign,
by paid politicaloua,
ads.
1 1 «
you were advised of my views on

•»•*»

-

several occasion!
.

The campaign is over. Msy

I

think you for the
fldence

may be

coming

justified during the
session.

It is not only my duty but my de*
ire, in serving you, to carry out
your wishes on matters of national
policy. Many of you, either because
you have read what I have written
or have heard me speak, know in

SSS’i.uS.

,rincipl“for

aMUiak XEUCi, UIQ age
benefits, the laboringm**!.

_

As one who hasbut little property,
always
been Aforced
— -w w who has» *****
mj m vvc-H
U Iv CU
am --- - __
.
to work; as one who msy some day
be in need of old age ms* stance,

—

i

1

--

1

-

I hare no personal reason to oppose legislation benefitingany of

James Heerspink Jewelry

.rfotfiywwdd be

further from
the troth than the chargee which
."®en msde. Those charges

can be paid to any class,
the eource of the money to mak*
benefits

450 Washington

should' be aserWnsdj that all legislation which
ie labeled labor legislation ia not

three payments

____

necessarilyof benefit to the __
actual_
worker; tint I have not blindly
followedthe demands of organisers
or lobbyists.
It to my desire to give the first
considerationto the needy, the unfortunate,those least able to protect themselves.

Square

“The Jeweler on

Holland, Michigan

__

HOBBY GROUP TO
ARRANGE MODEL
RAILWAY EXHIBIT
I

A

^

Traveling

Around America

group of model enthusiasts,
do so, help me with any construc- who man to form a Hobby club or
tive suggestionsyou may have, but
Model
club later on, have aiiangeu
arranged
—
a display for National Model Railway week in a Grand Haven hardware store window. The railway
your own personal business.
diapliay not only shows factory
Sincerelyyours.
models but also cars and locomoCLARE E. HOFFMAN, member tives made by members. R. M.
Swansen of Keller, Inc., Grand Haof Congress.
ven, has long been a model railway
November 19, 1938.
enthusiastand has a large amount
.

...

Tor Christmas Gifts—

Buy Quality Merchandise

•

Christmas

of trackage,cars, locomotivesand
equipment arrangedin his basement. It has a central controlsysThe Indian and the buffalo de- tem and is believed the most compart.
plete model railway outfit in that
And in their stead Thomas Jefferson and hia home at Monticello
Beside Mr. Swansen, others interwill jingle in the nationalpocket
ested are John Lindemulder, who
The new “Jeffersonnickel” that painted the back drop for the winwas put into circulation Tuesday is dow display;his son, Ward; Kennot, artistically, an improvement neth Ross, Alvin Jonker and Louis
on the coin it will ultimatelydis- Ellingson.The group will attempt
organization later if others show
The bust of Jefferson is well interest. Model building, Mr. Swanenough done, but the reproduction sen says, does not have to be coninclude
of
historic home
on me
the reverse
reverse fined to railroads but may uu;iuoe
-- —his
-----jjvuie un
#*T f Via
___ s 8h,Pi* houses,constructionapparauf the coin has none of At-'.
the appeal
of the buffalo it
tiuorwything
in miniature.
i l t * "*“*s
*«*ni»iure. Model
monel
A*ti**i i* they can ret hold of clubs located elsewhere have large
Americans prob- memberships and in some cases
•Wy will not revolt over the artis- have developed layouts of railroad
tic deterioration represented by yards, terminals, harbors, ships and
dockage.
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of the historydivision of the
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Friday, Dr.

Jeptha of Hebrew Origte
The name Jephtha, also spelled
Jeptha, Is of Hebrew origin and
means "God sets free.” The orig-

was victorious,and when his daughter came to meet him be kept his
vow.

Raymond at-

*sd an all-daymeeting of his-

departmentprofessors of

all

eh affiliated colleges of Michi at Albion. He was accom-

by students interested in

Quality Merchandise at Reasonable Prlees

Name

weeks ago Saturday Dr. inal Jephtha was a judge of larael
Braee Raymond attendad the Coun- who vowed that if he should be viccil meeting of the Michigan Acad- torious over the Ammonites be would
emy of Science, arts and letters at sacrificewhatever first came to
Ann Arbor. Dr. Raymond to chair- meet him on his return h/wny He

mn

.

v

Hoirera^g0h«beSm^Unce
over 800 years in Newcastle.England. They were first held at Killtogworth Moor in 1632. They were
moved to Newcastle Town* Moor in
1721, and remained there until 1811,
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WEST POINTERS TAKE TO THE SEA
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GROUP of

cadets from West of an unoffleialgoodwill trip. Tbs
Point shown as they tailed cadets, who came from all parts of
from New York recently on the the United Statee, will be received
Grace Liner Santa Elena for a crulae and entertained.in the various cities
corering Curacao; La Gnalra and along tha route, atopplng off m
Venezuelafor a week s visit. Similar
Puerto Cabelio, Venezuela. South
groups of cadets also bare rlsited
America: Puerto Colombia and Car
Ecuador and the West pout conatagena, Colombia; Panama Cana)
tries of South America, it la with
Zone; Jamaica; and Haiti.
trips such ii lhiM that the youth 1
The cruise was sponsoredby Capof the Americaa are gtren a better
tain the Honorable Colon Eloy Alunderstandingof mutual problems
fenv Ministerfrom Ecuador to the
and are brought into closer fellowS!!« *!»!«,
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Always the

NEWEST STYLES P. S.
— at—
BOXER’S
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B0TER & CO.

West 8th

FREE!
All Gifts will
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Christmas Boxes
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Clothing
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Furnishings

Hole Proof
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INTERWOVEN
SOCKS
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